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Engineered Economics With A Bite.

 One Engineered Solution 
 One Company 

 One Cost (and it's effective) 

You can get an entire end -to -end, cost-effective, engineered solution

for your DTV transition in one place - Harris. Start with our encoding

solution, Flexicoder. In the middle of the Harris engineered chain is

Watchdogp/us, our latest test and monitoring solution, and our

entry-level DTV transmitter, Ranger. End up with several antenna

options including the DL -8 from Dielectric. And, because it's all

integrated by the industry's most experienced team, you have no need

to worry about interface issues. Get the solution and peace of mind

you deserve from the leader in engineered solutions - Harris.

next level solutions

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION

in -,,-1(1 hdrriS.COM otRIU,S
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Communications Corporation
of America, Lafayette, Louisiana

Company Name:
Communications Corporation of America

Headquarters:
Lafayette, Louisiana

Stations:
KADN - Lafayette
KLAF - Lafayette
WNTZ - Natchez, Mississippi

Critical Needs:
Simplified multi -channel operation
Integration with existing traffic system
System reliability
Centralcasting capabilities

Lou Strowger
Chief Engineer for Communications Corporation of America

Even with 20 to 22 hours of syndicated content

played out daily, Lou Strowger, Chief Engineer for

Communications Corporation of America, felt that

operator errors were costing his Lafayette broad-

cast center too much money.

"We knew there had to be a better way to run things,"

said Strowger, who is responsible for engineering

operations at 22 middle market stations throughout

Texas, Louisiana and western Mississippi. Strowger

was ready to make the move to station automation.

Before installing the Odetics AIROTm Automaticn

System, co -located stations KADN, KLAF and

WNTZ required 3 master control operators - one

for each station - as well as a prep operator.

"Each station was operated independently, with no

common server, and no machine control."

explained Strowger.

After evaluating different products, Strowger

decided to upgrade to the AIRO system. He felt

Odetics offered the reliability his operations

demanded, and his past experience working with

the company had been positive.

Most of the programming for the three stations is

bartered - syndicated shows with commercials

included and a few local ad avails. Programs are

taped daily, logged for in and out points, and

played on the scheduled air date. The broadcast

team's first task was to integrate AIRO with an

existing traffic system to create compatible logs,

build as -run reports and reconcile daily schedules.

Odetics worked with Strowger's team to create a

new interface to the traffic system. Despite these

obstacles, the AIRO system was up and running

whin a week after installation. "There were no

surprises with Odetics," added Strowger.

Learning to operate AIRO is quick as well. "Many

of our operators have little or no experience in a

control room, but training on AIRO is pretty easy,"

sand Strowger. "It takes only a few days to get an

operator up and running with the system. We prob-

ably spend more time teaching them about station

procedures or using Windows than automation."

From a familiar Windows interface, AIRO allows a

master control operator to simply prepare the play

list to match the log from the station's traffic

department. The AIRO system automatically cues

each tape and inserts local spots according to the

schedule. "We now use a single master control

operator and one prep operator to manage all three

channels,'' commented Strowger. "Certainly, cost

was a factor, but our focus is more on reliability."

Worry -free AIRO has provided Strowger, a 25 -year

industry veteran, with the opportunity to com-

pletely dispense with the headaches and responsi-

bility incumbent with managing independently

operated stations. He feels he receives excellent

engineering support from Odetics. "Every little

problem we encounter, they're right on top of it. I

trust Odetics. I know they're going to do what they

promise and they're going to do it right."

Odetics
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FEATURES
58 Routing technology

Engineering

By John Luff
Explore the forces behind a decade of advances in router
technology and learn how they can benefit your facility.

66 Database design for broadcasters
By Patrick Turner
Learn how to create a database that can serve as a founda-
tion for a sophisticated asset management system.

74 PSIP and data broadcasting: Keys to
making the ATSC A/90 standard work
By Richard Chemock and Jerry Whitaker
The DTV program and system information protocol plays a
role in data broadcasting for digital television.

WHD-TV 27-1

TV -G
Stereo74

BEYOND THE
HEADLINES

Download

16 Unconditional access

FCC Update

22 FCC staff to get tough with
DTV permittees

Business Models

24 Satellite/ENG systems

DIGITAL HANDBOOK
Transition to Digital

28 The digital resolution concepts

Computers and Networks

34 The perfect broadcast server

40 Power quality in
entertainment facilities

ON THE COVER:
Space planning was

essential in housing 32
racks for 32 matrix

frames to
build out this

1024x1024 serial
component digital
router (MER 2) at

EchoStar's facility in
Cheyenne, WY.

(continued on page 8)
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The New All -Terrain SD/HD Studio Camera System.
Introducing the first multi -format camera with the guts to go anywhere you do.

Brought to you by the company that re -invented broadcast news, the new AK-HC931

delivers exceptional 480i standard definition images, yet is easy to upgrade to 720p,

1080i or 24P high definition performance. In the studio or in the field, no other digital

camera offers a more flexible or economical path to DTV conversion. Just what you'd

expect from the company that brought you DVCPRO. To find

out how versatile this all-purpose camera system really is, visitAK-HC93 I 2/3" Progressive Scan 3-CCDs Auto Set -Up

480i DTV, Upgradeable to 720p, I080i, 24P 60 -fps Image Capture

Variable Frame Rates (6,12,18,24,30,40 -fps) 10 Pounds, Mud Not Included

www.panasonic.com/broadcast Panasonic'
or call us at 1-800-528-8601 The difference is your image:
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Engineering

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INTEGRATION

Systems Design Showcase

46 Rainbow Network Communications'
NY command center

Transmission & Distribution

54 Basics of transmission line selection

NEW PRODUCTS
& REVIEWS

Applied Technologies

82 Media 100's 844/X

119 Tektronix MTM400 MPEG transport
stream monitor

120 Television on demand from Sun
Microsystems

Field Reports

122 FOX Sports covers NASCAR with
Chyron

124 WALA-TV gets creative with
digital microwave

Technology in Transition

126 Embedded audio interfaces

New Products

130 Panasonic AJ-HD3700A, plus other new
products

DEPARTMENTS
10 Editorial 145 Advertisers

12 Reader Feedback Index

140 Classifieds 146 EOM

Name this

famous

broadcaster

Name this famous

broadcaster. Where did he

work when he wasn't

promoting Chyron products,

like this one? All correct

entries will be eligible for a

drawing of the new Broadcast

EngineeringT-shirts. Enter by

e-mail. Title your entry

"Freezeframe-October" in the

subject field and send it to:

lxfick@primediabusiness.com.

Correct answers received by

Dec. 17, 2002, are eligible to

win.
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TAKE THE MAXELL
CHALLENGE

SEE WHY NO RECORDABLE MEDIA
OUTPERFORMS MAXELL

BILL THOMPSON
Crawford Communications, Inc.

STEVE WILD

Grace & Wild, Inc.

MARK SMIRNOFF
Modem VideoFilm

RANDALL PARIS DARK
HD Vision Studios

Join industry leaders such as Bill Thompson of Crawford Communications, Inc., Mark Smirnoff of Modern
VideoFilm, Steve Wild of Grace & Wild, Inc., and Randall Dark of HD Vision Studios. Find out for yourself what

they already know - that no other recordable media outperforms Maxell.

When it comes to outstanding quality, reliability and customer service, Maxell is at the forefront of the industry.
No other tape has a better signal-to-noise ratio, better picture clarity & longer life. We guarantee it.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit our website at www.maxell.com.

axe!!
Expanding Memory & Mobility0.

AtRecordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships



Will Congress
crush broadcasters?

If you're to believe House Energy and Commerce
Committee Chairman W.J. "Billy" Tauzin (R -La.)
and Ranking Democrat John Dingel (D -Mich.),

television stations are going to convert to full-time
DTV operations by Dec. 31, 2006, - or go out of busi-
ness. There would be no 85 percent exception.

Pit bull Tauzin decided to follow up on his earlier
threat to involve Congress if broadcasters, CEA, cable
and Hollywood didn't come up with a workable DTV
implementation plan. "Clearly it's time for us to pro-
vide leadership in this area," he said.

Okay, since when did Congress provide "leadership"
on anything? Controversy, confusion and chaos, yes.
Leadership, no.

My eyes are bleary from reading the 150 pages of tes-
timony and drafts. Since most Broadcast Engineering
readers have not had the opportunity to actually review
Tauzin's proposal, it might be useful to emphasize sev-
eral points from the hearings. Keep in mind that Tauzin
calls the document ". . . [an] omnibus Digital Television
(DTV) bill ... represent [ing] the Committee's starting
legislative point to solve the DTV problem"
(energycommerce.house.gov/1 0 7/drafts/
dtv staff draft.pdf).

Here are some key points of the proposed legislation:

 Under the bill, all analog TV broadcasts would cease
by Dec. 31, 2006. No exceptions.

 The FCC would be forced to set a specific date where
each network affiliate broadcaster would be required
to pass through "without degradation" any network
DTV signal. No downresing would be permitted.

 Within 180 days of the bill's passage, the all -digital
devices capable of demodulating a DTV signal would
have to implement a broadcast flag. It's unclear whether
this would prevent consumers from time -shifting pro-
grams. It would specifically prohibit any Internet trans-
mission of flagged programs.

 As of July 1, 2005, the manufacture of DTV equip-
ment with analog outputs would be prohibited. Pro-
fessional equipment is exempted.

In total, these provisions would obsolete every ana-
log DTV product out there. Before you laugh at those
of us who bought HDTV sets, consider that this pro-
vision could even obsolete your own home stereo sys-
tem. As the proposed bill is currently worded, a new
TV set would not be compatible with your current
home audio stereo. Because all new TV sets would be
prohibited from having any analog outputs, you'd have
to replace not only your TV set, but your entire home
audio system, too!

Finally, Tauzin totally lowered the boom on broadcast-
ers' heads by specifically proposing to amend the Com-
munications Act of 1934 to prohibit any dual must -carry
by cable. No cable system would be required to carry si-
multaneously both the analog and digital signals from a
TV station.

While Tauzin admitted the hearing was intended pri-
marily for discussion purposes, anyone who's been
around a while knows that this draft wasn't conceived
without an intent to move in the directions outlined.

Unless the industries involved in the implementa-
tion of DTV can get on with the DTV transition in a
more timely manner, Congress is going to step on our
heads, and it won't even feel the bump.

editorial director

Send comments to:  direct: ethtor©orimethabusiness.com  web site: www.broadcastengineering.com
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Kale 0 -KZ 'Virtual' Monitor Wall Processor
The Kaleido-K2 multi -image display system redefines signal monitoring by incorporating all conceivable monitor
wall features in a single display. Kaleido-K2 turns any standard computer, projection or plasma display into a
complete "glass cockpit" for your TV control room or monitoring center.

Co 32 Input Capacity 0 Advanced Audio Display Co High -Resolution Quality m Mission Critical Design

SDI, HDSDI, VGA, Composite AES, Embedded, Analog

For complete details, contact: kaleido@miranda.com
Miranda Technologies Inc. - tel. 514.333.1772

www.miranda.com

1600 x 1200 (UXGA) Front loading, redundant architecture

0 interfacing & Distribution 0 Routing 0 Master Control & Branding 0 Control & Monitoring THINK PURPLE
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Aspect ratio conversion
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New graphics technology
Super -charging graphics systems

liming issues
Dear Mr. Robin:
I work for the regional TV station in

Yugoslavia. We have been almost com-
pletely analog for the last 12 years and
have no real experience in digital equip-
ment. Now we have some secondhand
digital equipment, and we are trying to
combine it with what we already have.
What we have now is a Philips produc-
tion switcher with component inputs for
cameras, and other inputs are SDI. The
trouble is that we have only two SDI
sources: DVCPRO and a frame synchro-
nizer. So we're going to put an analog
switcher before that synchronizer in or-
der to have more sources available. At
the end we have DigiMix as a keyer.

What we want to know is the method
of measuring all these paths and do-
ing timing, taking into consideration
that all we have is some old Tektronix
analog waveforms and vectorscopes.

KRESIMIR VLAHEK

Michael Robin responds:
Dear Mr. Vlahelc
In response to your note, I have sev-

eral suggestions. First, provide all ana-
log and digital equipment with a com-
mon PAL color -burst reference signal.

Second, time and phase all analog
sources feeding the analog produc-
tion switcher to your normal PAL tol-

erances and check the results by
switching from one source to another
while monitoring the analog PAL
output with a PAL vectorscope and a
waveform monitor referenced to the
central PAL color -burst reference.

Following these steps should be
sufficient. Normally, digital produc-
tion switchers with SDI inputs fea-
ture a synchronizer at every input
with a tolerance window of +/- 0.5H.
I am not familiar with the Philips
production switcher you are using,
but in all likelihood, it operates in a
manner similar to other products I
am familiar with.

Insofar as the analog -component cam-
era inputs of the Philips digital produc-
tion switcher are concerned, I am as-
suming that each set of component ana-
log signals is digitized for further digital
processing, so it would seem normal that
it uses the same synchronizer circuitry
as the SDI inputs. If this is the case, steps
one and two should suffice.

Normally, you would want to moni-
tor the SDI output of the switcher. To
this effect, I would suggest a digital wave-
form monitor of the Tektronix
WFM601 family, whose decoded ana-
log GBR or Y, B -Y, R -Y outputs feed a
component analog color monitor. That
version would allow you to verify the
integrity of the SDI signal, as well as that
the resulting analog PAL signal is valid
and legal.

I hope these suggestions are of help.

REGARDS,

MICHAEL ROBIN

Freezeframe winners

December Freezeframe:
What TV station lays claim to be-

ing dedicated in 1955 by then -Vice
President Richard Nixon? It was also
the site of the famous Nixon/
Kennedy debates. It claims to be its
city's first stereo broadcaster and its

first DTV station.
Many readers thought that the an-

swer was WBBM-TV in Chicago,
which did play host to one Nixon!
Kennedy debate. However, it was
WRC-TV in Washington, D.C., that
was dedicated by Nixon.

Winners:
Tom Weeden, WMTV/WMTV-DT
Xen Scott
John Terhar, National Geographic

Channel
Pete Misisco, Fairfax Public Access
John Sullivan, WKMG

January Freezeframe:
Name and date this VTR. Called a

"Videocorder," it claimed "electronic
editing" complete with the ability to
"tape your material from other tapes,
or off -the -air, or live camera and in-
sert them into your pre -corded tapes
with perfect synchronization."

The following people named the
VTR correctly, which was the Sony EV-
320F Videocorder, however, no one
guessed the correct date. The EV-320F
was introduced in 1971.

Winners:
Frank De Nys, Ross Video
John Johnson, KTVQ
Andy Delle, Laser Pacific Media
Al Guajardo, NASA
Tony Trent, NASA
Ron Whittington
John Turner, Turner Engineering

February Freezeframe:
In what year was color television first

demonstrated? The system employed
three -spiral scanning disks for both the
transmitter and receiver. Bonus if you
can provide the lines of horizontal
resolution the system was capable of.

No one guessed the correct answer.
Color television was demonstrated for
the first time in July of 1928 by John
L. Baird in England. The system was
capable of somewhere between 20 and
30 lines per frame. BE

12 broadcastengineering.com OCTOBER 2002



SATISFYING YOUR REQUIREMENTS,

EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS.
TOTAL SOLUTIONTOTAL COMIITMENT

DIGITAL PRODUCTION

Intuitive and easy to learn control sur'ace

Compact torso a sizes - up to 64 faders and "2 channels

Extremely lightweight and small footprint

Full automatic redundancy for all system DSP cards, control
processors and aower suppli:s

All cards and panels are hot-pluggable

Embedded control system works independent y of
host :ornputer

Up tc 24 Multitrack / IFB Outputs

Mix -minus Output per channel

12 Atx busses

4 Stereo/Surround 5.1 Outputs

8 audio sub -groups

Powerful signal processing available at all tires

Salable and providing high

levels of redundancy with

hot-swappable cards and

panels throughout, Sigma

100 is aimed at production

facilities that do not regaire

large -format consoles but

cannot sacrifice reliab lity

or technical specification.

S gma 00 is available in

four cost-effective

processing configurations

ard three frame sizes with

a variety of I/O interfaces.

CAERE( AUDIO LTD.

NUTUOUGH ILL Hi811EN BRIDGE,

WEST YORKSHIRE P.X7 8E1 UK

TEL +44 (0) 1412 842159

FAX +44 (0) 1422 845244

EMAIL enquires@ GfreC.COM

WEB: www.calrec.,om

NORTH EASTERN USA & CANADA

STUDIO CONSUME IWC

SALES/SERVICE TEL ,212) 586 1316

FAIL (212) 582 2169

EMAIL scidoug aa .ccm

SOUTH EAST & M D WESTERN USA

REDWOOD MARKETINC

SALES/SERVICE TEL ;615) 811 0094

FAX (615) 877 788:7

EMAIL redwood@isin.net

WESTERN USA TERRITORIES

SALES TEL/FR (3111) 544 8388

EMAIL jimw drec.cam

SERVICE TEL (310) B49 8516

EMAIL pstech@ear.h.lmk.net

MEXICO

RESPUESTA INTEGRAL, SA de CV

SALES/SERVICE TEL 3052 55 5766 3018

FAX 0052 S5 574 6373

EMAIL respinte@prsdigynet.mx



FEEL JUST LIKE A
KID IN CANDY STORE:.

...When you Feast Your Eyes on our Vast Selection of Routers.

Remember how you used to feel when you stepped
into every kid's paradise? So many choices - each
one tempting in its own way.

Now you're grown, and perhaps the candy store no
longer holds the same magic. Still, you just may
relive that old feeling of wonder when you set eyes
on our vast selection of routers.

Choose one. Or if you're feeling indulgent - try one
of each. You'll find that all our routers complement
each other perfectly.

And at Leitch, you'll never feel you missed out on
something. Because from the compact Leitch
Xpress''' to the massively scalable Integrator', every
one of our routers can be controlled by the same
high -quality Windows' -based RouterWorks® control
software.

So feast your eyes on our exceptional assortment of
routers. With Leitch, you can afford to succumb to
temptation.
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All Leitch routers can be
monitored and controlled by our revolutionary

CCS Command Control System.

ivite
Integrator Router Series

Compact, scalable, reliable, 32x32 to 512x512
Multi -format, investment -oriented protection
Internal A/D - D/A conversion for audio
NEBS (Network Equipment Building Systems) compliant
Blue' Dynamic Routing Fabric for flexible, reliable
distributed routing systems
HD, SDI/ASI, AES/EBU, Analog Audio/Video, DS3/E3, Data

rAtifi_ort!
Prophecy 12x2 HD Wide -Band Router Series

Growth path from SDI to HDTV
- Routes data rates from 30Mb/s to 1.5 GL/s

AES synchronous quiet ("pop free") switching
HD, SDI/ASI, AES/EBU

Modular Routing Sot::

X -Plus Router Series
Economical, compact 1RU/2RU design
Mixed Format, (8x8, 16x16, 32x4 to 64x.4 and 16x1 to 256x1)
SDI Clean switching of SMPTE 259M video signals
AES synchronous quiet ("pop free") switching

- SDI/ASI, AES/EBU, Analog Audio/Video, DS3/E3, Data

32
VIA32 Router Series

Economical, compact 2RU design
32x16 and 32x32 matrices
SDI/ASI, AES/EBU, Analog Audio/Video, D33/E3

>ORBS
XPress Router Series

Economical, compact 1RU design
12x1 routing
SDI/ASI, AES/EBU, Analog Audio/Video, 1)33/E3

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +I (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045

www.leitch.com
02002 Leitch Terhnolopy Corporation.

LEITCH.
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Unconditional
access
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

k' - - arly in the last century, the
United States government
entered into a bargain with the

pioneers of what has become an incred-
ibly lucrative franchise: broadcasting.

The Telecommunications Act of
1934 defined the terms of this bargain,
creating the Federal Communications
Commission to regulate the telecom-
munications industries, including
broadcasting. In essence, the govern-
ment "lent" broadcasters a chunk of a
public resource - i.e., a license to use
the airwaves to broadcast audio, and
later video, to the masses. In return,
broadcasters were charged with offer-
ing a free public service. If a broad-
caster abused the public trust, the FCC
could pull their license.
The products of broadcasters are

available to anyone; there are no con-
ditions set to access these products
other than the purchase of a radio or
TV receiver. As a result of this bar-
gain, broadcasters have been held to
different standards than competitors

Qualified broadcast an ca  e

who have used conditional access tech-
nology and subscriber fees to provide
a degree of control over the content
they deliver.
The freedom to access content de-

livered through the air does not neces-
sarily mean that this content is free. The
ability to offer something more than the
minimal public service commitments

major broadcast networks, typically
enjoy profit margins in the range of
35 percent to 50 percent. The total rev-
enues produced by television broad-
casters in 2000 - the most profitable
year in their history - were $40.843
billion. Radio broadcasters added an-
other $19.819 billion. TV revenues slid
12 percent in 2001 to $35.930 billion,

The real beneficiaries of broadcasting are the

folks who suck from the small end of
the mass media funnel.

imposed by the government requires
that revenues be generated to pay for
the content that most of us want to
see. Thus free has become synony-
mous with advertiser supported.

There is no question about the fact
that commercial broadcasting is a
profitable business. TV stations in the
top 25 U.S. markets, affiliated with the

emp oyees are ar. to in.
LI Broadcast television stations Cable television stations

Program directors '1"-8

Creative directors

On -air talent

Producers

Engineering/technical

Finding qualified
employees (all)

Source: Trend Watch

111111111111siso

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Percent of U.S. stations

www.trendwatch.com

while radio revenues slid 7.4 percent
to $18.360 billion.

The mass media funnel
Despite the fact that broadcasters

see more than $50 billion in revenues
each year, and some enjoy profit mar-
gins that greatly exceed most of the
companies that advertise, a big chunk
of those revenues are used to pay for
content.

The real beneficiaries of broadcast-
ing are the folks who suck from the
small end of the mass media funnel:

 The Hollywood studios that pro-
duce motion pictures and TV pro-
gramming;

 The record companies that produce
popular music;

 The small number of artists who
reach the top and can demand mil-
lions from the studios and record
companies;

 College athletics, professional
sports franchises and professional ath-
letes;

 And the politicians who created the
mass media franchises and use them
to set the public agenda and retain
their power.

16 broadcastengineering.com OCTOBER 2002



ONE SERVER. UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES.

SEE HOW EMMY AWARD -WINNING TECHNOLOGY WORKS FOR YOUR TELEVISION ENTERPRISE.

One SeaChange Broadcast MediaCluster has

the power to manage all of your video content,

while providing boundless opportunities for its

use - for thematic channels, regional broadcasts,

web -casting, and more. In fact, the industry

recently recognized the Broadcast MediaCluster

with an Emmy for "outstanding achievement

in technological advancement."

What makes this server so advanced? The

Broadcast MediaCluster play -to -air system combines

mind -boggling storage capacity, multichannel flexibil-

ity, and sophisticated software management with the

industry's only "single copy" i00% fault -resilience.

Which means that just one SeaChange MediaCluster

server protects your digital content more effectively

than two competitive servers. So it provides unlimited

opportunities and outstanding economy for your

television operation. The future of television certainly

looks bright.

www.seachangeinternational.com

©2002 SeaChange International, Inc. 124 Acton Street, Maynard, MA 01754
phone. 978-897-0100 fax: 978-897-0132 All rights reserved.
MediaCluster is patented, and is a registered trademark of SeaChange International, Inc.

SEACHANGE
INTERNATIONAL

One Server. Unlimited Opportunities.



Content is big business; it is the larg-
est export category of the U.S.
economy. It is a business that contin-
ues to be driven in part by the public's
appetite for entertainment, and in part
by the ability to charge ever more for
a product that broadcasters have been
providing for free.

How did the content moguls reach
the lofty position they enjoy today?

It should come as no surprise that
they used the power of the mass me-
dia. If advertising can stimulate the
demand for a product or service, it can
stimulate the demand for content.

Television coverage of sporting
events stimulates interest in sports,
which in turn helps fill stadiums. In
the case of a government -granted
monopoly called the National Football
League, local TV blackouts are used to

and promos to stimulate demand for
their artists and content: at theaters,
on TV, on VHS and on DVD.

The TV receiver, a device that five de-
cades ago provided unconditional ac-
cess to the only source of video enter-
tainment in the home, is no longer

to be. Maybe free is too high a price to
pay for TV.

Consumers have demonstrated
their willingness to pay for content
directly, even if they are still subjected
to the advertising that supports
broadcasters. And they are willing to

Content is big business; it is the largest export

category of the U.S. economy.

controlled by broadcasters. Approxi-
mately 85 percent of U.S. homes now
subscribe to a multichannel TV service;
and nearly 100 percent have a VCR or
DVD player to watch packaged media.
As a result, broadcasters' share of the TV
audience has slipped from 100 percent
to less than 40 percent, and this does not

Motion Picture Industry
Millions in Revenue*
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The Consumer Electronics Association has historically challenged attempts to
limit consumer recording rights.This CEA graph illustrates that motion picture
industry revenues continue to grow despite - or perhaps because of - the intro-
duction of "threatening" technologies.

make sure that those stadiums are full. take into account the time spent watch -
Radio broadcasting is the promo- ing packaged media content.

tional arm of the music industry.
The popularization of music via Waving the conditional
broadcasting drives demand for re- access flag
corded music and concert appear- Apparently consumers have reached
ances by top artists. a rather profound conclusion. Maybe

And the TV and motion picture in- the deal between broadcasters and the
dustries use television programming politicians isn't all it was cracked up

pay more for content that is free of
those annoying ads.

But direct payment for content car-
ries with it some baggage. Content
producers and distributors need to
prevent those who have not paid
from accessing the content. They
need two things that broadcasters do
not have: a technology solution for
conditional access and an infrastruc-
ture for collecting the payments.
Cable and DBS have both.

Conditional access is easier for
packaged media since it must be pur-
chased. But packaged media, not to
mention radio and TV broadcasts,
can be copied. Copyright owners
have never liked this, but the fact that
they are willing to provide free con-
tent via broadcasters undermines
their case that all forms of copying
should be illegal.

In 1982, Jack Valenti, president and
CEO of the Motion Picture Associa-
tion of America (MPAA), warned:
"The VCR is to the American film pro-
ducer and the American public as the
Boston strangler is to the woman
home alone."

To the MPAA, home recording tech-
nology would undermine the value of
their franchise. But the consumer elec-
tronics industry and consumers won
this battle. The principle of fair use
was created via the Supreme Court
"Betamax decision," and was later
embodied in U.S. statutes.

The court found that the possibility of
a technology being used in a manner
that infringes on copyright protections
does not justify banning a technology
that can be used for non -infringing

18 broadcastengineering.com OCTOBER 2002
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Download

purposes. It ruled that making copies
of a program for personal use does not
infringe on the rights of the content
owner. Recording a radio or TV
broadcast, or making personal copies
of content to use on other devices is a
legal, non -infringing use.

revenues continue to grow. The terms
of the debate have evolved from the
1982 vision of "illegal" taping, to copy-
ing, to downloading and now pirat-
ing. Consumers, who are spending bil-
lions each year for their entertainment
fixes, are now criminals in the eyes of

Hidden behind the Broadcast Flag is an overt effort

to control the flow of digital media content on every

device that speaks the language of hits.

At least that's the way it has been for
the past 20 years. If the content mo-
guls get their way, however, the ability
to make legal copies of content will be
severely curtailed.

Once again they are running up the
red flags, warning their pals in Congress
that all things digital are a threat to their
survival but, as the figure shows, their

the content moguls.
Rather that pointing to the obvious

- that broadcasting is the promotional
engine that drives the content indus-
try - broadcasters are buying into the
spin that the consumer is a threat. The
fact that the content moguls own most
of the major networks could be a ma-
jor factor; however, there are other is-

sues in play here as well.
Digital recording technology - a.k.a.

the personal video recorder (PVR) -
makes it easier for consumers to skip
commercials and to control the con-
sumption of programming. In broad-
casters' eyes, this threatens to under-
mine the advertiser -supported model,
not to mention the value of program
adjacency in capturing channel surfers.

Broadcasters would like to extend
the business model, offering con-
tent protected by conditional ac-
cess. This would allow them to com-
pete with programming that con-
tains sex, violence and speech that
is currently restricted in free -to -air
broadcasts, and to participate in the
revenues generated by premium
services. The 1996 Telecommunica-
tions Act authorizes such services;
in 1998 the FCC issued regulations
that allow broadcasters to offer an-
cillary services if they share five

In 1942, "Doc" Brown founded Dielectric. 60 years later, we're

1942 Dielectric founded by
Dr. Charles Brown

Dielectric Products
Engineering Company,
Raymond, Maine

1950s First stacked antenna
system built 1970s Multi -station antennas

installed on Mt. Sutro
and John Hancock
ouilding.

Since our inception, Dielectric has been at the forefront of technological developments
in the broadcast industry. We have continually focussed on the ever-changing needs of
our clients with countless innovations in antenna, transmission line and RF system
engineering and design.

Today, we are involved in all aspects of DTV implementation including:

working with the broadcaster and their consultant on FCC filing data,

designing, engineering, manufacturing and installing the full communications systems

offering complete installation of antenna,
tower, transmission line, and RF system
packages

Rigging of an
early Dielectric

antenna in York,
PA in 1947.

Charles
"Doc"
Brown (3rd
from left)
working
with fellow
engineers.

1986 Acquired RCA's
TV Antenna operations

For 60 years broadcasters
have relied on Dielectric for
creative solutions to com-
plex challenges. Over 75%
of DTV broadcasters have
chosen Dielectric antenna
systems. We have the
solutions to suit your
budget and time frame.
Let's get started.

Dielectric Communications 1 -866 -DIELECTRIC 



percent of the revenues generated
with the government.

Broadcasters would like to protect
their exclusive market -based fran-
chises. Distribution infrastructures
that have no physical boundaries, like
the Internet, represent an opportunity
to extend their reach into other mar-
kets, and the reach of competitors into
their market.

Thus, broadcasters have raised a flag
of their own...the Broadcast Flag.

On the surface, the Broadcast Flag
appears innocuous enough. Just a
few bits that tell a receiver whether
a program can be copied: unlimited
times, once or never. But the tech-
nologies needed to make the Broad-
cast Flag useful as a deterrent to il-
legal copying are mostly
useless...especially with respect to
eliminating the sharing of video via
the Internet.

Hidden behind the Broadcast Flag

is an overt effort to control the flow
of digital media content on every de-
vice that speaks the language of bits.
Digital TV receivers are one target;
personal computers another. How-
ever, it is the networks that will in-
terconnect all kinds of devices in the
future, including the Internet, that
are the real target.

Today it is not uncommon for a
motion picture to appear on the
Internet within a day or two of
release...sometime before the release.
How is this possible? For one, Holly-
wood is responsible, as they provide
advance copies of many movies to in-
dustry insiders and movie critics.
Somehow, some of these copies find
their way to the Internet. If all else fails,
someone simply sneaks a camcorder
into the theater and shoots the movie
right off the screen. The quality is not
as good as a digital master, but it is
good enough.

Shooting a TV show off the display
will be even easier in the privacy of a
home or office. There are so many
"analog holes" to plug that it will be
impossible for the Broadcast Flag to
work in a meaningful way. And this
completely ignores the reality that it
will not slow down professional pi-
rates for one nanosecond.

It appears that the era of free TV
may be drawing to a close, as un-
conditional access to broadcasts will
be nevermore. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates
the Open DTV Forum.
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FCC staff to
get tough with
DTV perm ittees
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

Senior-level staff members
in the Media Bureau be-
lieve they have little flex-

ibility with regard to future extensions
of the deadlines for TV stations to
complete construction of digital tele-
vision facilities.

When the Commission first estab-
lished procedures for stations to seek
extension of the May 1, 2002, DTV con-
struction deadline, it indicated that it
would delegate authority to the staff to
grant up to two six-month extensions.
The full Commission would review any
further requests for additional time. As
a result, the staff believes it lacks the au-
thority to approve any further exten-
sion requests that suggest the comple-
tion of construction might extend past
the next six months.

Some group owners had hoped to
present the Commission with a plan
whereby they would construct DTV
facilities for stations in sequence, ac-
cording to a set schedule, without hav-
ing to undertake the overwhelming
expense of constructing facilities for all
of the stations at the same time. The
staff rejected this plan, however, be-
cause the proposed schedule called for
some stations to have their DTV facili-
ties completed more than six months
after their current extended deadline.

Oct. 10, 2002, is the due date for
electronic filing of Forms 398
(children's programming reports),
and also for the placement in
stations' public files of their
quarterly lists of issues and
responsive programs for the
quarter ending Sept. 30, 2002.

The staff announced that all exten-
sion applications had to be filed 60
days in advance of the current ex-
tended construction deadline.
The staff further noted the proposal

to impose fines upon stations that are
not able to complete construction
within the next six months. While sub-
ject to change, the original thinking on
the amount of such a fine was in the
neighborhood of $20,000. While this
hard-line stance may reveal the
Commission's lack of understanding of
the real -world problems faced by tele-
vision stations in today's marketplace,
and especially those in smaller markets,
broadcasters should be aware of the
looming threats facing them.

Recent DTV initiatives
On Aug. 9 the Commission adopted

deadlines for the introduction of DTV
tuners and initiated a rulemaking to
address what copy protection stan-
dards should be adopted to protect the
producers of digital programming.

DTV tuners. The Commission estab-
lished July 1, 2007, as the deadline for
all television sets with screen sizes 13
inches or greater and all video receiv-
ing equipment, including VCRs, DVDs
and DVRs (TiVo), to include digital
reception capability. To reach this goal,
the following schedule was established:

Receivers with screen sizes 36 inches
and above - 50 percent of units must in-
clude DTV tuners effective July 1, 2004;
100 percent of such units must include
DTV tuners effective July 1, 2005.

Receivers with screen sizes 25 to 35
inches - 50 percent of units must in-
clude DTV tuners effective July 1, 2005;
100 percent of such units must include
DTV tuners effective July 1, 2006.

Receivers with screen sizes 13 to
24 inches - 100 percent of all such
units must include DTV tuners effec-
tive July 1, 2007.

TV interface devices - VCRs,
DVD and other players/recorders that
receive broadcast television signals -
100 percent of all such units must in -
dude DTV tuners effective July 1, 2007.

Copy protection. High quality pro-
gramming, such as movies, is not likely
to be available on DTV until protec-
tions are in place that will prevent the
programming from being pirated and
distributed free on the Internet.

On Aug. 9, the FCC released a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking to review
whether the FCC should enter the fray
and implement the "flag" mechanism
broadcasters and programmers have
been developing. Such a technological
flag could be embedded in program
material broadcast in the DTV mode,
and consumer electronics devices such
as VCRs would be programmed to re-
ject programming containing the flag.

Such a plan may speed the develop-
ment of digital programming, but the
Commission questions whether gov-
ernment endorsement of this mecha-
nism is necessary, or if the flag is the
appropriate technological solution to
the problem. The Commission is also
seeking comment on the likely impact
of such protections on the public's
access to programming, and their abil-
ity to utilize current and future digi-
tal equipment. BE

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

harry martin@primediabusiness.com
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Satellite/ENG
systems
BY JONATHAN HIGGINS

finding money for anything
these days is a struggle, and
like anything else, the spend-

ing on trucks is likely to have several
digits before the decimal point. But let's
say your general manager has given you
the opportunity of coming up with a
wish list for an SNG truck, ENG van or
remote semi -trailer. There have been a
number of new developments in the
last year or so. What could you find to
spend money on?

very maneuverable in all markets and
can be more energy efficient. The digi-
tal Ku path is less costly on airtime, with
more efficient use of rack space. Wolf
Coach is one of a number of manufac-
turers who offer this type of rig.

For larger SNG/EFP units, some truck
builders offer under -floor generators.
This offers the facility the option of re-
moving the onboard generator from
that valuable operational area and sling-
ing it under the chassis to achieve space

There has been a dramatic rise in the requests for

complete rebuilds and refurbishment of SNG and

ENG trucks, as well as remote trailers.

You could do what many stations are
doing and take the opportunity to re-
furbish and upgrade an existing vehicle.
In the last year or so there has been a
dramatic rise in the requests for com-
plete rebuilds and refurbishment of
existing SNG and ENG trucks, as well
as remote trailers. Based on your mar-
ket topography, why not convert your
aging ENG van with a digital COFDM
microwave link, even though it will, of
course, have an associated cost at your
receiver sites. If the van needs a new
mast, why not add COFDM digital
transmit capability to your terrestrial
RF path and maybe eliminate the need
for that hazardous telescopic mast?

The upgrade to digital capability on
existing SNG trucks has also been an
attraction for many. You could turn your
SNG truck into a "hybrid," where you
fit a short mast with a COFDM link to
extend the truck's newsgathering capa-
bilities. If you're looking for a new ve-
hicle, there is a momentum for hybrid
terrestrial RF transmit and digital Ku
uplink capabilities in a smaller -profile
unit such as a van. The van -sized unit is

savings and reduce noise levels inside
the operational area. Some customers
want an engine -driven PTO and an un-
der -floor generator, giving them both
backup and the ability to sell power to
the poor guy in the truck pool whose
generator has just died on him!

Compression
You no longer need

to allow 2RU or more
of rack space for a
separate MPEG-2 en-
coder and modulator.
Compact 1RU high
MPEG-2 encoder/
modulators have been
appearing over the last
year from a number of
manufacturers, in-
cluding Scopus with
their E1700 and
Tandberg with the
E5714. Standard offers
the 1RU high but only half -rack -width
L1000 encoder/modulator. Advent
Communications has just introduced a
1RU encoder/modulator/upconverter,

with a choice of L-, C- or Ku -band out-
puts. In the Ku -band unit, the uplink
chain is virtually in one box apart from
the HPA. You don't have to worry about
one part failing and the whole thing
becoming useless-you just carry a spare
1RU unit in the back!

What about that hot topic - the use of
opportunistic data? Tandberg is target-
ing the DSNG market by offering two-
way connectivity with an IP
encapsulator. This allows an SNG truck
in the field to be connected to the
station's LAN, so IP LAN traffic can be
transmitted over the same MPEG-2 cir-
cuit as the video traffic. This gives high-
speed data transfer or network access
"for free" at the remote location, poten-
tially giving journalists remote access to
their e-mail or to the newsroom system
to file stories. This certainly beats the
problem of not even getting a cell phone
connection when all the cells are
jammed at that breaking news story.

Tandberg also sells a unique (but pro-
prietary) system of signal pre -correction

The Wolf Coach ENG/SNG van offers hybrid terrestrial
RF transmit and digital Ku uplink capabilities in a
smaller -profile unit.

called PreKor, i.e., pre -distorting the
signal to overcome the non -linearity
when you drive the TWT very hard.
Their solution for correcting distortion
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in SCPC satellite links can increase data
capacity using either QPSK, 8PSK or
16QAM modulation. In addition,
Tandberg claims the system improves
16QAM link budgets, typically by 4- to
6dB. Overall, the system is claimed to
optimize the quality, power and capac-
ity of the signal at the output of the
satellite.

Light over copper
Covering both ENG and EFP is the

use of fiber optic to connect cam-
eras to trucks. While it's been around
for over five years in a form appli-
cable to ENG/EFP, the development
has now extended to HD. Telecast
Fiber's compact digital ENG/SNG
CopperHead camera fiber analog
multiplexer was one of the hits of
NAB 2001, and is now available for SDI
and HDTV cameras. Fitted with a
heavy-duty two -fiber connector, the
multiplexer is available with an optional

uncompressed I .5Gb/s HD or 270Mb/
s SDI channel. All camera signals - HD/
SDI program video, analog program
video, dual program audio, intercom,
tally call, return video, genlock, CCU
data and auxiliary data - are on a single

Telecast Fiber's compact digital ENG/SNG
CopperHead camera fiber analog multi-
plexer is now available for SDI and HDTV
cameras.

tactical grade fiber cable.
For EFP, Telecast's Viper II multiplexer

system offers digitally multiplexed HD
video, SDI video, AES/EBU audio and

Have you seen these balls?4 40 4.
4 ilia

Each month, over 80,000 users rely on ProductionHUB to buy, rent or hire
industry products, services and professionals. Shouldn't you?

**kiProduction640 ii. ilm

www.productionhub.com Toll Free 877.629.4122

analog audio channels. Coarse wave-
length -division multiplexing (CWDM)
combines light signals from different
lasers onto one fiber, so add eight -chan-
nel CWDM capability and you can stack
up tens of video and audio channels
onto a single fiber that's a little over one-

fourth of an inch in total diameter.
This is a heavy-duty transport system,
and though it's not cheap, what's the
harm in adding it to your wish list?
This stuff is quick to rig, and even field
repairs are not the nightmare they
used to be.

Wires ... what wires?
For EFP applications, the attraction

of truly mobile digital wireless cam-
eras without the risk of blind spots
or breakups in the stadium are a TD's

dream. A number of manufacturers are
now marketing digital MPEG/COFDM/
RF wireless camera packs that offer just
this - the BMS CarryCoder, Tandberg
Voyager Lite and Gigawave, to mention
a few. What about the delay? The video
from the cabled goal camera showing
the ball hitting the back of the net, fol-
lowed by the wireless touchline camera
showing a picture half a second back in
time is enough to send shudders down
any TD's spine. Well, the delay is now
better -a lot better. With some of these
digital camera packs, the delay is down
to only two or three frames. One frame
would be better - and it will come.

I aver links has come a long way in the
last few years. The Canobeam-2 laser
link can be set up in minutes, and re-
quires no FCC license or frequency al-
location. These benefits, along with
auto -tracking and no RF interference,
make it easy to transmit bi-directional
HD or SD digital video and audio sig-
nals. This is just the thing for connect-
ing that remote camera at the top of
the stadium without interference from
your neighbors.

So there are some ideas for your wish
list - now just scare up the money! BE

Jonathan Higgins is a satellite communica-
tions consultant and author of "Satellite
Newsgathering," available from many book
dealers.
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The newnew Dlo 15 Fluid Head is the perfect combination with any
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The digital
resolution concepts
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

In the analog video world, the pic-
ture resolution is expressed in
lines per picture height (LPH)

and reflects the losses caused by the
vertical and horizontal picture sam-
pling processes. The choice of the
transmitted bandwidth ensures near -
equal horizontal and
vertical resolution in
the two contempo-
rary scanning stan-
dards (525/59.94 and
625/50). The advent
of digital processing
of video signals has
introduced a new
twist in the concept of picture reso-
lution. This article will analyze some
of the implications.

Sampling frequency consid-
erations

The ITU-R BT.601 Recommenda-
tion (Rec 601) is the first international

FRAME RAB

agreement on how to migrate from
two incompatible analog composite
television standards (525/59.94 and
625/50) to a common component
digital sampling concept. The domi-
nant digital coding is based on the use
of one luminance (E'y) and two

Family member E y sampling frequency (MHz) E CB, E CR sampling frequency INIHz1

4:4:4 4 x 3.375 = 13.5 4 x 3.375 =13.5

4:2:2 4 x 3.375 = 13.5 2 x 3.375 = 6.75

4:1:1 4 x 3.375 = 13.5 1 x 3.375 = 3.375

Table 1. Sampling rates of various members of the Rec 601 family

scaled color -difference (E'CB and
E'CR). Early proposals for the sam-
pling frequency of the E'y signal
specified a multiple of the subcarrier
frequency (Fs) of the associated com-
posite video signal. This resulted in
the 4:2:2 strategy of sampling E'y at
4F5 and each of the color -difference

ado  t 24  for rod tion/ st
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signals at 2F , hence 4:2:2.
The major achievement of Rec 601

is choosing a set of sampling frequen-
cies common to both the 525/59.95
and the 625/50 scanning standards.
The selected frequencies are common
multiples of 3.375MHz, as well as the

line (horizontal)
scanning frequen-
cies (FH) of both
standards. A family
of sampling rates
based on the refer-
ence frequency of
3.375MHz has
evolved, resulting in

the well-known 4:1:1, 4:2:2 and 4:4:4
sampling strategies. Table 1 shows how
the sampling frequencies are derived
from 3.375MHz. Table 2 shows the re-
lationship between the 4:2:2 compo-
nent digital format sampling frequen-
cies and FH in both scanning formats.

The sampling frequency imposes
Nyquist constraints on the maxi-
mum sampled analog video fre-
quency, which has to be lower than
half the sampling frequency to
avoid the occurrence of aliasing. It
has therefore a direct bearing on the
frequency response and the num-
ber of horizontal picture elements
(pixels) that the system can handle.
Table 3 lists significant parameters
of the Rec 601 4:2:2 format. Sam-
pling E'y at 13.5MHz results in 858
pixels in the 525/59.94 scanning
standard and 885 in the 625/50
standard. The digital active line ac-
commodates 720 Y active pixels in
both standards. Under ideal condi-
tions, given the Nyquist frequency
of 6.75MHz, 720 pixels per active
line is equivalent to a horizontal
resolution of 3/4 x 720 = 540LPH.
Rec 601 specifies an anti-aliasing
and reconstruction filter cutoff of
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Don't Miss the

Max Air Broadcast Tour
Max Air is a new 96 -channel digital audio mixing console designed for on -air
and live -to -tape broadcast production applications.

The Euphonix Max Air Broadcast Tour demonstration vehicle hits the road
for a 37 city trip that will include the Las Vegas NAB convention in April 2003.
This specially commissioned truck is outfitted with a 96 channel Max Air
mixing system and simulates a local TV station digital audio control room.

Society of Broadcast Engineers
(SBE) Local Meetings

The Max Air Broadcast Tour vehicle
will be present at local SBE chapter
meetings for hands-on demos of
the audio and video systems.

Arrival Date Last Day Location SBE Local Chapter
Meeting Dates

Wed Sep 25 Fri Sep 27 Minneapolis Wed Sep 25

Mon Sep 30 Fri Oct 04 Chicago Tue Oct 01

Mon Oct 07 Fri Oct 11 Detroit
Mon Oct 14 Fri Oct 18 Indianapolis Tue Oct t5
Mon Oct 21 Fri Oct 25 Cleveland Mon Oct 22

Mon Oct 28 Fri Nov 01 Pittsburgh

Mon Nov 04 Fri Nov 08 Boston

Mon Nov 11 Fri Nov 15 Philadelphia

Mon Nov 18 Tue Nov 19 Wash. D.C. Tue Nov 19

Wed Nov 20 Fri Nov 22 Baltimore Wed Nov 20
Mon Nov 25 Fri Nov 29 Holiday
Mon Dec 02 Tue Dec 03 Miami Tue Dec 03

Wed Dec 04 Fri Dec 06 Tampa Thu Dec 05
Mon Dec 09 Fri Dec 13 Atlanta Mon Dec 09

Mon Dec 16 Fri Dec 20 Birmingham, Wed Dec 18

Montgomery
& Huntsville

Mon. Dec 23 Wed Jan 01 Holiday

For the most up-to-date tour news, meeting times and web links for the
SBE meetings, and international tour listings please see our website at:
www.euphonix.com/tour/

Arrival Date Last Day Location SBE Local Chapter
Meeting Dates

Thu Jan 02 Fri Jan 03 Nashville Thu Jan 02

Mon Jan 06 Thu Jan 09 New Orleans,
Breton Rouge

Mon Jan 06

&Shreveport
Fri Jan 10 Tue Jan 14 Houston Tue Jan 14

Wed Jan 15 Wed Jan 15 Sun Antonio Wed Jan 15

Thu Jan 16 Fri Jan 17 Aastin Thu Jan 16

Mon Jan 20 Tue Jan 21 Tulsa Tue Jan 21

Wed Jan 22 Fri Jan 24 Oldahoma City

Mon Jan 27 Fri Jan 31 Dallas Ft. Worth Thu Jan 30

Mon Feb 03 Fri Feb 07 Phoenix

Mon Feb 10 Wed Feb 12 San Diego Mon Feb 10

Thu Feb 13 Fri Feb 21 Los Angeles Mon Feb 17

Mon Feb 24 Tue Feb 25 Sacramento Tue Feb 25

Wed Feb 26 Fri Feb 28 San Francisco Wed Feb 26

Mon Mar 03 Thu Mar 06 Vancouver

Fri Mar 07 Tue Mar 11 Portland Tue Mar 11

Wed Mar 12 Tue Mar 18 Seattle Thu Mar 13

Thu Mar 20 Fri Mar 21 Salt Lake City Fri Mar 21

Wed Mar 26 Fri Apr 04 Las Vegas Thu Mar 27

Mon Apr 07 Fri Apr 11 NAB Exhibition
Las Vegas

US Tour Sponsors
The companies listed below have provided audio and vidleo equipment
that interface with Max Air to help create a realistic state-ol-the-art digital broadlcast environment.

Main Sponsors. Accom - Abekas 6000 Video Production Server  Miranda - Kaleido-K2 Monitor Wall Processor  Pioneer - PDP-433CMX 43" plasma display

Co -Sponsors: 360 Systems  Clear -Corn  OK -Audio America  Dolby Laboratories  Genelec  NVISION  TC Electronic  TerraSonde  Wohler Technologies

If your sation is located in one of the 37 cities and you would like

the Max Air Broadcast Tour to stop by your facility

please contact Euphonix Sales Coordinator

Jonathan McOonell at (650) 846-1114

limcdonell@euphonix.comJ

W W w.euplioti ix .Lorri

©2002 Euphonix, Inc All rights reserved. Max Air M a trademark of Euphonix Inc.  220 Portage Avenue  Palo Alto, CA 94306  wone: MO: 855-0400 Far 16501 855-0410
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4:4:4 sampling

irmegismo

4:1.1 sampling

CR

4:2:2 sampling

CR CR

4:2:0 sampling

CR

Y Y Y Y

Figure 1. Spatial representation of several sampling structures

5.75MHz, which reduces the E'y
analog horizontal resolution to
455LPH (449LPH in 625/50). The

and E'cR signals are subsampled

horizontal resolution and to the
number of active lines per picture as
vertical resolution. This is misleading.
For example, compare 720 pixels

for vertical resolution are also mis-
leading. Compare 483 (number of ac-
tive lines) with 338LPH (using a 0.7
Kell factor). Table 3 summarizes the
situation for the two SDTV digital
studio standards.

Figure 1 shows the spatial repre-
sentation of several sampling struc-
tures along a scanning line. The
4:4:4 sampling structure shows that
for every Y pixel there is a time -co-
incident CR and CB pixel. The 4:2:2
sampling structure shows that for
every group of four Y pixels there
are two CB and CR pixels. The 4:1:1
sampling structure shows that for
every group of four Y pixels there
is one CB and one CR pixel. The 4:2:2
and 4:1:1 strategies subsample CB
and CR horizontally while keeping

the vertical resolution in-
tact. An MPEG subsampling
strategy, known as 4:2:0,
subsamples CB and CR ver-
tically as well as horizon-
tally using a process of in-
terpolation.

The 4:2:2 sampling con-
cept has undergone an evo-

lution and, presently, it refers to a
digital system where for every four Y
pixels, there are two CB and CR pix-

Scanning format Line scan frequency FR
(kHz)

Ey sampling frequency

(MHz)
E CB. ECR sampling

frequency (MHz)

525/59.94 15.73425 858 x = 13.5 429 x =

625/50 15625 864 x = 13.5 432 x =

6.75

6.75

Table 2. Rec 601 4:2:2 component digital format sampling frequencies

by a factor of two at 6.75MHz. This
results in 429 pixels in the 525/
59.94 scanning standard and 432
pixels in the 625/50 scanning stan-
dard. The digital active line accom-
modates 360 CB and 360 CR active
pixels in both standards. Under
ideal conditions, given the Nyquist
frequency of 3.375MHz, 360 pixels
per active line is equivalent to 3/4 x
360 = 270LPH. Rec 601 specifies an
anti-aliasing and reconstruction fil-
ter cutoff of 2.75MHz, resulting in
an E'cB and E'cR signal analog hori-
zontal resolution on the order of
218LPH (215 in 625/50).

The abovementioned analog reso-
lution figures assume ideal brickwall
low-pass filters. Such filters don't ex-
ist in practice, so the actual resolu-
tion could be worse.

Under the influence of the com-
puter industry, various bodies have
started referring to the number of
samples (or pixels) per active line as

(horizontal resolution in the com-
puter world) with the actual horizon-
tal resolution of 455LPH. The figures

Scanning format 525 59.94 625 50

Component Ey ECEP ECR Ey EC13,ECR
Sampling frequency (MHz) 13.5 6.75 13.5 6.75

Nyquist frequency (MHz) 6.75 3.375 6.75 3.375

Cut off frequency (MHz) 5.75 2.75 5.75 2.75

Number of pixels per total line 858 429 864 432

Number of pixels per active line 720 360 720 360

Total lines per frame 525 625

Active lines per frame 483 576

Vertical resolution (LPH). 338 403

Resolution factor (lines/MHz) -79.2 -78

Horizontal resolution (LPH)** 455 -.218 ,.449 -.215

Line scan frequency 1KHz) 15.73425 15.625

Vertical scan frequency (Hz) 29.97 frames per second 25 frames per second

Large area flicker (Hz) 59.94 50

Small area flicker (Hz) 29.97 25

*Vertical resolution (LPH) = active lines per frame x Kell factor (0.7)

** Horizontal resolution (LPH) = resolution factor (lines/MHz) x cut off frequency (MHzI

Table 3. Rec 601 4:2:2 significant parameters
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FOR A STEADIER AUDIENCE

GET A SHAKE -FREE LENS.

IMAGE STABILIZER

INCREDIBLE SHOTS

With the remote in hand, or within reach, viewers don't
have to settle for shaky images, and usually won't.
Which is why broadcasters request Canon's HD lenses
equippec with built-in Image Stabilization technology.

The technology is now available on Canon's new
breakthrough 100X and industry standard 86X and 75X
long lenses, as well as their 40X EFP portables, and
can be purchased as an adapter (Vari-Angle Prism) for

their IFxs and HDxs ENG lenses. With
4-1- it, directors and camera people can

XJ100X9.:.-BIE-D

broadcast images that turn viewers on, and not away.

Competing for the viewer's attention in sports, news,
entertainment, and prograrr ming in general, hEs never
been so critical, which is wly brcadcasters neEd to
have the production tools hat help create better
content, and the technology that attracts and keeps
a viewer's interest.

Want a steadier audience? Get a steady picture.
Canon Image Stabilization technology: Rock So4id.

XJ86X9.361E-D XJ86X13.581E-D XJ75X9.361E-D HJ40X1OB
TELE IASD-V

For more info: Call 1 -800 -321 -HDTV
(In Canada: 905-795-2012)

http://www.canonbroadcast.corn

HJ40X148 IS -20B II Adapter
IASCi-V TELE (Can be used with IFxs

and HDxs _enses)

Maximize Your Camera's Performance.

canoe KNOW HOWTM
Canon is a registered trademark and Canon Know How is a trademark of Canon Inc. rt.)2002 Canon USA, Itir
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Format SMPTE

SDTV 720x483P

293M SMPTE

HON 1280x720P

296M SMPTE 274M

HDTV 1920x1080i

Component Ey E.CE1' E.CR Ey EC& ECR Ey E.CB, ECR
Sampling frequency (MHz) 27.00 13.5 74.25 37.125 74.25 37.125

Nyquist frequency (MHz) 13.5 6.75 37.125 18.5625 37.125 18.5625

Cut off frequency (MHz) 12.00 6.00 30.00 15.00 30.00 15.00

Number of pixels per total line 858 429 1650 825 2200 1100

Number of pixels per active line 720 360 1280 640 1920 960

Total lines per frame 525 750 1125

Active lines per frame 483 720 1080

Vertical resolution (LPH)* 338 504 756

Resolution factor (lines/MHz) -29.7 419.5 - 29

Horizontal resolution (LPH)** -358 "'178 -= 583 291 x775 - 387

Line scan frequency (KHz) 31.5 45.00 33.75

Vertical scan frequency 60 frames per second 60 frames per second 30 frames per second

Large area flicker (Hz) 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz

Small area flicker (Hz) 60 Hz 60 Hz 30 Hz

* Vertical resolution (LPH) = active lines per frame x Kell factor (0.7)

. Horizontal resolution (LPH) = resolution factor (lines/MHz) x cut off frequency (MHz)

Table 4. Significant parameters of three 16:9 aspect ratio studio production formats

els. There is no mathematical rela-
tionship with the line scanning fre-
quency.

ATSC considerations
"I he members of Al SC could not

agree on a single picture format con-
cept. As a consequence the ATSC
standard supports a range of pro-
gram materials originating in differ-
ent picture formats. Two program

rates, there are 18 picture formats
supported by the ATSC standard,
based on the nominal frame rates of
60Hz, 50Hz and 24Hz. If we take
into consideration the NTSC-
friendly rates of 59.94Hz, 29.97Hz
and 23.976Hz formats, we end up
with 36 picture formats. Table 4 pre-
sents the significant parameters of
three basic 16:9 aspect ratio produc-
tion formats - SMPTE 293M,

Since the video signals are digitally generated,

certain analog resolution concepts do not directly
apply to computer displays.

format levels are represented,
namely HDTV and SDTV. There are
two 16:9 aspect ratio HDTV produc-
tion formats: SMPTE 296M (720 ac-
tive lines progressively scanned) and
SMPTE 274M (1080 active lines in-
terlace scanned). There are several
SDTV formats with a choice of 16:9
or 4:3 aspect ratio, interlaced or pro-
gressively scanned, as well as a 4:3
VGA format. Accounting for all pic-
ture scanning formats and frame

SMPTE 296M and SMPTE 274M.
The listed horizontal and vertical
resolution figures, in LPH, are
shown for comparison only. As
shown, the progressive scanned for-
mats are superior in terms of flicker
but require considerable analog
baseband bandwidths. All formats
are compressed prior to transmis-
sion using MPEG-2 methods. Since
progressive scanned signals are
easier to compress, it is predictable

that in the long run interlacing will
be abandoned. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers
and a former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar-
ters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of Digital Television
Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

michael robin@primediabusiness.com

Digital
Television
Fundamentals
DESIGN DIED AAAAAA ION Of
VIDEO ADO IlD10 SYSTEMS

AIM sod

The second edition
of Michael Robin's
book may be
ordered directly
from the publisher
by calling
800-262-4729.
It is also available
from several
booksellers.

- =r =
Sign up now for Broadcast Engineering's

bi-weekly RF online newsletter

T

at tvrttvhioadcastenguteenno corn
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*Announcing a
technological breakthrough:

A serial digital interface
audio video delay.

t Delaying everything for up to 10 seconds is as easy as pushing a
button. Delaying everything for as long as an additional 20 seconds
is also an option.

The new D1 Pipeline is Prime Image's popular Pipeline
audio/video delay device, but with a serial digital interface. D1
Pipeline features 10 -bit video processing, with primary as well as an
auxiliary/alternate video input. Audio prccessing is 24 -bit, with four
channels in and out; select AES/EBU, digital or analog. Four auxil-
iary/alternate audio channels (also AES/EBU, digital analog) can be
switched with, or independent of, auxiliary video. All tnat, in a_rack-

mounted unit just 2U high.
-----**) D1 Pipeline. It's about time - delaying it, utilizing the latest

high-speed computer technology.

Primeimage
The Digital Video

/1/4413le

Tel (40E) 867-5519 Fax (408) 926-7294
www.primeimageinc.com
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The perfect
broadcast server
BY BRAD GILMER

Here are some thoughts on
the "perfect broadcast
server" compiled from

discussions I have had with people
over the years. If you agree with what
is written here, or especially if you
disagree, send me an e-mail at
brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com.
Some of the things here are contra-
dictory but, in a perfect world, we
could have anything we want, even if
some of our wants conflicted.

The server should support digital
interfaces including SDI, SDTI, ASI
and AES audio. The server should
support analog video and audio as
well, although this could be handled
in external conversion. The require-
ment for SDI and SDTI is clear. ASI
is being used both as an STL inter-
face and as a distribution interface.
AES is the standard audio format.
The perfect server would have any-
where between one and 20 video
channels, with most users happy
with four. Likewise, audio require-
ments are all over the map, but seem
to settle somewhere between eight
and 16.

In an ideal world, the server would

Figure 1. Systems that run video through the CPU
may suffer from poor performance.

support all video formats, including
MPEG TS (long and short GOP), DV
native, etc. Many people have told me
that they would like a server to take in
a piece of video and play it back in a

11111111Mii

Ethernet -friendly, both from the
standpoint of file transfer, and moni-
toring and control. There should be
support of standardized implemen-
tations of Simple Network Manage-
ment Protocol (SNMP). SNMP and
the monitoring software that goes
with it should not only tell us that a
server or part of a server has died, but
it should alert us that a problem is
pending. Users are asking for more
control of servers over Ethernet. As
an example, setup parameters could

be established over
Ethernet rather than re-
quiring separate RS -422
connections to each
server. One idea I heard
was to provide a file ana-
lyzer to detect any prob-
lems in the incoming
file. I would extend this
to silence/video breakup
detection as well. Some
servers are used in an

automated ingest environment. If an
error occurs during ingest, there is no
way to know until the ingested mate-
rial hits air. If the file is delivered in
MPEG or some other format, it

wide range of video formats, perform-
ing the conversion on the fly. People
running multi -language facilities
asked for track patching - the ability
to switch any audio channel to any
output in real time.

Major advances have been made in
the area of networking, and broad-
casters are chomping at the bit to
move forward. The server should be

would be good to have an optional
analyzer that could detect file format
problems. This is above and beyond
error correction algorithms em-
ployed during transmission.

Fibre Channel is great, but with 40 -

Gig Ethernet on the horizon, and Gig-

E available today, servers should sup-
port transfers via either medium. The
network architecture should be fault

Major advances have been made in the area of
networking, and broadcasters are chomping at the

bit to move forward.

tolerant with dual networking cards
configured in redundant nodes or
rings. Operators should be able to dis-
connect one network without taking
down all the servers. The network
should automatically reroute around
the segment that is down. The system
should allow users to take advantage
of off -the -shelf protocols and tools
such as FTP to access and administer
their systems.

There is a lot of talk in the industry
these days regarding metadata. GXF,
MXF, AAF and proprietary formats
move information along with the ba-
sic video and audio. As networking
becomes more popular, users natu-
rally see the need for an "electronic
tape label" that describes the infor-
mation being transferred in the file.
Users in the post -production envi-
ronment see the need for a more full -
featured information set for the ex-
change of information such as layer-
ing, composition and effects. Users
are now asking for metadata support
in servers.

The server should support faster-

than -real-time transfer and multiple-

stream transfer over the same medium.
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Be First. Be Original.
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Inscriber RTX

Be the first to display the information your viewers want. Major broadcasters around

the world are using Inscriber RTX to dynamically display sports scores, weather

forecasts, elections results, news headlines and more. Be original by designing a

unique on -air look that isn't confined to traditional graphics. RTX is what leading

broadcasters use to split screens for those 24 -hour, multi -zone, news channels

that are grabbing advertising worldwide. With simple programming skills and RTX's

direct interface with video hardware, you have endless broadcast possibilities.

Take the lead with Inscriber RTX.

For more information visit www.inscriber.com

North & South American Sales.- 26 Peppier Street. VVaterloo, Ontarlu.3.6nada 1,11.1 1C,I loll -free 31.800.163.3400 Tel. +1.519.5/0.9911 Fax 31.519.5/0.9140 European Sales- Lijdstteat 72,1431 EL Aalvneer,lhe Netherland,
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As networks get faster, users are ask-
ing for connection -based virtual chan-
nels from one server to another. Ma -

Disk
controller

Figure 2. High-performance video servers typically direct
"reads" and "writes" to and from storage systems with-
out passing through the server's central CPU.

terial can be streamed between serv-
ers as fast as the network will allow, or
it can be streamed across a preset
number of "pipes" or virtual connec-
tions within the network. There
should be a user -definable priority

scheme for setting bandwidth control
on clients both for network file trans-
fers and total server capacity.

Everything
should be modular
- power supplies,
CPU, I/O, fans,
disks, you name it.
Filters should be
easily accessible
without removing
any screws. Speak-
ing of screws, the
server should be
designed so that
everything can be
swapped out with-
out having to re-

move a large number of screws. Parts
should be hot-swappable and inter-
changeable with other servers. Mid -
plane designs with modules that plug
into both the front and the back of
the server seem to be popular with

users. The server must be designed
so that it can withstand the rigors of
a mobile service. It should allow for
addition of storage quickly and eas-
ily. The storage should be available to
a large number of I/O units and avail-
able to other servers without bottle-
necks. Fault -tolerant everything.
Need I say more?

There seem to be two distinct camps
regarding manipulation of video and
audio once it is inside the server.
Some people want a no -frills bit-

bucket. Others want to be able to ma-
nipulate the material with video ef-
fects (squeezeback where video is re-
duced in size during closing credits
to play a promo is one common re-
quirement), cuts, audio fades, simple
wipes and so on. In some applica-
tions, MPEG splicing and logo inser-
tion is required.

The server should be a general pur-
pose IT -type server with SAN or NAS

The Revolutionary New NV5128 Multiformat Router

The Formats You Need

 HD -SDI
 SDI
 AES

 Analog Video
 Analog Audio
 Time Code

The Configurations You Want

 128 x 128 in only 8RU

 Input and output block size of 16
 Rectangular as well as square configurations
 Reconfigure by simply changing modules

For more information about this and other NVISION products, contact your nearest
NVISION sales representative, or visit us on the web at www.nvisionl.com. NVllS110,ff

E
0

C
0
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 HDTV, SDI, AES,EBU. Analog Video

Analog Audio & Machi le Control
 Ultra Flexible Configuration
 Unique Built-in Monitoring Conversion

Available
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www.rossvideo.com

GENEOSCONTROL SYSTEM

 Powerful, Comprehensive Router
Configuration & Control

 Virtual Routing
 Intuitive Set-up Screens
 Multi -Level Routing
V Tie Line Management
 Resource Management
 Selection of Configurable

Control Panels

KOOKABUIRA bun a UMD SYSTEM

 Fully Integrated with Geneos
 Integrates with all Popular

Production Switchers
 Serial or Parallel Tally Inputs
 Conditional Tallies
 Descriptor Information

KANGAROO 16x1, 16x2 SERIES

 HDTV, SDI, AES/EBU
 Remote or Local Panels

Switchers, Keyers,
& Terminal Gear

Tel: (613) 652-4886 Fax: (613) 652-4425
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(pick your flavor) storage. When it
comes to operating systems, some
users have firm convictions, but the
majority of people are just looking

users can smoothly integrate a server
into their plant.

The server should have a reason-
able cost basis, allowing servers to

The server should have a reasonable cost basis,

allowing servers to start small, but become large

in a reasonable and cost -justifiable way.

for a stable off -the -shelf system that
is easily maintained by their staff.
They really do not care what OS is
used; they just want it to work. The
server should pipe I/Os directly to
storage without going through the
CPU, unless absolutely necessary.

The system should allow the use of
message -based middleware for con-
trol and integration in large facilities.
There is a strong requirement for
fully disclosed and well -documented
API and control interfaces so that

start small, but become large in a
reasonable and cost -justifiable way.
The market will naturally support
different servers at different price
points, with different features. Us-
ers will purchase the server that
makes sense for their operation. The
reality is that many users purchase a
smaller server and then expand it as
their needs grow. Users are particu-
larly irritated when they try to grow
a small server, but storage costs are
irrationally high, especially when

their buddy next door just bought a
100GB disk drive for $100. There
may be valid reasons why this com-
parison does not work, but manu-
facturers must be aware that server
pricing will always bear some rela-
tionship to commodity storage costs,
and that users resent it when stor-
age costs for broadcast servers bear
little resemblance to what they can
buy off the shelf.

And finally, the perfect server should
have a Mean Time Between Failure
(MTBF) of infinity, be 1RU high, gen-
erate no heat, have no moving parts
and cost four dollars. BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and technical moderator for
the Video Services Forum.

41110

Send questions and comments to:

brad_gilmer@primediahusiness.com

when one shot is all you've got ...trust fiber

,711

L,Pei, - -
Telecast

ANY DISTANCE. EVERY SIGNAL. ALL THE TIME.

The new CopperHead' Fiber Optic Camera Link sends
and receives all camera signals over a single, rugged,
lightweight fiber optic cable. Just snap the transceiver
between your camera and battery, and you've got
everything you need for a live remote:
FROM CAMERA TO BASE FROM BASE TO CAMERA

 Program Video  Return Video
 Two Audio Channels  Return Audio (IFB)
BI-DIRECTIONAL  Black Burst/
 Intercom Auxiliary Video
 Remote Camera Control  Tally/Call
 Auxiliary RS -232 Data
Be assured of crystal-clear signals at any distance,
without hum or interference. Get on the air quickly
and reliably. On time, every time.

CopperHead' mounts to.

10 
ANTON/BAUER' PAW' -V' MOUNT

Telecast
Fiber Systems, Inc.

+1 (508) 754-4858
sales@telecast-fiber.com
www.telecast-fiber.com
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MEDIA PLATFORMS

WHEN THE ANSWER HAS TO BE YE

V Any format: SD, HD, DVCPRO

V Open aochitecture

V Illundreds of applications

V Proven reliability

V Scaleable to hundreds

of charnels

If you're thinking about video servers,
ours should be the first that come to mind.

We have the broadest product line, the largest installed
base, and the highest levels of customer support and
systems expertise available. And we're the only company
that does.

Whatever your needs, our Profile° XP Media Platform can
handle them-from production, playout, and online repur-
posing to SD and HD output. It supports more third -party
software, more networking topologies, and more standards -
based file -exchange formats than any other platform.

The Profile XP Media Platform is also the foundation
of our Thomson Grass Valley open SAN installed in leading
media facilities worldwide. And it's tightly integrated with
our Thomson Grass Valley Digital News Production
Solution to make your newsrooms as efficient as possible.

With the industry's highest level of server- and news -
related research and development, we can make your
server investment the centerpiece of a far-reaching digital
transition plan. And we've got the design, installation,
and support expertise to roll it out smoothly. So you'll
never have to take no for an answer. To learn more,
visit www.thomsongrassvalley.com/servers.

THOMSON a,'GRASS VALLEY
The most watched worldwide

Solutions for Broadcast, TV/Film Production Professionals
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in entertainment facilities
BYT.K. WONG

n ideal standard of power
quality requires that a

effect sine wave of elec-
trical current be delivered to electronic
and other powered equipment. Theo-
retically, it is possible for an electrical dis-
tribution system to achieve that ideal; in
reality, it can come close. Unfortunately,
in many entertainment facilities the elec-
trical distribution system falls far short
of achieving perfect power quality.

The symptoms of poor power quality
are well known - equipment spontane-
ously resets, signal transmission is poor,
and background electrical noise is
picked up by sensitive electronic equip-
ment. As a result, quality and produc-
tivity suffer. Fortunately, there are simple
and economical solutions that enable the
electrical distribution system to meet a
high standard of power quality, ensur-
ing that all the digital electronic devices
used in today's studios, control rooms,
Avid bays and related technical spaces
are functioning at top efficiency.

Symptoms of poor power
quality

If equipment resets without apparent
reason, it may be due to momentary
voltage sag of the power source. Proper
operation of electronic equipment de-
pends on constant voltage from the
120V source. Momentary voltage sag to
90V or 100V can cause the equipment

power supply often creates poor neu-
tral -to -ground voltage reference, which
can adversely affect signal transmission.
Let's say the electrical distribution sys-
tem is delivering a pure sine wave, with
60Hz as the dominant or first harmonic
order. However, each piece of digital
equipment contains a switch mode
power supply that converts AC to DC
power. In the process, it attenuates the

The PowerSmithT-1000 zero sequence
impedance transformer offers a prac-
tical solution to power quality issues.

waveform, throwing third -order "waste"
current back into the electrical system.
The effect is additive; eventually,

third -order harmonics become the
dominant order of the waveform. In
turn, the neutral conductor becomes a
current -carrying conductor, causing a
voltage drop on that line. The result is

Theoretically, it is possible for an electrical distribution

system to achieve that ideal [of a perfect sine

wave]; in reality, it can come close.

to turn off and on. The root cause often
can be traced to the high current draw
of large motors or chillers operating off
of the same transformer or feeder.

Harmonic distortion generated by the

poor signal transmission.
In many cases, zero sequence harmonic

distortion can be traced to an undersized
neutral conductor. In the past, the National
Electrical Code (NEC) allowed

downsizing of the neutral conductor be-
cause it was considered a non -current -car-

rying conductor in a three-phase shared
neutral system. As discussed above, this is
no longer the case in today's entertainment
facilities, in which the predominance of
digital electronic equipment generates the
harmonic distortion which carries the ex-
cessive harmonic currents.

Background electrical noise is caused
by random voltage fluctuation with
broadband spectrum content up to
200kHz. The induced electrical voltage
in an interconnecting system is a prod-
uct of the interaction of the variables of
inductance, peak current noise or im-
pulse, and rise time of the peak current.
The resulting interference will distort
most interconnect signal transmission.

Economical solutions
Fortunately, there are simple, eco-

nomical solutions to these power qual-
ity issues. Proper space planning is fun-
damental to good power quality, and it
starts with the identification of those
portions of the facility that are operat-
ing critical loads vs. those operating
chillers, pumps and so forth.

Isolating critical loads on separate
transformers or feeders from those
running chillers and motors will solve
problems related to voltage drops and
spontaneous equipment resets.

Effective branch circuit design is a ba-
sic, economical, yet effective approach
to providing good power quality. Sepa-
rating the branch circuits for computer
loads and other equipment such as
copier, printer, appliance and conve-
nience outlets, is the industry standard
for providing clean power. This means
no more than four to six PCs on a 20A,
120V circuit; or a custom solution based
on amperage of equipment.

Locating panels and electrical distri-
bution equipment closer to the load
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ANALYZER

Audition the Dolby DM100 Bitstream Analyzer, the handheld diagnostic tool that monitors

and generates Dolby Digital (AC -3), Dolby E, and PCM bitstreams. Broadcasters, systems

integrators, and service personnel will find it invaluable for testing signal integrity in TV

and production facilities or even in home theater systems. Monitor decoded audio channels

with the built-in speaker or headphone output,

and view the Dolby Digital and Dolby E metadata

on an LCD screen. Add the DM to your toolbox

to take control of your facility's digital audio.
Features XLR, BNC, and Toslink input
and output connectors.

NV AA-Ny.(1 )11)y. om/I)111

vv Dolby
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS"

Dolby Laboratories, Inc.  100 Potrero Avenue  San Francisco, CA 94103-4813  Telephone 415-558-0200  Fax 415-863-1373

Wootton Bassett  Wiltshire SN4 80J England  Telephone (44) 1793-842100  Fax (44) 1793-842101  www.dolby.com

Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Breaking Sound Barriers is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
All other trademarks remain the property of their respective owners. 2002 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. 502/13381/14396



Product li

helps to reduce the ef-
O fects of harmonic distor-
O tion. The shorter con-

ductor runs to the
source, often minimizing

Z any neutral -to -ground
e voltage distortion.

An effective solution for
low zero sequence harmonic
distortion is the installation
of a zero sequence filter in
each panel serving highly

O nonlinear loads. This pas-
- sive filter system traps

third -order harmonics
generated by AC to DC
power conversions.

About five years ago, ac-
tive zero sequence filters
were introduced to stop
harmonic distortion at the source by
sampling the waveform of the electrical
current, mathematically analyzing it, and
injecting into the electrical distribution

-J

I-

CDSlotted

box cover

Lynconite
backfill

Non -hazardous
earth salt

Electrolytic
roots

system the required frequen-
des to compensate for the dis-
tortion. However, if there is
a flaw in the mathematical
computations, this type of
filter actually can intro-
duce further harmonic
distortion into the electri-
cal distribution system.
Until this technology is
proven, the simpler (and

less expensive) passive filter
remains both a prudent and

effective solution.

The NEC requires that
any grounding system,
like this Lyncole XIT
grounding system, tie
back to the building
ground system.

The grounding
myth

The grounding myth of-
ten dominates discussions
of background electrical

noise. There are two parts to this myth.
First, "an isolated ground system never
ties back to the building ground system";
and the corollary, "the better the ground,

5f/ or less, and the more isolated it is
from the main building ground, the bet-
ter off our equipment will be." Both
parts are false.

First, the NEC requires that any
grounding system tie back to the
building ground system. As for the
corollary, most entertainment facilities
simply do not need sophisticated iso-
lated ground power or other expen-
sive grounding methods.

One of the simple methods to iden-
tify grounding issues is to measure neu-
tral -to -ground bond at panels that
serve the equipment and at load side.
Continuity testing between equipment
racks' ground bonding is also recom-
mended to ensure that the network
racks are at the same ground reference.

Before designing a ground system, a
site grounding test - either a soils analy-
sis if it is a new site, or a grounding probe
on an existing site - should be per-
formed to identify the soil resistance.
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...... Trenton -s --Single Board Computer.
Put all your data -intensive applications on :F-..,
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FOR THE LATEST INFORMATICA TRENTON Technology Inc.

P4 fige: (800) 875.6031 or (770) 287.3100  Fax (770) 287.3150 

tre

 Powered by the Intel Xeon processor

 Two logical processors via Hyper -Threading

 Faster application execution with NetBurst

micro -architecture

 Full -speed Dual Gigabit Ethernet

 Double Data Rate (DDR) memory

 Optional high-speed I/O Hub Link interface

You can expect more from Trenton,

including long -life board support,

high quality and fast delivery.

API - the fastest route
to everywhere.

Intel been and Netllurst are trodemark: or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation All other product names are trademarks of their respective owners.

Dependable, always.

turocessors.com
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A value of 251Z or below is considered
a good ground reference for most en-
tertainment facilities.

In an older facility, where a neutral
ground conductor may have been
downsized in the past, power qual-
ity often can be improved simply by

nearest to the building's steel structure.
If a design space has equipment speci-

fications requiring a 51/ grounding
point, and the site tests above 25f1,
grounding can be improved by apply-
ing ground rods, ground rings or even
an electrolytic ground.

Effective branch circuit design is a basic,

economical, yet effective approach to

providing good power quality,

replacing the old wire with a properly -
sized neutral conductor. For technical
grounding, a simple radial/star
grounding is an effective, economical
and code -compliant solution at almost
all production facilities. All equipment
racks with associated ground bus bars
can be bonded with ground conduc-
tors, and the main connection back to
the ground source located at the rack

Another solution for mitigating elec-
trical noise is utilizing the "60V Balance
Power System?' This unique system al-
lows the delivery of 120V of power at
60V to ground in lieu of 120V to ground
as in conventional power systems. This
system provides an "ungrounded float-
ing neutral conductor," which elimi-
nates ground electrical noise, and its in-
stallation requires additional electrical

components for safety protection.
At the far end of the spectrum, a fa-

cility with broadcast antenna will re-
quire a specialized grounding system.
This typically involves a safety ground
system and a site RF ground system.
Both systems should be designed to de-
liver both lightning and RF grounding;
the end result will be a unique solution
for that facility.

Power quality is a crucial issue in the
design and operation of entertainment
facilities. Although the perfect wave
may prove to be elusive, it is essential
to design an electrical distribution sys-
tem that meets the standard necessary
to ensure that all the electronic devices
used in daily activities, from shooting
to post -production editing, are func-
tioning at top efficiency. BE

TK. Wong, PE., is a senior associate with
the Sports and Entertainment Market
Focus Group at Syska Hennessy Group.

Get spoiled.

Go ahead. Edit, design and create affordably in 10 -bit, uncompressed SDI or HD -SDI.
Native OS X. New for 2002, KONA-SD and KONA-HD are the first uncompressed CluickTime'm capture cards available for Apple's powerful new OS and Final Cut Pro 3'

editing software. Flexible. KONA's desktop feature turns the video monitor into a second Mac monitor. Create design elements-live-right in your video monitor with

Photoshor, After Effects', or even Power Point'"'! Real Time. KONA's powerful hardware handles popular effects in real-time, without duration limits, and with minimal

RAID requirements. Quality. With direct connections for 10 -bit SDI video/6-channel 48KHz AES audio, and 8-, 10-, or 16 -bit video codecs by Blackmagic Design, KONA

is ready to handle your media at the highest quality level. Future Proof. KONA's hardware is programmable-firmware updates with new effects or features,

as they become available, are a simple download away. So go ahead, get spoiled: KONA-SD $3,295  KONA-HD $10,995

."1".
AlA VIDEO SYSTEMS IN(

800.251.4224

530.274.2048
Gross Volley, California

www.aja.com
ROMI. It's About Real Time.

bole. Cludfirne, Fnd Co Pro litt,
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Get automated from $29,900
Take off with the affordable System 1100

commercial insertion solution that includes

on -air presentation, spot ingest and traffic

system schedule import. For program and

commercial playback, step up to the

System LT200 which supports one or two

channels. Florical also has satellite

acquisition, media management and on -air

presentation solutions for the latest multi-

channel and ShareCasting automation

systems. So regardless of the size of your

operation, you can get automated with Florical.

PROVEN AirBoss Reliability

 Rely on the proven helage of AirBoss on -air presentation.

 Control main and backup sources for programs and spots.

EASY To Use

 Specially designed to get you up and running quickly.

 Operate unattended with a 16x1 switcher.

FAST Billing Reconciliation

 Reduce labor and invoice faster.

 Prevent errors with closed loop reconciliation.

TURNKEY Solution That's Upgradeable

 Includes on -air automation, traffic support, and media prep.

 Easily add options or upgrade to a full featured AirBoss system.

commercial insertion program on -air presentation scalable system solutions

tel: 352.372.8326
fax: 352.375.0859
sales@florical.com

Learn more www.florical.com

AirBoss' and Floricar are trademarks of Florical Systems, Inc. C2002 Florical Systems. Inc. All rights reserved.

SYSTEMS
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Rainbow Network
Communications' NY

command center
BY STEVE LEWIS

Rainbow Network Communi-
cations (RNC), a subsidiary
of Rainbow Media Holdings

and Cablevision, provides technical
services to networks including AMC,
MuchMusic USA, FOX SportsNet, as
well as other sports, news and enter-
tainment channels. The development
of the company's new television facil-
ity in Bethpage, NY, was guided by

The old origination operations were
housed in confined and overextended
spaces in a former telco central office
building in Floral Park, NY. The chance
to relocate the technical operation to
Bethpage, near the Rainbow Media/
Cablevision headquarters, presented an
opportunity to create a new blueprint
for the technical broadcast operation.

Communications Engineering (CEI)

The Bethpage building received wholesale
upgrades and environmental treatments.

many hours of planning and needs
analysis.

of Newington, VA, was selected to as-
sist in the design, engineering and

Above: The technical operations
center (TOC) monitors all incoming,
in-house and outgoing feeds. The
station's network operations center
(NOC) can be seen through the win-
dow in the background.

integration of the 46,000 square feet of
technical space and 11,00 square feet
of office space. The design team faced
significant challenges regarding the base
building considerations, as well as in the
technical development of the facility.
The Bethpage building received whole-
sale upgrades and environmental treat-
ments to prepare for its central role as
RNC's broadcast command center.

CEI performed a comprehensive 24 -
hour acoustic analysis of the existing
structure, which was used to develop
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Call Modulation Sciences,
your sound authority

riRmodulation
MS sciences

U inc.

12A Worlds Fair Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll Free: (800) 826-2603
Voice: (732) 302-3090
Fax: (732) 302-0206
E-mail: sales@modsci.com
www.modsci.com

Are You the Engineer in Charge of Audio?

Then you need the New Modulation Sciences
msi 3300 Audio Processor and A/D & D/A converter.

 Ideal for Dolby' AC -3, MPEG, Fiber, Microwave and NTSC

 Any combination of analog or digital - input and output

 Combines the best of digital and analog audio with no -hassle

robustness of AES-3 digital interfacing and the proven smooth

sound of analog processing

 Controls the dynamic range of the wide variety of TV Audio

 Processes audio without introducing objectionable artifacts

Specifically designed for the wide range of TV audio:

 Live studio news

 Highly processed spots

 Live sports with crowd noise

 Film sound tracks

 ENG feeds

 Soap Operas and dramas

 Dialog with live audiences and music



eg3
\-> appropriate design fix-

tures and techniques to
greatly dampen sound and quiet

the television operation spaces. The
acoustic design utilizes a building shell

within the outer building structure to
isolate and absorb exterior noises from
the internal technical operation areas,
including the acoustic isolation of new
utility systems for power and HVAC.

The next challenge was to develop a
technical blueprint that would take ad-
vantage of the latest technology and
techniques to cover existing needs and
anticipated future growth. More than
20 years of origination expansion had
gradually progressed via a series of in-
dividual channel investments. In the
new facility scenario, a shared infra-
structure made great sense, but how
were the individual channel technical
requirements to be best served? Find-
ing the right combination of shared vs.
dedicated technical components
emerged as the key design consider-
ation. The design team aimed to con-
figure and size the underlying infra-
structure to achieve economies of scale,
while also tailoring the rooms and
spaces to meet the differing needs of
each channel. Moving away from a "one
room, one channel" orientation be-
came necessary to produce efficiencies,
even though the layout had worked
successfully for past incremental chan-
nel expansion efforts.

Goals for the project included meet-
ing each channel's needs, improving
the signal quality with the latest digi-
tal technology, establishing greater op-
erational flexibility and providing re-
dundant capability for plant systems
and signal paths.

from signal ingestion, program editing,
promos and interstitial creation, qual-
ity control, and live and recorded play-
back through automated multichannel
master control and satellite uplink. The
design team catalogued each channel's
unique requirements and categorized

recorded programming, which in-
cludes long -play server -based pro-
grams; live television events such as
sports programming; and interstitials
and promos. These different opera-
tional processes led to alternative mas-
ter control room designs.

The majority of the programming the station takes in is ready to air, but
customization and preparation is often needed. Pictured is one of the two main
linear online editing rooms, utilizing a GVG Kalypso two-M/E production switcher
and an Accom Axial 3000 online editing system.

the key similarities and differences in
order to design an overall facility ap-
proach. The infrastructure was devel-
oped to provide ample capability to each
channel in the form of router matrices,
audio and video I/O, physical space for
operations, pre -production activities,
and other parameters.

A shared infrastructure made great sense, but how
were the individual channel technical requirements

to he best served?

A unifying infrastructure
The new facility provides broadcast

capabilities for RNC's entire broadcast
"assembly line which covers the gamut

The RNC facility originates 16 indi-
vidual program channels presently,
with three types of programming:
automated delivery of previously

The complexity of sports channel pro-
gramming necessitated the flexible shift-
ing of resources between live and re-
corded playback methods. Complicat-
ing the sports programming further are
the geography -driven, program -specific
split feed requirements and other im-
portant viewing rights issues that dic-
tate specific origination instructions on
a program -by -program basis.

Another consideration was HD capa-
bility. RNC originates HD program-
ming on a nightly basis for FOX
SportsNet New York Among the inte-
grated HD solutions in the facility is a
Dolby AC -3 ready audio and HD -ready
cable plant, along with patching systems
that can distribute 1.5Gb high -defini-
tion video and Dolby E audio signals.
The wideband routing systems are also
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MULTI -FORMAT COLOR VIDEO MONITORS

A professiona monitor must work with the

equipment you already have, and be ready to

handle a variety of signals in the future. That's why

Sony, the leader in broadcast monitor technology,

developed the PVM-L5 Series - multi -format,

future -ready p-ofessional monitors that set new

price -to -performance levels.

The PVM-zoL3 and PVM-14L5 (19" and 13"

respective viewable area measured diagonally)

both feature high-performance HR Trinitron®

picture tubes with SMPTE-C phosphors for

outstanding resolution and cclor accuracy, and

are packed w th a compleme-it of operational

tions that will satisfy the most demanding

tion anc broadcast professionals.

fu

produ

The PVM-L5 Series monitors save space by utilizing

a COMPACT DESIGN with SIDE PANEL CONTROLS

for easy insta lation where rack space is limited.

But more importantly, they save money - by

SUPPORTING A WIDE VARIETY OF FORMATS IN

BOTH HD ARD SD (480160i, 57SI50I, 48016oP,

57515oP in 4:3 and 16:9, and 1o35/6oi, 1o8o/6oi,

720/60P and 1.38o/24.PsF in 16:9:, all in one chassis.

And, because 9VM-L5 Series mcnitors are designed

for flexibility, they come EQUIPPED WITH

COMPOSITE AND COMPONENT ANALOG INPUTS,

with optional plug-in adaptor boards that easily

accommodate digital signals as your facility moves

into the future.

The Sony PVM-L5 Series. Whei it comes to color

video monitors, think of them 3s time machines.

PURCHASE BETWEEN OCTOBER 1, 2002 AND JANUARY 31, 2003, AND RECEIVE
A

'

REBATE OF UP TO 150 OR A 16:9 BEZEL AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE. VISIT
WWW .SONY.COMr TORO PER OR COMPLETE TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

02002 Sony Electronics inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony and Trinitron are trademarks of Sony. Images on monitors are simulated.
Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. "The Fifth Element'. images 61997 Gaumont. All rights reserved. Courtesy Columbia Pictures.



capable of supporting
1.5Gb signals facilitywide.

Facility layout
It was determined that equipment

and system solutions would be inte-

and multichannel operation controlled
by a reduced combination of rooms and
operating staff. A different master con-
trol solution is used for the long -play
programming channels.

Pre -production areas are used for the

RNC created flexible "clusters" of multichannel control rooms to allow switch-
ing between individualized live programming and control of up to four channels
in multichannel mode.The single -tier control room above includes a GVG M2100
master control switcher, GVG Profile XP servers, and Sony monitors and VTRs.

grated within similar room layouts to the
greatest extent possible to support the
free movement of operations staff
throughout the facility. A key facility de-
sign concept was the creation of flexible
groupings of multichannel control
rooms, called clusters. The facility uti-
lizes three clusters of four rooms each
to meet the needs of the various sports,
news and live programming channels.

ingestion of programming materials
and the preparation of content files for
air. Each master control room in each
of the clusters shares these large areas to
prepare its individualized programming
for eventual automated server playout.
Centrally developed interstitials, promc -

tions and commercials are reviewed fcr
technical quality and ingested in the cer -

tral pre -pro area for use by each of the

A key facility design concept was the creation of
clusters of multichannel control rooms.

Whether the facility is originating live
programming or static playback chan-
nels changes unpredictably, so each clus-
ter is designed for quick shifting between
four individual live channels, each with
its own dedicated room and operator,

master control rooms.
The telecommunications hub pro-

vides all of the fiber cabling intercon-
nections in and out of the facility. The
integrated communications lines in -

dude fiber and copper cable, microwave,

and connections. The facility manages
more than 16 uplinks and downlinks,
as well as distribution services to the
metro area cable systems. The technical
operations center (TOC) manages all
the telecommunications and satellite

Design team
Rainbow Netwcrk
Communications
Steve Pontillo, senior vice
president and general manager
John Barbieri, vice president of
engineering
Mike Malozzi, manager of video
engineering system design
John McMahor, director of
broadcast engineering

Communications
Engineering (CEI)
John Wesley Nash, executive
vice president and COC
Jim Conley, vice president of
engineering
Jeff Steele, senior project engineer
Raef Alkhayat, project manager
Jeff Harland, vice president of
integration services
John Tarsia, systems integratio
manager
Don Brassell, senior systems
support manager
Ruber Huertas, senior systems
support engineer

Equipment
list
Grass Valley Grcup routing
systems
Grass Valley Group M2100 master
control switchers
Grass Valley Group Profile XP
servers
Grass Valley Group Kalypso
production switchers
Louth automation systems
RTS Intercom communications
systems
Tektronix test systems
Chyron graphics and CG systems
Sony monitors am: VTRs
Panasonic VTRs
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A NEW BROADCAST LEADER

THE AMEN 1000 SERIES
Recently selected by Ikegami and Panasonic for their new "Slot -in"

cameras, the 1000 Series is the result of years of development

by Azden in the field of high quality audio for video.

The 1000 receiver is available in the following configuations:
1000URX-AB: pre -assembled with the Anton Bauer "Gold Mount"

1000URX-Si: slot -in receiver for special Ikegami and Panasonic cameras

1000URX basic Azden receiver for all cameras.

 121 user -selectable UHF channels (723-735MHz),
with LC) readout.

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends
and high -gain antennas,

 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control)
circuitry for reduced dropouts.

 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout,
for improved image rejection and superior
diversity isolation

 High (5ti) order filters for improved S/N ratio

 Multi-fuiction LCD shows channel number,
frequency, battery info, AF level, and
diversity operation.

 Earphon3-out with level control.

liAZDEN

1.000T

Bodypack transmitter (1000BT)
with reduced current -drain for improved
battery life, is availble with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H or ECM -55H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter (1000XT)
works with dynamic or phantom -
powered mics.

OD" riFNAnz,--
AzDEN

,JAZDEN®
147 New Hyie Park Road, P.O.Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010
(516) 328-7E00  FAX: (516) 328-7506
E -Mail - AZDENUS@AOL.COM  web site: www.azdencorp.com

100OURX-St

1COOURX-AB

FCCEllel
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c)
ter0( signals for the Bethpage

`Vi operation. The TOC's morii-
c for wall and control solution in-

cludes 250 monitors and is
/ equipped with automated, color -

coded, under -monitor display systems.
The TOC feeds represent all incoming,
in-house and outgoing feeds. The video
wall and area were designed to incor-
porate a wide array of audio/video and
control alarms to automate the presen-
tation of problem issues. Operators
manage the incoming sources, network
feeds and confidence monitors for the
facility. The network operations center
(NOC) manages the distribution of
prepared signals to the affiliate cable
systems based upon viewing rights,
program schedules and other specific
programming details. The NOC also
schedules and manages all transmission
routing (fiber and satellite) for live
backhaul acquisition.

While the majority of the program-
ming arrives in Bethpage ready to air,
there is still much customization and
preparation to be accomplished on a
tight schedule. Promotions,
interstitials and longer programs are

Operators in the central pre -pro area review centrally de-
veloped interstitials, promotions and commercials for tech-
nical quality.These materials are used to supplement the
individualized program content created by each channel.

created and customized for various
channels. A centralized editing server
was designed around a GVG Profile
with six I/O channels that provides

Pre -production areas are used for ingest of programming materials and the prepa-
ration of content for air.The pre -production area above is used to create indi-
vidualized channel content, such as sports programming for FOX SportsNet.

digital disk recorder services to the
other editing and graphics systems.
The facility includes two linear online
rooms utilizing a GVG Kalypso two-

M/E production
switcher, Zaxcom
AES audio mixer,
Accom Axial 3000
online editing sys-
tem, Abekas DVE
system and a

Chyron iNFiNiT!
CG system. Two
Avid 9000 nonlin-
ear editors are also
used, as well as PC
graphics tools like
PhotoShop and
After Effects. Fu-
ture HD applica-
tion tools will be
provided for
emerging HD
content. The facil-
ity also provides a
full complement

of closed -captioning capability for
live and recorded programming. A
screening room is used to create dubs
for distribution and five quality control/

encoding rooms are used to evaluate,
review and prepare program content.

The origination hub is sized for over
200 racks and is currently filled at 70
percent capacity. The facility uses six
256x256 GVG routing systems pass-
ing SDI signals and two AES audio
channels (the equivalent to two ste-
reo pairs) with uncomplicated up-
grade to HD signals. Paired with the
routing systems are audio/video test
stations and HD -capable patching
systems. Some analog video and au-
dio routers are also integrated into
the operation, as well as a compila-
tion of VTRs and tape formats.

Looking forward
The facility is continually upgrading

its capabilities and services. The flex-
ible design of the facility provides con-
trol solutions, system resources and
shared infrastructure that can deliver
the traditional broadcast television
channels, as well as newer interactive
entertainment choices. BE

Steve Lewis is director of sales and
marketing at CEI.
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Basics
of transmission
line selection
BY DON MARKLEY

Everyone seems to spend
their time picking out just
the right transmitter and

antenna for that new system. The trans-
mission line often becomes the weak sis-
ter that is given little thought, but its se-
lection and design are decisions that will
have to be lived with for many years.

The simplest of systems include such
applications as low -power television or
translators at mountaintop sites. The
power is low, usually licw or less, and
the length is short. In such cases, just
about anything will do that can handle
the power. A line such as a 7/8 -inch
semi -flexible cable with foam dielectric
comprises an inexpensive and low
maintenance solution. Such a cable is
rugged and resistant to damage and re-
quires zero maintenance other than to
check the hangers occasionally. While
the loss in db per 100 feet might seem
a bit high at the upper UHF channels,
there will be little difference in the ERP
for short cable runs.

In dealing with the smaller cables such
as 7/8 inches, up to 1 5/8 -inch foam di-
electric types, the only real problem is
in the hangers. Simply fastening the line

to the towers with wraplock is totally
unacceptable and may lead to significant
cable damage over the years. The use of
wraplock forces the cable to be pressed
up against the tower, including over
flanges and bolt heads. No matter how
well the cable may be installed initially,

=NM

pability. Another consideration is the
maximum usable frequency for the
larger cable sizes at the higher UHF
channels. Then there is the old prob-
lem of whether to use semi -flexible
cable, rigid transmission line or
waveguide. Old habits may tend to sway

Selection and design [of transmission line]
are decisions that will have to be lived

with for many years.

it will move due to wind, thermal ex-
pansion, tower movement, etc. That will
cause abrasion of the outer jacket and,
eventually, the outer conductor. An
opening in the outer conductor exposes
the dielectric to the elements in a man-
ner beyond the design expectations. The
cable should still be resistant to mois-
ture, but should never be forced to
maintain its integrity in such a situation.

With larger power levels and greater
lengths, the choice of cables becomes
more difficult. The primary consider-
ations are usually the efficiency of the
cable run and the power handling ca-

cln

Consumers embrace interactive TV
of DTV

Enhanced TV is expected to take the lead in revenue generation

European interactive TV market forecast

Consumer revenues ($1\4) 2002 2008
TV messaging/e-mail 10 234
TV betting/gambling 10 64
Interactive TV games 36 448
Enhanced TV 35 712
Other iTV revenue 1 26
Total interactive TV 92 1484

SOURCE: Strategy Analytics www. s trategyanalytics. corn

the user one way or the other on this.
Traditionally, rigid transmission lines

or waveguide have been the choice in
the United States, while semi -flexible
cables have been popular in Europe and
Asia. There is no really big difference
in power handling capability or system
efficiency between semi -flexible cable
and standard rigid line. The semi -flex-
ible line has to be installed carefully, as
does the rigid line, and can be dam-
aged badly if hoisting grips and load
lines are not used properly. Hoisting
grips MUST be used, no matter who
tells you differently. Also, the right
hangers MUST be used - don't even
consider wraplock or straps. Otherwise,
the user is doomed to replacement of a
very expensive piece of line. Finally,
leave the hoisting grips on the cable to
support it on the tower. Without their
support, the line may work its way
down until all of the weight is hanging
on the top connector.

To touch quickly on the installation
of rigid line sections, they are not wind
chimes. That is, they should NOT be
lifted in bunches and allowed to bang
together on the way up. If several sec-
tions are to be lifted at one time, they
must be tied off and held away from
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the tower to prevent denting of the
outer conductors. Every dent will show
up when the line is tested and will serve
only to increase the system VSWR.

Semi -flexible line can be repaired in
the case of mechanical damage. One of
the more common problems is a bullet
hole. It seems that frustrated hunters
must shoot at something, and those big
lights must seem to be mocking them.
In any case, localized mechanical dam-
age can be repaired by simply cutting
out the bad part and replacing it with
either a "splice" from the manufacturer
or with a pair of flanges.

Problems in air dielectric semi -flex-
ible lines that cause burning are more
of a problem. Trash that falls
down into the line will cause
burnouts in the future. Own-
ers often want to cut out the
burnt piece to some distance
below the burn and replace
only that part. Dumb idea.
While it might seem to be a
cost -saving procedure, you can
count on coming back to re-
place the rest of the cable later.
Just do it all the first time - it's
cheaper that way.

For long runs of semi -flex-
ible line, one solution to the
burnout problem is to insert a
pair of flanges into the lines to
break it up into three or four

new installation. Remember, if you lose
pressure you won't have to worry about
moisture, you will have to worry about
the line burning up.

Rigid transmission line offers the ad-
vantage of being able to replace a single
section in case of mechanical damage.
If there is a burnout, it is possible to
remove the center conductor from sev-
eral sections of line to mop out all the
ashes and dirt. There is a disadvantage
in that line lengths have to be chosen
based on frequency. At certain combi-
nations of line length and frequency,
the reflections from all of the bullets
and flanges combine in phase to
present a very poor VSWR. This can

Rigid transmission line (shown above) is often the
choice in North America, while semi -flexible line has
traditionally been used in Europe and Asia. Photo
courtesy Dielectric.

sections. Then it will only be neces-
sary to replace the bad section, rather
than the whole line. It makes the line
somewhat easier to install as well.

Semi -flexible line looks great when
tested in both the time domain and the
frequency domain. It is not sensitive to
the channel in use, has no bullets to cause
reflections, needs few if any elbows and
should be essentially transparent to the
RF signal. The attenuation numbers are
slightly different than comparable rigid
line, and it may be a little less tolerant to
physical damage. If the power handling
capability is reached, some additional
margin can be gained by using one of
the more exotic gases to pressurize the
system. This can be a solution to the
power limit when a bigger transmitter
is installed but should not be used in a

be a problem if the lengths aren't
proper for multiple channels diplexed
on a common transmission line. For-
tunately, the major manufacturers have
developed lines with varying section
lengths to eliminate that problem.

For high -power operation, the power
handling capability of coaxial lines may
become a problem, especially if more
than one station is combined into a
single line. The primary problem here
is the temperature of the center conduc-
tor and the ability of the line to dissi-
pate the heat from the center conductor
to the outer conductor. Again, this can
be helped by using some of the more
exotic gases for pressurization. That
should not be used in the design of a
new line, as it is not the preferred av-
enue to gain more power handling abil-

ity. At least one manufacturer has de-
veloped a transmission line that will
operate at higher temperature than stan-
dard copper. Therefore, if one reaches
the limit of power handling for a given
line, it may be possible to change to a
coated line with higher power rating
rather than go up to a larger line.

Efficiency of rigid lines varies prima-
rily as a function of line size. The loss
involved in a line is a function of the
cross-sectional area available for cur-
rent flow. The skin depth for current
is a function of frequency, making the
lines seem to have less cross section
for current flow as the frequency in-
creases. To counteract that problem,

it is possible to go to a larger
line, offering greater area for
current flow and a resulting
higher efficiency.

For very long runs of cable, ef-
ficiency may become the decid-
ing factor. For example, on a
2000 -foot tower, the use of
three-inch rigid line at high
UHF frequencies may cause the
system to lose half or more of
the power before reaching the
antenna. Remember, you are not
burning up 60Hz power, you are
burning up RF, which has a
much higher rate per kilowatt-
hour. A simple analysis can be
performed that can determine

the real cost of a transmission line over
a reasonable lifetime.

You won't make many points with the
front office suits by saving some money
on smaller transmission line if the
power bill goes up 50 percent or if a
larger transmitter has to be purchased
to make up for the smaller coax. Then,
of course, there is waveguide. Great
power handling, unlimited lifetime,
very high efficiency coupled with
higher tower loading and increased
cost. Let's save that for next month. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don markley©primediabusiness.com
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Distribution amplifiers like those
shown here are integral to an effi-
cient routing system. Often, the DAs
will take up more rack space than a
modern router.

OCTOBE 2002



BY JOHN LUFF

wring the last decade, a full range
of technical solutions for digital
broadcast and production has

emerged, and it has materially
changed our industry. But, while some
digital technology offers cost savings
or new features, much of the technol-
ogy implemented during this revolu-
tionary period simply replaced the
analog versions, function by function.
Perhaps the only type of technologi-
cal progress that does not fit this mold
is the substantial innovation in rout-
ing technology.

Then and now
Routing, in the first 50 or so years of

the video industry, was confined to
connecting analog signals in a variety
of interconnect formats. Most impor-
tant are the NTSC and PAL analog
composite single -wire interconnects,
though component analog signals have
been important in many applications.
But component analog was imple-
mented to a lesser degree, and thus re-
ceived less attention in the design of
new and innovative routing systems.
Standing out from that crowd are ap-
plications for high -quality graphics,
high -end compositing and wide -band-
width display for large venues. Those
requirements are very much alive. Sup-
pliers who traditionally have concen-
trated their efforts outside broadcast
technology have a significant share of
the market for wideband analog sys-
tems in these venues.

Today, the routing landscape includes
those applications, as well as digital
implementations in the more tradi-
tional television (i.e., broadcasting)
space that span a wide range of needs.
We have also seen a proliferation of both

very large and very small
systems for

1411
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a panoply of applications.
The emergence of SMPTE 259M fa-

cilitated much of the explosion in
routing technology. The ability of
259M to handle multiple standards,
as well as to act as a high-speed data
transmission path, are key dynamics
in the changes in routing technology.
Similarly, the development of AES fa-
cilitated the design and deployment
of audio routing (though initially
AES was closely focused on audio
production and recording markets).
There are other forces that are equally
important - forces that shape the
range of applications for which rout-
ing is used and the way it is imple-
mented. They will shape future rout-
ing evolution as well.

Controlling and monitoring
One aspect of routing that has seen

dramatic changes is the control sys-
tem. Early analog routers used discrete
wiring to enable crosspoint selection,

By choosing a data-
communications

approach, video

manufacturers

materially changed the
way routing systems

are implemented.

which limited the control panels to
short distances. By the '70s, serial com-
munications over coax and twisted
pair took over and allowed the con-
trol -panel distances to increase dra-
matically. RS -422 communication be-
came the favorite of a number of
manufacturers partly because of the
balanced nature of the RS -422 signal
and its ability to transmit over longer

distances. SMPTE has provided
groundbreaking work in con-

trol systems also, with
ESBUS technology

allowing
chaining of

control panels, further simplifying
wiring. A number of manufacturers
implemented coax schemes with simi-
lar results. But, recently, several of the
largest routing manufacturers have
begun to deliver complex and intri-
cate control schemes that communi-
cate using TCP/IP communications
over Ethernet.

By choosing a data -communications
approach, video manufacturers mate-
rially changed the way routing systems
are implemented. Most facilities al-
ready have LAN connections in place.
Allowing the routing system either to
live on the facility LAN or bridge to it
provides interesting architectural
choices. For instance, companies that
have a potential need for wide -area
connections can use their company
WAN to extend routing control and
monitoring, along with machine con-
trol, to distant locations without es-
tablishing additional circuits for spe-
cial purposes. As remote -monitoring
capability has increased, this approach
has become much more desirable.

One result of this movement has been
to greatly simplify the interfaces opera-
tors use to program routing switchers
and read diagnostic information. Un-
til personal computers became an in-
tegral part of broadcast systems, rout-
ing switchers were programmed from
"command line" interfaces, usually us-
ing dumb terminals. As a result, the
operator could not modify a routing
switcher's operating parameters off-
line and load the changes quickly. In-
stead, the process was tedious and time-
consuming, and correcting errors was
particularly unpleasant. By implement-
ing advanced control schemes, routing
manufacturers allow users to make off-
line decisions. And, with some systems,
users can store and load multiple set-
ups as needed.

Systems have evolved to allow users
to create the configuration in general-
purpose software (for instance,
spreadsheets), and later convert them,
and sometimes compile them, into
compact files and transmit them to the
control system. Several routing prod-
ucts can now be both monitored and

broadcastengineering.com 59



Large installations require careful attention to cabling
plans.

controlled using Web browsers. This
raises the very powerful graphics ca-
pabilities of HTML to the top of the
list of features. For instance, diagnos-
tic screens can show the system in
schematic form. The screen shows all
control nodes and controlled matri-
ces and other devices, complete with
status information relevant to the sys-
tem, as graphic information instead of
text error messages that the user must
interpret. By showing the interconnec-
tion as it is physically wired, the sys-
tem becomes easier to understand,
reducing time to repair.

The substantial scripting capability
of HTML also allows manufacturers
to design custom controls without
designing controls that all users might
not want. As long as the manufacturer
supports direct control from a Web
browser, you may be able to use the
design scheme. (Some only allow pro-
gramming, and others provide a
toollcit for designing screens and con-
trols.) By custom -designing PC -based

control panels,
you could, for in-
stance, have
single -button se-
lections to reset
the monitor wall
in a control room
for each produc-
tion while retain-
ing the ability to
use common lan-
guage for naming
these for a single
mouse click. If
the routing sys-
tem can provide
status back on ac-
tive crosspoints
to the Web page,
you can even get
tally information
for satellite
records, perhaps
even including
machine status if
the router also
can provide ma-
chine control (as

many routers can).
These features can extend to very so-

phisticated monitoring capability. En-
vision a centralized (or distributed)
broadcasting system with Web -enabled
routing and machine control over a
company WAN. From the remote sta-
tion, you could return low -bit -rate,
thumbnail -sized video signals to the

Mini&

age the growth in networking, routing
manufacturers have shown a level of
innovation and attention to customer
needs that has materially changed the
face of our industry.

Cost vs. capability
In an analog router, it used to suffice

for a manufacturer to provide a good
control system and transparent video
and audio paths. But digital routing
systems have made other niche strat-
egies necessary. For instance, some
manufacturers concentrate on narrow
markets, eschewing very large systems
and instead design cost-effective
smaller routers that can be used in
niche applications, or connected in a
web of small systems interconnected
by trunks as necessary. This is an ef-
fective implementation strategy be-
cause the cost of routing increases
roughly as the square of the number
of I/O ports. Implementing four small
32x32 routers affords the same num-
ber of I/O ports as a single monolithic
128x128 matrix, though the latter has
four times as many crosspoints.

Obviously, a routing system with the
same number of I/O ports but four
times the number of crosspoints will
cost more. Logically, the cost of build-
ing one crosspoint should be vastly
higher than building a large array.
And, on a sliding scale, this is indeed
true. The efficiency of manufacture is
driven by packaging costs, power -sup -

By using the remote router as a probe, you
could troubleshoot an unmanned facility

quite effectively.
same Web page that is controlling the
bypass switcher remotely. By using the
remote router as a probe, you could
troubleshoot an unmanned facility
quite effectively, and even route around
failed items from a Web page set up to
look like a block diagram of the facil-
ity, swapping in redundant receivers,
for instance. By using commercial so-
lutions developed for other industries
to provide new functionality and lever -

ply cost, and intangibles like docu-
mentation and engineering costs. As
Figure 1 shows, larger routers do pro-
vide a lower cost per crosspoint. Be-
low 32x32, the trend does not repeat
from manufacturer to manufacturer.

A score of signals
The range of signals that can be

routed today is very important. The
following list, though not exhaustive,
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shows the types of crosspoints and I/O
channels that a manufacturer must
consider supporting in a range of sizes:

SMPTE 259M (143/177/270/
360Mb)

SMPTE 344M (540Mb)
SMPTE 292M (1.485Gb HDTV)
Analog NTSC/PAL (typically

10MHz bandwidth channels)
Analog audio (typically 20kHz

channels)
Stereo analog audio
AES PCM audio (balanced 75fl

and unbalanced 11011 implementa-
tions)

Timecode

S40 00

S35.00

S30.00

,51- $25.00

$20.00

tg $15.00

$10.00

$5.00

Crosspoint cost (SDI)

connecting circuits on an ad hoc basis.
A router is doing its best work when it
is invisible to the user, who should only
perceive the user interface. A router that
is able to flexibly handle a range of sig-
nals will be "visible" less often and thus
perceived as more important to an op-
eration. Manufacturers have clearly
understood this need and have devel-
oped wide -bandwidth routing solu-
tions for video to partially accommo-
date this need. At the upper bounds of
bandwidth is the SMPTE 292 HDTV
interconnect (I.485Mb/s, 4:2:2 coded).
Initially, HDTV routers were hugely ex-
pensive, with the first 32x32 routers

costing up-
wards of

32x32 64x64

Matrix Size

96x96 120x128

Figure 1. As routing systems get larger, manufacturing
economies of scale reduce cost per crosspoint.

RS -422 bi-directional ports
SMPTE 305M (DTV MPEG in-

terconnect, 19- and 38Mb)
DVB ASI (270Mb NRZ MPEG

interconnect)
Single- and multi -mode fiber

This represents a substantial prod-
uct -line choice, and a manufacturer
who supports all of the above has in-
deed created a flexible and worthy
product line. Economics being what
they are in our industry, we are in-
creasingly asking for "more and less,"
- that is, high -value features (like
many signal types) at low cost. To the
credit of the manufacturing commu-
nity, it has responded to the challenge.

The core function of routing is to
act as an electronic patch panel,

$200,000. To-
day a router
capable of
HDTV rates
and rates as
low as 143Mb/
s can cost as
little as
$ 1 6 , 5 0 0
( I 6x16). At
the same time,
the cost of
larger routers
with wide
bandwidth
has dropped
significantly as
the manufac-

turing volume has increased during the
DTV/HDTV transition. One might
logically expect that trend to continue,
though the higher cost of designing and
building high -bandwidth solutions will

Router cooling and wiring must coexist.

a facility to decide if an all -digital plant
is right. It is always possible, but it may
not be appropriate when the facility
must support a broad variety of sig-
nal types. Almost all video facilities
have some analog requirement, if for
nothing else than analog monitoring
circuits. Since most source devices
have both analog and digital inter-
faces, it is often convenient to imple-
ment a small analog "layer" to avoid
growing the size of the digital matrix.
If this can be controlled in a seamless
control system, it will become an in-
visible distinction for operators.

It is not at all unusual for a broad-
caster to choose to implement a
fully digital video plant, but to use
mostly, or all, analog audio. This
subject is beyond the scope of this
article. But we can say that the

A router is doing its best work when it is
invisible to the user, who should only

_perceive the user interface.

likely moderate that trend, slowing the
drop in cost.

Analog vs.. digital
Analog is far from dead in this mar-

ket. It is indeed a difficult decision
when doing conceptual planning for

choice is often driven solely by eco-
nomics. No one would dispute that
you can build a higher -quality plant
with AES signals than analog signals.
But you must decide if the additional
quality is worth the potential addi-
tional expense of upgrading the rest
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of the audio system. Converting mar-
ginal audio signals to AES will not
improve the sound in a facility, but it
will have an impact on finances.

Additionally, one might consider
embedded audio for the same rea-
sons, perhaps resulting in more
complex answers due to the techni-
cal complexity of a production fa-
cility where synchronization be-

Crosspoint
implementations
All manufacturers offer redundant

control systems and redundant
power supplies. One even offers re-
dundant crosspoints in a strategy
where two crosspoint cards are re-
quired to keep all signals flowing,
but a third is installed and capable
of taking over the work of a dead

Echostar's Cheyenne, WY, facility employs a large-scale routing system.

tween audio and video is affected
each time audio mux or demux op-
erations are performed. Eliminating
the audio levels of a matrix, however,
may well swamp any cost disadvan-
tage. It is a calculation worth doing
with more than one manufacturer's
hardware.

There are defining differences be-
tween manufacturers' digital (and
analog) routers. You must consider
factors such as cost, size, power con-
sumption, redundancy in power and
signal electronics, control architecture,
control -panel design, ease of pro-
gramming, maintenance cost and ease,
and technical specifications.

cousin. This allows you to make re-
pairs without ever taking the router
out of service when even a single
crosspoint in a large system has
failed. This kind of advanced think-
ing is not affordable in small sys-
tems, but is well worth having in a
facility that must be online around
the clock with no excuses.

Routing switcher designers and
manufacturers are slowly moving to
TDM technology for crosspoints.
Though such a crosspoint system uses
potentially fewer cards and less point-
to-point wiring, failures could be
harder to troubleshoot and repair
quickly. One manufacturer designed

an audio routing system using asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM) data
technology. Several manufacturers
sell audio switchers that allow you to
split and combine the audio channels
in an AES pair freely between all pairs
and outputs. Another offers a single -

frame solution in which half of the
crosspoints can be digital and half
analog, yet all signals are available in
both domains. Others allow you to
connect matrices (audio, at least)
over high-speed TDM links that can
make a very large audio system dis-
tributed over a large area in a plant
look like one monolithic frame with
access to a potentially huge number
of I/O channels.

What's next?
Though no prediction of the future

is possible with assurance that it re-
ally will evolve in a particular direc-
tion, it seems clear that the conver-
gence of data -communications tech-
niques and discrete audio and video
routing systems will continue. As
our signals move increasingly to-
wards compressed signals where the
essence is simply data, it is hard not
to see such a movement being a logi-
cal extension of the injection of data
techniques in the signal path. Video
devices are emerging with Ethernet
connections as common ports, and
other data connections cannot be far
behind. Most devices have both in-
puts and outputs, so bi-directional
data circuits with sufficient band-
width, isochronous throughput and
frame -accurate switching almost
certainly will begin to nibble at the
edge of the traditional video -rout-
ing business. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development at AZCAR. To reach
him, visit www.azcarcom.
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Databases should be backed p daily
onto a tape -based digital storage
archive during periods of non -peak use.
The archive may also be used for any
other digital content storage. Photo
courtesy ofTelemundo.

Database design for
broadcasters

BY PATRICK TURNER

In the world of nonlinear editing,
PC -based DVEs and CGs, and
server -based play -to -air, the VPs of

engineering at broadcast stations are
now responsible for managing data
and metadata.

All engineers should recognize the

terms "essence," "metadata" and
"package" and adopt them as part of
their vernacular. Most engineers are
already familiar with the terms "es-
sence" (a video file, information on
a videotape or a graphics image) and
"metadata" (which refers to a wealth

of information associated with the
essence). For instance, metadata can
include information about closed
captioning, shot markers, rights
management, talent and production
staffs, and details about associated
audio tracks.
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The newest term, "package," is the the two is called a flat -file database,
sum of the essence file and the asso- and is mainly intended for small
ciated metadata. It refers not only to quantities of information. This
the content but to
the detailed infor-
mation about the
content. Perhaps
most importantly,
in a world in which
audio-visual and
information -tech-
nology networks
increasingly share
the same infra-
structure, the
"package" concept
ensures that
metadata is
seamlessly inte-
grated into struc-
tured databases.
This greatly ex-
pands the ability of
video professionals
to find, locate and
manage content throughout their
organizations.

Every step of the production process
- acquisition, production, distribu-
tion and transmission - depends on
the accessibility of metadata to easily
and accurately track essence.

The current library management
system employed at most stations

The relational database

has become the world

standard.

around the country can serve as the
basis for a new type of asset manage-
ment structure - one that expands
beyond videotapes with bar codes to
encompass entire packages, including
essence and metadata. This new, so-
phisticated architecture, which VPs of
engineering should now recognize
and acknowledge, will be built
around a relational database.

There are many types of databases,
but only two are widely used in broad-
cast applications. The less common of

were the accepted norm. At that
time, the IT user community was
highly skeptical that the relational

database would ever
amount to anything.
But the relational data-
base has become the
world standard, for
several reasons. By de-
sign, it has a fast and ef-
ficient architecture that
allows for specific
searches on targeted
groups of data. It has a
set of common cross -
vendor rules that af-
fords developers a very
quick learning curve.
The structured -query
language, or SQL, is a

simple, natural -lan-
guage, data -manipula-
tion tool that all major
relational databases
support. Lastly, and

perhaps most importantly, early ef-
forts by a group of nascent software
vendors to develop open and cheap
(or free) database software instead
of expensive proprietary systems
spawned widespread development
support for the relational model. In
fact, for years, Oracle has allowed
free downloads of some of its rela-
tional -database products -a tradi-
tion that continues to this day.

Modern broadcast facilities incor-
porate databases for a variety of ap-
plications. For example, any modern
automation system relies on a data-
base. Databases can also be found in
the tape library management soft-
ware, the traffic system, the graph-
ics library tracking software, the
news production system, the rights
management engine, and perhaps a
facility scheduling application. Now
add metadata stored in the net-
worked nonlinear editing system, or
within graphics files. The combina-
tion of these databases supports a
wide variety of programming types
such as sports, news, weather, graph-
ics, audio, commercials, promos and
all long -form content.
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Figure 1. The Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Manager is used to
manipulate an SQL database. The interface shows graphical rep-
resentations of tables, stored procedures and specific data types.

model is based on using one or sev-
eral files, usually with comma- or
tab -delimited entries. Generally, the
flat -file design is not scalable, nor is
it extensible enough for complex
data types.

The relational database
The second and more common type

of database found in broadcast envi-
ronments - and the focus of this ar-
ticle - is the relational database.
Most major databases used for tape
library management software and
asset management systems are rela-
tional. Several companies, such as
IBM, Microsoft and Oracle, produce
relational databases. In spite of this
variety, most of these databases have
the same basic functionality; they dif-
fer only in how they process entries
and searches. The high-level term
that describes the overall operating
environment is "relational -database
management system" or RDBMS. An
example of such a system, the
Microsoft SQL Database Enterprise
Manager, is shown in Figure 1.

During the early '80s, big, proprietary
databases on mainframe computers
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Content management
A big challenge in modern American

broadcasting is content management.
The industry is striving to curtail its
dependence on the physical movement

"metadata-only assets," such as a per-
formance, with pointers to the re-
lated video, audio, graphics and con-
tracts. The data model must reflect
the relationship between the content

Modern broadcast facilities incorporate databases

for a variety of applications.

of tape by introducing file -based stor-
age with advanced searching and pos-
sibly desktop browsing. So far, be-
tween the tape library management
system and automation, about 60 per-
cent of the solution is in place. Some
type of digital asset management sys-
tem will inevitably become a part of
the infrastructure. The architecture
will center on a hybrid management
of physical (shelf -based) and logical
(file -based) assets. Initially, this sys-
tem will rely on existing data from
other databases that currently per-
form only spe-
cialized tasks.

To institute
any type of digi-
tal asset man -
a g e m e n t
(DAM) archi-
tecture, you
must create a
"data model."
Once a data
model has been
put into production, it's commonly
called a database "schema." If a fa-
cility has an existing tape library
management system, this process of
creating a schema has been per-
formed to a limited degree already,
probably by the software vendor. But
you must consider a wider variety of
assets (including tape). To deal with
these new content types, you need
to provide a database that under-
stands the necessary defining at-
tributes. You also need to institute a
framework based on the existence of
two top-level asset types. "Content
assets" are those with an essence file,
such as clips on a video server, and

asset and the metadata-only asset. A
database schema will define the re-
lationships between all the assets.
For example, a search on President
Bush (metadata-only asset) may in-
clude pointers to video clips (con-
tent assets) of Air Force One.

There are two main approaches to
defining a data model for an envi-
ronment. The first is to find an ex-
isting data model provided by a
standards body or DAM vendor and
modify it to fit your individual
needs. The second is to create a data

a whiteboard or perhaps papers in a
book sitting on someone's desk. The
key is to gather all relevant data
sources to determine what informa-
tion is valuable, which of it is repeti-
tive and how much of it is consis-
tent between departments. Chances
are that users have a very good idea
of what metadata they need. If there
are existing databases, you should
obtain a copy of the schema. Fortu-
nately, fields that you might miss
initially are very simple to add after
the fact in a relational database
model.

The process of designing a data-
base is commonly referred to as "en-
tity -relationship modeling." It iden-
tifies information and describes its
layout in the database. A relational
database defines entities by using a
group of tables, each of which con-
tains a number of fields (columns).
Within the table, some of the fields
are called keys. A table may have one
or several keys. The key(s) that

uniquely
define(s) an en-
try, or row, in a
table is (are)

Extended UMID (64 bytes)

Basic UMID (32 bytes) Signature metadata (32*

Universal label L
NoInst

Material number Time/date Spatial Coon-
Or g Usercoordinates try

12 bytes 11 13 I
bytes

16 bytes
I 8 bytes 12 bytes 1414141

bytes bytes bytes

Figure 2.The SMPTE 330M UMID consists of an ordered set of components,
each providing a key aspect to the identification of material, be it picture, audio
or data.

model from scratch and force a soft-
ware vendor to support it. Most
vendors obviously prefer the former.
However, for the purpose of under-
standing this process, let's explore
the latter method.

Creating a data model
The first step is to consider what

content you must store, and gather
a complete list of the attributes. A
series of discussions with depart-
ment heads may provide the best
insight into the specific information
that is needed along the production
chain. The necessary fields will come
from existing databases, spreadsheets,

called the pri-
mary key(s).
The primary key
of a central de-
fining table usu-
ally contains a
unique material
identifier

(UMID), sometimes referred to as a
global unique identifier (GUID).
Most systems assign psuedo-random
UMIDs using computer -based clock
random -number generators.
SMPTE 330M defines a UMID stan-
dard, with support for an extended
structure that may be used to ensure
a unique identifier when moving
material between facilities or com-
panies. Figure 2 shows the SMPTE
330M UMID.

Each field in a table is described ac-
cording to the data type (such as a
character, integer or long integer)
that dimensions the data storage.
During table creation, each field must
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reserve a place for null (empty) en-
tries as well as entries that require a
value. This helps organize and sort
the database. Tables relate to each
other through a series of relation-
ships, which may be mandatory or
optional. Frequently, a data -
modeling tool will be used to
check the integrity of relation-
ships between tables for cor-
rectness during the process.

The simplest type of a data-
base model would have one
table with all possible descrip-
tive attributes of any type of
asset. But this would not be ef-
ficient for broadcasters be-
cause the fields necessary for
audio, video and graphics may
be remarkably different. In
this scenario, for each audio
asset, none of the graphics at-
tributes would be populated,
which would result in many empty
fields in the database. Each of these
vacant entries still reserves space,
and is included during searches,
which together lower the overall per-
formance. In designing a data
model, you can use a series of data
"normalization" rules to remove re-
dundancy and inconsistent depen-
dency of entities, and create efficient
relationships. This reduces disk stor-
age and simplifies data management.

The accepted standard rules of
normalization are called "normal
forms." A series of normal forms has
been defined to create a proper data

2NF and 3NF. Dr. Boyce later pro-
posed an additional normal form,
commonly referred to as the Boyce-
Codd normal form (BCNF), for fur-
ther data normalization. A data
model in BCNF is generally consid-

in defining their content libraries. The
use of a standards -based data model
will be of great help when moving con-
tent through the many companies in-
volved in production, post and repli-
cation/duplication. Figure 3 shows an
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dictionary
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Figure 3.The metadata dictionary structure defined in the SMPTE 335M standard
covers the use of metadata for all types of essence (video, audio and data in their
various forms). The structure provides flexibility in capturing metadata and ex-
changing it among applications through a standardized hierarchy.

ered sufficiently normalized for any
environment.

Need help?
You don't have to go back to school

for a Masters in Library Sciences to
understand all of this. A knowledge-
able architecture -design consultant
can greatly enhance and expedite the
process for broadcasters.

There are also efforts underway by in-
dustry groups and manufacturers to as-
sist in defining data models for the
broadcast industry. The BBC (SMEF
data model), the Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative, the Motion Pictures Experts

To institute any tyle of digital asset management
(DAM) architecture, you must create

a "data model:

model for a relational database.
These rules instruct the user to per-
form operations on sets of data to
improve the structure. In 1972, Dr.
E.F. Codd, author of "Further Nor-
malization of the Data Base Rela-
tional Model," defined the first three
normal forms, referred to as 1NF,

Group (MPEG-7), and SMPTE (335M
metadata structure/RP210) are all pro-
viding structures upon which to build
databases in an effort to foster
industrywide uniformity. Since data-
bases are always unique, these working
groups have correctly foreseen the dif-
ficulties that media aggregators will face

overview of the SMPTE 335M
metadata structure.

Proper database design will be an im-
portant task in the evolution of the
broadcast business. To accommodate the
multitude of media formats, a good data
model is essential. Furthermore, with the
addition of a digital storage archive and
asset management system to comple-
ment the existing tape library, the broad-
cast industry will gain unprecedented
control over content management. This
model is fundamentally critical to the
future of their business. BE

Patrick Turner is a systems architect for
Concadia Solutions LLC.
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PSIP and data
BY RICHARD CHERNOCK AND JERRY WHITAKER Keys to making the

Umike NTSC VBI-based data
services, DTV data services
are an integral part of the

broadcast signal. DTV data shares the
same multiplex with the video and
audio, and DTV uses the same funda-
mental MPEG-2 acquisition mecha-
nisms to acquire data, video and au-
dio signals. It also allows data services
such as video/audio programming to
be announced in a program guide.

The ATSC data broadcast standard,
described in ATSC document A/90,
specifies the following key elements:

Data services announcement
Data delivery models
Application signaling
MPEG-2 systems tools
Protocols

The data broadcast standard can be
used for a number of applications, in-
cluding:

Delivering declarative data such
as HTML code

Delivering procedural data such
as Java code

Delivering software, images and
graphics

MPEG-4 or H.263 video streams,
and MPEG-4 audio streams

Carouselling MPEG-2 video files
Carouselling MP3 audio files

Figure 1 shows the ATSC data broad-
cast system. The standard covers the
delivery of data from the last part of
the distribution chain (multiplexer/
emission transmitter) to a receiver.

The data broadcast system
The ATSC data broadcast standard as-

sumes that receivers vary greatly in the
number of services they can present
and in their ability to store data or pro-
cess that data in some meaningful way.
Some receivers may decode and present
several audio/video broadcasts along
with multiple data services. Others may
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Showdown at HDTV
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm

perform a single function (such as de- The A/90 standard supports the car-
livering a stock ticker) as inexpensively riage of data objects using the non -
as possible. flow -controlled scenario and the

.
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WHD-TV 27-1

TV -G
Stereo

This composite photo gives an example
of the on -screen information made pos-
sible by the data broadcasting system.
Photo courtesyTriveni Digital.

protocol. ATSC use of the DSM-CC
download protocol supports the trans-
mission of the following elements:

Asynchronous data modules
Asynchronous data streaming
Non -streaming synchronized data

The protocol can detect transmission
errors in the data it carries, since the
DSM-CC sections employed include a
CRC/checksum field for that purpose.

The data carousel sends (and repeats)
data at intervals to obviate a flow -con-
trol system, as well as repetitions for er-
ror protection. Figure 2 illustrates the
headend infrastructure. The non -flow -
control scenario embodies the unidi-
rectional, one-time transmission of a
bounded data image to a data receiver.
The data carousel cyclically repeats the
contents of the carousel one or more
times. If a data decoder wants to access
a particular module from the data car-
ousel, it can simply wait for the next
time that the data for the requested
module is broadcast. Figure 3 illustrates
a data -carousel implementation of the

The ATSC data

broadcast standard

assumes that receivers

vary greatly in ...their
ability to ...process

data in some
meaningful way.

download protocol.
The A/90 standard defines transmis-

sion of datagrams (such as IP) in the
payload of MPEG-2 transport stream

data -carousel scenario of the digital- (TS) packets by encapsulating the
storage -media command and control datagrams in DSM-CC addressable
(DSM-CC) user -to -network download sections. This mechanism is used to
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Figure 1.This diagram illustrates the overall structure of the ATSC data broad-
cast standard.

asynchronously deliver datagrams
having the following characteristics:

No MPEG-2 systems timing is
associated with the delivery of data.

The smoothing buffer can go empty
for indeterminate periods of time.

The A/90 standard supports syn-
chronous and synchronized data
streaming using the packetized el-
ementary stream (PES). Synchronous
data streaming is defined as the
streaming of data with timing require-
ments in the sense that the data and clock
can be regenerated at the receiver into a
synchronous data stream. Synchronous
data streams have no strong timing asso-
ciation with other data streams and are

Figure 2. This figure illustrates the
headend infrastructure of the data car-
ousel server.

carried in PES packets.
Synchronized data streaming implies

a strong timing association between
PES streams referenced by different
packet identifiers (PIDs). PES packets
carry synchronized streaming data. An
example is application data associated
with time instances in a video stream.

The standard defines data piping as
a mechanism to deliver arbitrary, user -
defined data inside an MPEG-2 TS.
Data piping inserts data directly into
the payload of MPEG-2 TS packets.

body, specifically:
ISO has standardized the MPEG-

2 TS in ISO/IEC 13818-1 and the
DSM-CC framework in ISO/IEC
13818-6.

IETF has standardized the
Internet Protocol (IP) in RFC 791.

ATSC has specified within the
data broadcast standard the ATSC
data -piping protocol, the data -stream-
ing encapsulation, the DSM-CC ad-
dressable -section encapsulation, and
the download protocol.

Within Figure 4, the encapsulation of
IP is just an example. Other network
protocols can also be encapsulated. As
shown, the data broadcast standard
specifies different encapsulation pro-
tocols for different application areas.

While the instantaneous bandwidth required to
carry the video program will vary, the bandwidth

of the transport pipe is constant.

The standard does not specify meth-
ods for fragmentation or reassembly
of data sent in this manner.

A data service, as defined in document
A/90, is a collection of one or more data
broadcast types. For example, a data ser-
vice may include streaming synchro-
nized data and asynchronous
multiprotocol encap-
sulated data.

Operational
details

The basis of the data
broadcast standard is
formed by the
MPEG-2 transport
stream as defined in
ISO/IEC 13818-1
(MPEG-2 systems)
and Amendments 1
and 2 specifying reg-
istration procedures
for the copyright
identifier and the for-
mat identifier, respec-
tively. Figure 4 identi-
fies what is standard-
ized and by which

As specified in the data broadcast
standard, each data service may be
composed of one or more applications
integrated to the remaining ATSC in-
frastructure by means of announce-
ment, discovery and binding func-
tions. The announcement and discov-
ery specification is part of the A/65

(Black size

cycle time

M2: °file 1'

M2 size
l

M3: 'file 2'

M3 _size

MB:file 3'

MB size

I

Download data message IMK-Y):

Download Data Block()

module_id

y.block_number

Download control message:

Downloadlnfolndication 0

Figure 3. In the data -carousel scenario of the DSM-CC
download protocol, information is repeated cyclically so
that a data decoder has several opportunities to obtain
the data requested.
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Figure 4.The data broadcast standard specifies
different encapsulation protocols for different ap-
plication areas.The figure also shows the relation
of the data broadcast standard to other standards.

standard (Program and System Infor-
mation Protocol), along with addi-
tional elements documented in A/90.
Additionally, further discovery defini-
tion and application binding are part
of the service description framework
(SDF) that is described in A/90.

Figure 5 illustrates the packetization,
synchronization and protection layers
of the ATSC data broadcast protocols.

PSIP and SDF for data
broadcasting

The PSIP and SDF are integral ele-

Protocol standards docu-
ment the rules for this or-
derly subdivision (and reas-
sembly). All information is
transmitted in 188 -byte TS
packets. The receiver sees
the packets and, by using the
P1D in the header of each
packet, routes each packet to
the appropriate location
within the receiver so that
the information can be re-
covered by reversing the
subdivision process.

A data service can be an-
nounced in either an
event -information table
(EIT) or a data -event table
(DET) in conjunction with
additional

entries in the virtual -
channel table (VCT) of
the PSIP standard. These
tables use the MPEG sec-
tion structure. Single data
services associated with a
video program are an-
nounced in the EIT. The
DET is used to support
direct announcement of
data services that are ei-
ther stand-alone or are
associated with a video
program, but start and

program. Like the EIT, there are four
required DETs that are used for sepa-
rately announced data services. DETs
contain the start time and duration of
each event, the data -ID number, and
a data -broadcast descriptor. This de-
scriptor contains information about
the type of service profile, the neces-
sary buffer sizes and synchronization
information.
There are three profiles for ser-

vices that need constant or guaran-
teed delivery rates:

Gl-up to 384kb/s
G2-up to 3.84Mb/s
G3-up to the full 19.4Mb/s

transport stream
While the instantaneous bandwidth

required to carry the video program

MPEG-2 PTS

Data
piping PES packets

Non -flow
controlled

Data
carousel

DSM-CC
download

MPEG 2
PTS

checksum
CRC32

DSM-CC
sections

checksum
CRC32

MPEG-2 transport stream

Figure 5.The ATSC data broadcast protocol con-
tains packetization, synchronization and protec-
tion layers.

As with other ATSC standards, harmonization of

the data broadcast standard with DVB and cable

efforts has been a high priority,

ments of the data broadcasting sys-
tem. These structures provide two
main functions:

Announcement of the avail-
able services

Detailed instructions for assem-
bling all the components of the data
services as they are delivered

Generally, data of any protocol type is
divided and subdivided into packets be-
fore transmission. PES packets are up
to 64kB long, sections are up to 41c13, and
transport -stream packets are 188 bytes.

stop at different times within that

Video and/or audio

will vary, the bandwidth of the trans-
port pipe is constant. Rather than
transmit null packets, opportunistic
data packets may be sent instead. For
services that are delivered opportunis-
tically, at up to the full transport data
rate, the profile is called Al. Figure 6
illustrates the concept of opportunis-
tic bandwidth for transmitting data.

The VCT contains the
virtual channel informa-
tion for each data service.
The ATSC PSIP data ser-
vice is intended to facili-
tate human interaction

Figure 6. Video programs do not always take the
full bandwidth of the transporz pipe. In these
cases, opportunistic data packets can be sent
rather than transmit null packets.

through a program guide
that contains a linkage to
the service -description
framework (SDF), which
provides the actual road
map for reassembly of the
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PSIP and data broadcasting:
Keys to making the ATSC A/90 standard work
fragmented information. The process
of following this roadmap is known as
discovery and binding. The SDF infor-
mation is part of the bandwidth of the
data service, not part of the
broadcaster's overhead bandwidth
(PSIP is in the overhead).

the PID value used for the SDF of any
other data service. The DST provides
the information necessary to bind
components within the current trans-
port stream, while the NRT provides
the information for components in
other locations (including the

I.

WHYY DTV 12
WWI DT 3:00 AM to 7:00 PM

Not Ratad
English (Dolby Digital)

Ch 12.1 111111YY DT

1:3 Normal Antenna A
Frl 09/06/02 3:46IMN

Family

This photo shows the two-part channel number and other on -screen infor-
mation made possible by PSIP. Photo courtesyTriveni Digital.

The SDF contains two distinct struc-
tures, the data -services table (DST)
and the network -resources table
(NRT). (Each use MPEG-2 private sec-
tions.) The MPEG-2 transport -stream
packets conveying the DST and the NRT
for each data service are referenced by
the same PID, which is different from

Internet). The DST must be sent at
least once during the delivery of the
data service. Key elements in the DST
include the following:

A descriptor defining compat-
ibility and the requirements of an
application

The name of the application

Method of data encapsulation
List of author -created associa-

tions and application data structure
parameters

Association tags, which allow
binding to MPEG-2 program ele-
ments carrying data components

Some services will not need the NRT
because it contains information to link
to data services outside the TS.

New services and
capabilities

The ATSC data broadcast standard
provides a rich set of protocols and
functionalities that allow progressive
deployment of increasingly sophisti-
cated services. The A/90 standard
specifies delivery of data for broadcast
and pseudo -interactive services and,
at the same time, lays the ground for
interactive services. As with other
ATSC standards, harmonization of the
data broadcast standard with DVB and
cable efforts has been a high priority.

All of the elements are now in place
to make DTV data broadcasting a re-
ality. A number of possible commer-
cial applications have been proposed,
and more will emerge as broadcast-
ers learn by doing. One thing is cer-
tain: Data broadcasting will be an in-
tegral part of the television station of
the future. BE

Richard Chernock, Ph.D., is a senior
member of the technical staff at Triveni
Digital. Jerry Whitaker is technical director
of the ATSC.

111P^ BroadcasiEngineering
Engineering Excellence Awards

If you have a facility that may qualify for entry into this year's contest,
go to the Broadcast Engineering Web site,

www.broadcastengineering.com,
for complete instructions.

Manufacturers, systems integrators and facilities are
encouraged to enter the contest. All entries are due Nov. 1.
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Media
844/X
BY DAN HOLMES

producers and editors are in-
creasingly faced with edit-
ing projects that require

compositing of multiple layers of video,
graphics and text information, which
make programs more attractive and
more valuable. Because editing has tra-
ditionally been a real-time operation
while compositing often requires signifi-
cant rendering time, these workflows
have remained separate. Slow rendering
time also makes editors reluctant to ex-
periment creatively, and last-minute
changes are often costly or impractical.

Media 100 offers a solution to these
problems with 844/X, a new editing
system designed specifically for fast
compositing of unlimited layers.

A media supercomputer
To solve the issue of rendering perfor-

mance when compositing layers, Media
100 developed a media supercomputer

Media 100's 844/X utilizes a proprietary
media supercomputer called the
GenesisEngine to improve rendering
performance on multilayer content.

called the GenesisEngine that provides
the bandwidth to precisely manage an
avalanche of video, graphic, key and
audio data. The system offers real-time
image processing that delivers greater
than 420MB/s sustained throughput

100's
using a signal architecture that is 10 bits
throughout. To meet the system's pro-
cessing and performance specifications,
Media 100 designed three ASICs con-
taining a total of 33 million transistors
and used seven times in each 844/X.

Compositing unlimited layers intro-
duces potential quality issues including
banding errors endemic to eight -bit sys-
tems. The editing system was developed
to uphold picture quality through mil-
lions of recursive operations. Ten -bit,
4:2:2:4, uncompressed video data and
keys enter the processing pipeline and
are de -interlaced and upsampled so that
the processing pipeline operates on pro-
gressive 4:4:4:4 RGB and alpha data at
60 fps. This is important to avoid tem-
poral artifacts when processing inter-
laced video data. After the compositing
stage, the data is re -interlaced and stored
to disk as 10 -bit 4:2:2:4, 30 fps data.

Facility integration
The editing system provides full

SMPTE 259M compliance for integra-
tion within a facility. There is an active
loopthrough on the input and there are
two SDI outputs. Audio support in -
dudes four channel pairs of digital au-
dio I/O that can be acquired from, or
played out as, embedded data in the se-
rial digital video stream or as 24 -bit AES/
EBU. The GenesisEngine also includes
V -LAN and Genlock that is strictly com-
pliant with television requirements, so
that the system can operate as the mas-
ter reference for a studio, post -produc-
tion or television broadcasting facility.

Application software
Tightly integrated application software

enables the processing power of the
GenesisEngine; together they enable
a new way of processing layer -inten-
sive designs. The software's Intelligent

Layering Architecture (ILA) enables ef-
ficient processing of any number of
composite layers, recursively processing
data when the layer count moves beyond
eight. The ILA applies intelligence in the
automated management of intermedi-
ate (rendered) media, optimizing the
speed of the recursive layering process.
As an example, a 10 -second segment
consisting of 10 video and 10 key layers
will take just 20 seconds to process, and
the layers can contain any or all of the
system's in -stream effects.

A useful tool in the ILA is Visual Voic-
ing, which lets the user select any four of
the composited layers (or subcomps) to
be previewed in real time. With this fea-
ture, users can easily check layer relation-
ships when working with complex com-
posites that consist of high layer counts.

Today's editors need to quickly turn
around high -quality video content that
consists of highly complex and com-
pute -intensive imagery. The challenge
is to maintain high levels of creativity,
while minimizing render downtimes
and breaks in the creative flow.

844/X addresses this problem by us-
ing technological innovations to en-
able an integrated workflow that com-
bines editing and fast, multiple -layer
compositing with 10 -bit image qual-
ity throughout - all integrated into an
industry -standard PC platform. BE

Dan Holmes is the director of hardware
engineering at Media 100.

IN ADDITION

For an expanded discussion of the
applications for Media 100's 844/X,
visit our Web site,
vvww.broadcastengineering.com.
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Dear Reader

As it has from its beginning a half century ago, TV news will continue to
benefit from technological developments. New technology brings compet-
itive advantages and operating efficiencies.
One of the primary editorial missions of both Broadcasting & Cable and
Broadcast Engineering magazines has been to provide television execu-
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into their operations. It is clear that today, choosing the right technology
is crucial to the success of a station or network news operation.
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talent on the opportunities and challenges presented by the latest techno-
logical developments.
Operating efficiencies can improve news coverage, enrich program con-
tent, gain viewership through more effective news programming, and
bring a greater return to the bottom line.
This supplement reflects a News Technology Summit held October 16th
and 17th in Atlanta. More than 80 television executives joined 12 leading
equipment providers to discuss, explore and find solutions which will
improve their news products.
We hope this special effort provides insight that is helpful to the readers
of both magazines, as they strive for more compelling coverage coupled
with operating efficiencies.
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Newsroom promise
meets newsroom reality

just how far has newsroom technology pro-
gressed? Consider this. Five years ago a top
network news executive was interested in tap-

ping into the speed of nonlinear editing for news
operations. But he found himself confronted with
internal cultural resistance. Despite his plea that
the time savings in nonlinear editing was worth
waiting for the realtime transfer of material from
tape to server the editors weren't listening. They
just were not interested in waiting before editing.

A lot has changed since then. Material acquired
on professional video formats can now be down-
loaded into video servers at
faster-than-realtime speeds. The
result is that today's news edi-
tors have quickly adapted to
nonlinear editing systems. Not
only that, but the propogation of
high-speed connectivity has
turned the newsroom into a
place where nearly all staff mem-
bers-journalists, producers,
directors and editors-can access
at least proxy copies of video
material for review, script writing and even editing.

The key to all the changes has been the integra-
tion of video servers into the newsroom. And those
changes will only continue to grow as the capabil-
ities of servers grow. For example, news organiza-
tions are increasinly turning to IP satellite delivery
for sending of news material to clients and affili-
ates. The days of having scheduled satellite feeds
and needing to roll tape could become a thing of
the past, much like the days of having production
assistants sprinting from one end of the newsroom
to another with videotapes.

There is, no doubt, plenty of potential in the
digital newsroom. But there are also plenty of new
challenges. For one thing, equipment from differ-
ent manufacturers works much more closely than
it did in the past-or at least more intimately. The
best newsroom, editing or graphic system can be
rendered useless if asset management and automa-

tion systems can't communicate properly. With
numerous personnel pulling and pushing assets
from the servers and other devices, the automation
system needs to deal with a constant crunch of traf-
fic and be capable of constantly updating files and
program rundowns without crippling the system.
This is not always an easy task, despite the use of
standards like the MOS, AAF or MXF protocols.

Graphics systems have also undergone funda-
mental shifts in both capabilities and requirements.
The ability for broadcasters to tap into massive
computing power for reasonable prices has had the

greatest impact, opening up
new levels of graphic capabili-
ties across the board.
Proprietary and "black box"
graphic systems have given way
to open platforms and interop-
erability. And the use of tem-
plate -based graphic systems
promises to change the land-
scape again, as nearly everyone
within the facility can "create"
graphics. More importantly, the

use of templates will allow for a more unified look
across an entire station group.

It's that last aspect, a unified look across an
entire station group, which holds the most poten-
tial. Recent news technologies can do a great job of
improving operations but the bottom line is still
return on investment. And that means streamlining
operations-both in terms of amount of personnel
and speed to air. The relaxation of ownership caps
by the FCC promises more consolidation, consoli-
dation that will give smaller broadcasters the
chance to be part of an organization that offers
scale. And scale can provide a chance for the on -air
look of a small -market station to have a large -mar-
ket look. Template graphics, easier sharing of news
resources, and the ability to buy equipment in
quantities that result in cheaper prices are just a
few of the ways a news operation can look bigger
than it really is.

It-

is
Digital technology has fundamentally
changed newsroom operations.
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NEWSROOM SPOTLIGHT

CBS NEWS

Frank Governale, vice president
of news operations for CBS
News, compares the learning
curve for new technology to
turning an aircraft carrier in the
ocean on a moment's notice.

"As we implement new tech-
nologies, we have to allow for
the old workflow
so we can slowly
turn the ship," he
says. "We have to
allow for savings
and operational
improvement as
planned. We can't
be everywhere at
the same time."

For all its tech-
nical innovation,
Governale says
some things are
still done manu-
ally in the CBS
news operation.
CBS is currently
reviewing vendor
bids to evaluate
new technology
for systems such
as automation, nonlinear editing,
archiving and asset management.

In the meantime, CBS is mak-
ing its own foray into digital
workflow. Operations rely on a
mix of bureau and field reports
to create each evening's news
program. Back in New York pro-
ducers attach assets to each story
in the newsroom system, which
might range from names of the
camera crew to a script.

"With our hard news center
project we are looking to have
some of those elements be audio

CBS News uses three Onyx
3400 visualization systems
on -air graphics.

and video assets," comments
Governale. "A producer will be
able to click on all the assets
associated with a story, as well as
the audio and video that may be
acquired to be edited."

Howell Mette, vice president
of CBS operations and engineer-

ing, adds, "We are
finding asset man-
agement to be the
holy grail of digi-
tal. You can have
all these files fly-
ing back and
forth, but if you
can't find a piece
or archive it, it's a
moot issue."

Governale indi-
cates that CBS
currently uses
some servers in its
operations, "but
not for hard news
editing."

Many of the
pieces that come
in from various
bureaus need

for

graphics integrated into the story,
and they are taken into the
graphics department where an
SGI Onyx visualization system is
put to use. Switchers and effects
systems with DVEs and the
graphics devices are all tied to a
12 I/O video server. The server
allows the video to be pushed
along to the various video rooms.

"It's technically possible for
the control room to start playing
out a piece while the graphics
system is still working on it,"
notes Governale.

Chris Colson
SGI

Senior Director of
Media Industries

What are some recent developments
in news technology from SGI?
We recently announced support for
Sony MPEG IMX on our media servers
and also support of the MXF (Material
eXchange Format) open file format.

Our technology is aimed at getting the
news on -air faster with greater capabil-
ities to aggregate information. It's
designed to help broadcasters access
assets and content coming in from mul-
tiple sources simultaneously and use
them as they come in. In addition, we're
working with a variety of partners to
integrate applications such as ingest,
editing and archiving.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
They want total integration into the
archive system. A producer wants
video, metadata, audio and effects on
his desk quickly, efficiently and at a low
cost.

How has the move to video servers
and digital storage impacted the
newsroom?
The greatest impact is the change in the
way we look at these assets. In the past
they were treated as video assets and
kept separate with audio and scripts. By
treating all the pieces as data, content is
manipulated more easily and retrieved
much faster.

What is SGI doing to address its
customers' interoperability needs?
We're working with best -of -breed part-
ners and focusing on standards to make
sure our systems are totally interopera-
ble. Because we use an open standard
file system called XFS, it makes it very
easy to integrate with other products.

6
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EFFICIENCY, FLEXIBILITY

The Grass Valley"' Digital News Production Solution
addresses the entire news production process,
from ingest and triage through editing and playout.

It's also inherently flexible. News organizations can
tailor its components to fit specific workflows, scale
them to meet capital budget requirements, integrate
them into a newsroom computing environment, and,
because many of their features are software -based,
upgrade them easily.

Desktop -Based Ingest/Triage

For ingest and triage, the NewsBrowse' Web -based
browser/editor can control the recording of high -
resolution media via the Profile' XP Media Platform
and the simultaneous creation of a low -resolution
browse copy of the same media.

Working at networked PCs, reporters, producers,
and editors can use the NewsBrowse system to
monitor incoming feeds, mark clips on the fly,
and select media for editing. They can log footage
independently, trim clips, and even assemble a cuts -

only sequence that can be saved as
an edit decision list (EDL) for finishing or
playback.

For facilities where networked browsing
isn't feasible or cost effective, the Digital
News Production Solution includes the
FeedClip'" integrated feed capture system.

Making Assets Available for Anyone,
Anytime

In an era of cost-conscious news produc-
tion, Storage Area Network (SAN) technology provides
fast, unfettered access to news assets for fast story
creation and re -purposing.

FIELD EDITING

DV Camcorder

VTR

FireWire

NewsE6ItLTTM Mobile Uplink

incoinnig
Data Feeds

comirlo
News Feeds

NEWS
INGEST

Ethernet LAN

News Room
Computer S Sh

li

NewsBrowse,
or Other Extern

AftplicatiOn

Low Resolution
Encoders_F-

-fr
Low fleolution

Encoders

Modal News
Distribution

FeedClip'°

PVS 1100 Profile® XP
Feed Capture

can ingest media, share it simultaneously while it is
being recorded, and play finished packages directly
to air. It also features comprehensive media search
capabilities, making video clips easy to find.

For high reliability, the scalable NewsShare system
features designs that include no -single -point -of -

failure capabilities.
Address the
entire news
production
process,

from Ingest
and triage
through
editing

and playout.

The NewsShare- real-time video SAN makes all media
accessible to anyone, anytime. Using it, journalists

Two Fast, NLE Choices

For editing, the Digital News Production
Solution includes the standard PC -based
NewsEdit"" nonlinear editor, and the laptop
PC -based NewsEdit LT system.

The NewsEdit system wraps the full functionality
of a tape -based editing environment in an intu-
itive nonlinear editing interface that changes

dynamically with the task at hand.

With no pre -digitization requirement, NewsEdit users
can edit immediately from tape to disk. And they can
see their edits as they're made, so there's no need
to go back and review. This functionality makes
NewsEdit twice as fast as other nonlinear editors.
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NewsEdit combines speed with a powerful set of
options that include integration with your newsroom
computer system, 2D DVE, video and audio effects,
and titling tools.

For mobile journalists, the new NewsEdit LT system
offers the same interface, color -coded keyboard,
and many of the same powerful editing features in a
turnkey, laptop PC package. It also features a Firewire-
based video audio I/O option for quickly converting
field materials for ingest, playback, and uplink.

Play to Air Power, Flexibility

For powerful playback and manual assist, the NewsQ"'
Pro system and the Profile XP Media Platform enable
automated creation and adjustment of playlists
and direct server control for live news play to air
applications.

The NewsQ Pro system generates a representative
thumbnail for each story, its duration, and its status
on the channel. It also offers integration with an
under monitor display to provide second -by -second
playback status for each channel.

Newsaili Pro
Playout Control

PBS 1100 Profilers XP
Play -to -Air

PBS 1100 Profile, XP
Play to -Ai

Nevisfr.

NEWS
PLAYOUT

On -Air
Transmission

Supporting the industry -standard Media Object Server
(MOS) protocol, the ability of the NewsQ system to
integrate with a newsroom computer system means
every producer change or update is immediately
reflected in its playlist.

The NewsQ Pro system incorporates four -channel
playout control of a Profile XP Media Platform system,
plus four more backup channels so that last-minute
changes are virtually mistake -proof. These channels
can be manually played out in order via remote control.

Also available is the NiewsQ system, which provides
manual two -channel playlist management-or a back-
up to a primary playback system.

1111101111SON a,GRASS VALLEY
The most watched worldwide

wwvv.thomsongrassvalley.com
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WWS B
Kay Miller, News Director
Sarasota, FL

Last November, Kay
Miller, news director
for WWSB Sarasota,
Fla., helped move the
station's news opera-
tions to a new, all -digi-
tal plant. Station own-
ers Calkins Media had
built a state-of-the-art
facility that allowed
WWSB to incorporate
some cutting edge tech-
nology into its opera-
tions. The idea was to
grow and adapt to new
technology as the
industry changes.

To help produce 17 hours of
news per week, WWSB sub-
scribes to NewsOne, ABC's affil-
iate news service. When
NewsOne first offered its service
via Pathfire's Digital Media
Gateway, Miller volunteered to
be first. "As quickly as NewsOne
cut the analog feed, we migrated.
We started using the material
immediately," she says.

Before installing the Pathfire
system, producers were scanning
the wires every day. With the
Pathfire icon loaded on every
desktop, a producer specifies
what item he or she wants. Then
the editor pulls it off, transfers it
onto a local nonlinear editing
system and edits the item down
to the specifications of the pro-
ducer (time constraints, etc.).

WWSB also has access to the
NewsOne archives. "We make a
call to New York or a regional
bureau to specify what we're

PATHFIREn.

WWSD uses Pathfire to help produce 17 hours
of news per week.

looking for, then wait for it to
appear on Pathfire," she says.
"We used to have to wait for two
feeds per day. This is definitely
more on demand."

Gone are concerns about re-

feeds or misfeeds, which is
"music to my ears," adds Miller.

WWSB also purchased the
Pathfire's Auto View application,
which Miller says allows the sta-
tion to view the material from
different desktops as it's coming
in off the server.

Miller explains that WWSB
receives two news feeds - one for
desktop browsing and another
broadcast quality file for air.

As for storage? "We and other
stations are trying to learn how
to store," says Miller. "We're all
used to saving everything and
now we can just have it fed on
demand. We have the system set
up to purge after a set amount of
time."

Enabling Digital Media"

John Wilson
Pathfire

General Manager,

Broadcast

What are some of Pathfire's recent
developments in news technology?
We're rolling out a new version of the
Digital Media Gateway (DMG) to our
existing customers and have added a
new MOS interface, which provides a
direct link between Sony NewsBase
products and the DMG. We're also in
the process of getting CNN Newsource
up and running with DMG for delivery
of syndicated news and other content.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
They want a system that interfaces effi-
ciently with their existing workflow.
Customers want access to metadata
and previews of real-time feeds from
their desktops.

How has the move to video servers
and digital storage impacted the
newsroom?
It's changing the way individual sta-
tions produce news and improving
news coverage. For example, producers
can focus on a topic rather than a feed
and real-time delivery of digital content
speeds time to air for hot stories.
Digital technologies have also reduced
costs at the station because content
doesn't have to be processed in a linear,
tape -based format.

What is Pathfire doing to address
interoperability needs?
We've formed advisory committees
focusing on larger station groups and
those committees are working on the
different interoperability needs of dif-
ferent stations. We're also looking to
interface with station's existing sys-
tems. This allows them to focus on the
quality of the content, regardless of
what system they're using.

10
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NEWSROOM SPOTLIGHT

KVEA-TV CHANNEL 52
KWHY-TV CHANNEL 22

Los Angeles, California

Two years ago, KVEA-TV Los
Angeles was an analog facility
that produced five hours of news
a week. Then Telemundo decid-
ed to remodel its regional sta-
tions, beginning with KVEA-TV,
and the move to digital began.

A few months later the chal-
lenge was upped again when the
station jumped to 17 hours of

A variety of Grass Valley gear is
used at KVEA-TV and KWHY-TV

news production per week and
Telemundo purchased KWHY-
TV Los Angeles. Richard Lahti,
director of engineering and pro-
duction for Telemundo, directed
moving KWHY-TV operations
to the same location as KVEA-
TV.

After incorporating the newly
acquired station into the master
plant, the team kicked off the
remodeling project. With a new
master control room, Lahti began
systematically moving the sta-
tion's equipment to digital, start-
ing with a pair of Thomson Grass
Valley M2100 master control
switchers, one for each station.

KVEA-TV brings in several
newsfeeds, including AP,
Reuters, and NBC News, and

other incoming material, all of
which is fed into three
Thomson Grass Valley Profile
XP MPEG-2 ingest servers. The
servers are mirrored with 90
hours of storage and allow
news producers to tag clips
that interest them and transfer
the files instantaneously via
fibre channel to six Thomson
Grass Valley NewsEdit nonlin-
ear workstations.

The stations also use the Grass
Valley NewsQPro playout sys-
tem controlled by AP's ENPS
newsroom computer system. A pair
of Profile XP playout servers are
tied in with the M2100 master
control servers for on -air playback.

"Our news product is com-
pletely tapeless to air," says Lahti.

The key to the system is the
speed it affords. KVEA editors
can take a two -minute video clip,
use the NewsEdit system to mark
the in and out points, and then
give the clip a slug. The editor
then downloads the clip directly
to a workstation. The editor only
has to look at the rundown, slug
the piece with a new title, and
push it over Fibre Channel to the
NewsQ Pro playback system.
Each edited piece is then deposit-
ed to a Profile XP playout server.

Lahti chose the Thomson
Grass Valley production because
it conforms to present ITU-T 601
needs and is upgradeable for
future HDTV needs. He's not
ready to say what the station's
plans are for broadcasting in
HD-but it will be ready.

Mike Cronk
Thomson Grass Valley
General Manager and

VP of News Production
Business Unit

What are some recent develop-
ments in news technology from
Thomson Grass Valley?
We recently introduced a shared edit-
ing environment with the Profile
Open SAN Architecture and Grass
Valley NewsEdit from Thomson.
We've also introduced an entirely
web -based, frame -accurate browse
system, NewsBrowse and a new soft-
ware codec technology for file edit-
ing on a laptop or studio system.
That codec is implemented in
NewsEdit LT and NewsEdit SC, a
version for a rackmount or tower
unit.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
Broadcasters are looking to stream-
line their workflow, save costs and
have a better on -air look. A handful
of companies have addressed the
broader workflow, beyond the chain
of ingest to playout for material that
airs within a given day. Broadcasters
want processes integrated for materi-
al that comes in that day as well as
an integrated approach to their
entire archive and library.

What is driving improvements
in graphics technologies?
The key driver is the ability to buy
computing power at incredible
prices. In the 90s editing and graph-
ics required a large dedicated system
or black box with powerful proces-
sors. Prices have really made graph-
ics affordable and the algorithms
are essentially the same. You just
have more computer power to deal
with them in a more cost-effective
manner.
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SCALABILITY, SHARING, AND SPEED

Architecturally designed from the ground up, SGI media

servers, file servers, and data management solutions achieve
unprecedented throughput and high-speed file sharing for
the most demanding media requirements. From ingestion to
editing, program preparation to on -air playout, storage area
networks to archive, SGI provides real-time delivery of tour
digital media content, wherever your workflow takes it.
SGI's focus is helping broadcasters turn workflow into
effective dataflow.

We are committed to open systems, industry standards, and
interoperability with the leading broadcast application part-
ners and equipment providers. This commitment translates
into solutions and integration expertise that deliver real cost
savings and return on investment.

To get ahead of the increasingly compressed production
schedules and rising data management challenges, SGI
offers a winning combination-the SGI Media Server'"
for broadcast system and the SGI Media SAN solution
featuring the SGI' CXFS- clustered filesystem.

By simultaneously ingesting low- and high -resolution
content, the system provides journalists and editors with
instant access to content and helps streamline the news
production process. When file -based video is managed
as data, it can be distributed with greater efficiency.
SGI provides interfaces to popular browsing, asset
management, automation, on -air graphics, and nonlinear
editing systems.

The SGI Media SAN solution enables you to share media
content files and the metadata about those files between

SGI MEDIA SERVER FOR BROADCAST AND SGI MEDIA SAN DELIVER THE PERFORMANCE, SCALABILITY, RELIABILIT

FLEXIBILITY THAT YOU NEED TO TACKLE YOUR EVER -EVOLVING NEWS PRODUCTION WORKFLOW NEEDS. SGI SOLUTIONS DELIVER THE INFRASTRUC

YOU NEED TODAY, INFRASTRUCTURE THAT CAN HANDLE YOUR NEEDS TOMORROW. SGI-WE'RE NOT JUST ABOUT GRAPHICS ANYMORE.

Let us help you turn your workflow into effective dataflow. Contact 18001 956-4744.
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Serving more than 680 station cus-
tomers no doubt keeps CNN
Newsource busy. And for its cus-
tomers, using CNN Newsource's
material no doubt keeps them
busy as well. And in an age where
"too busy" is a mantra heard too
often, anything to offer time sav-
ings is a great thing. That's part
of the reason CNN Newsource
recently tapped Pathfire and
will utilize their technology by
the end of the year to improve
efficiency at both CNN
Newsource and their clients.

"It's been very interesting,"
says Jack Underwood, CNN
Newsource executive producer.
"Whenever you have a
changeover like this there's
always a certain level of won-
derment about what it will be
like to switch."

CNN Newsource will use
Pathfire's Digital Media Gateway
to deliver content via satellite -
delivered IP directly onto video
servers sitting at CNN Newsource
client stations.

What that means for the sta-
tions is they no longer need to roll
tape in order to record scheduled
feeds. Instead the content will
exist as different files on the serv-
er, with each file containing differ-
ent video and audio content as
well as related metadata informa-
tion. More importantly, users
throughout a facility will be able
to access the content from their
desktops. Live feeds will continue
to be delivered the way they are
presently.

Adds Underwood, "If you can
get something off your desktop

NEWSOURa
Produce news they can't ignore.

lack Underwood

CNN Newsource

Executive Producer

rather than running down the hall
and grabbing an edit tape, that's a
big time savings."

Todd Fantz, director of tech-
nology for CNN Newsource, says
that the technology will use the
same bandwidth CNN Newsource
uses to transmit video.

CNN Nev. ,..._e is installing Pathfire's Digital
Media Gateway this fall.

"It opportunistically takes
transponder space that we are not
using to transmit live signals and
transmit data," he says. "The data
is then stripped off at the station
and the content is turned into
files."

Underwood says the workflow
process within CNN Newsource
will begin to change in the next
few weeks. He believes it will be a
highly successful change and
hopes to have all stations up and
running by the end of the year.
And, because 82% of all news
producing stations in the country
are CNN Newsource clients, that
highly successful change should
result in some collective exhaling
in feed ingest areas from coast to
coast.

lack Womack

CNN Newsource
Executive Vice President

Jack Womack, CNN News
Group executive vice president,
says that CNN Newsource has
access to all of the CNN material
that is gathered in the field as well
as content from affiliates.

"The rule is simple," says
Womack. "The second we get our

hands on content we want to
turn it around to our affiliate
stations. We think it's impor-
tant that they get it fast."

Getting breaking -news
material turned around quick-
ly is typically not a problem.
The problem comes with the
scheduled feeds. Working with
tapes can be a cumbersome
process, bombarding the sta-
tion with a lot of material. The
use of the Pathfire system
means that there will no longer
be scheduled feeds. Material
will come in, get processed,

and then sent out via the Gateway.
"It's much like a video

newswire," says Womack. "Pathfire
allows for a continuous flow."

Womack says CNN Newsource
spent about three years deciding
what technology to use. "We
always felt like we had so much
material and we needed to really
investigate the options," he adds.
"Pathfire was the best one
because it already had the system
in place to manage the content.
We didn't have to reinvent it
because it already works and it's
proven."

The system itself is not an inex-
pensive proposition but Womack
doesn't mind, as it will make for
better service for CNN Newsource
customers.
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FOX23 KO K I -TV
KOKITULSA Tulsa, Okla.

KOKI-TV Tulsa uses LeaLi, nonlinear
editing systems to keep its news
timely and fast paced.

One year ago Clear Channel TV
station KOKI-TV Tulsa, Okla.
was in the middle of getting its
news operations up and running.
Mike DeClue, vice president of
engineering for Clear Channel, is
located at KOKI-TV, so there
was little doubt that Clear
Channel's best engineering per-
sonnel would be on site to drive
the project.

"It's been a very successful
news operation that puts out a
first-class product," says DeClue
of the station's news program-
ming, which officially took to the
air on February 3, 2002. The
Fox affiliate currently broadcasts
a 5:30p.m. newscast and a 9
p.m. newscast.

"The station is a very strong
advocate of news and localism,"
he adds. It also knows how to
build a news operation the right
way.

The station has nine news
crews that are equipped with
Panasonic DVCPRO ENG cam-
eras. News is captured in the
field and then brought into the
station where it is ingested into a

Leitch VR shared storage server
system with Leitch NEWSFIash-
II and NEWSFlash-II FX news-
room nonlinear production sys-
tems.

"We very much wanted to
implement something that was
conventional in that it came from
a broadcast equipment manufac-
turer," says DeClue. "But we
also wanted something less con-
ventional than the traditional
`Go get the video, bring it back,
make cuts edits and then slap a
tape in the machine and play it
back on the air,' approach."

Enter Leitch and its lineup.
There are five NEWSFIash edit
booths tied together via Fibre
Channel to the Leitch servers.
DeClue says the system allows
the editor to ingest just the con-
tent they need, allowing them to
put together a story with very
high production values in a very
short period of time.

"The single most convincing
piece of evidence that the instal-
lation was done right was the
fact that there has been zero, and
I repeat, zero, complaints about
the news system from the news
user," says DeClue. "And hon-
estly, that's a remarkable state-
ment."

After a negative experience in
dealing with nonlinear editing in
the newsroom at a previous
installation (it involved problems
in getting the editing system to
talk to the automation system)
DeClue says he and Clear
Channel's head of IT Deion
Rigby retreated a bit from the
bleeding edge.

John Edwards
Leitch Technology

Corporation
Vice President and
General Manager for

Video Servers

What are some recent developments
in news technology from Leitch?
At IBC, Leitch introduced
VRNewsNet, a newsroom solution
that consists of scheduled recording,
browsing, craft editing, transmission
and media management based on
VRNet, Leitch's multipurpose server
platform. Recent innovations include
VRMediaNet, a media management
tool; BrowseCutter-II, for browsing
and editing video server content at the
desktop and new interfaces for inter -
operability.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
Technology is expected to provide
tools that allow more work to be com-
pleted in the field, faster "finishing" in
the studio, and immediate transmission
when required.

How has the move to video servers
and digital storage impacted the
newsroom?
Server technology is revolutionizing the
newsroom. The ability to work with
low -resolution media at the desktop
reduces costs and improves productivi-
ty. Media management automates
labor-intensive processes. The challenge
in new technology is transitioning a
workforce to new skills and processes
involved in a digital newsroom.

What is Leitch doing to address its
customers' interoperability needs?
Leitch is a member of the MPEG-2
Interoperability Forum which develops
and promotes the Media Exchange
Format, also known as MXF. MXF is
in the final rounds of ratification with
SMPTE and EBU. We've also demon-
strated the ability to exchange MXF-
compliant files with other manufactur-
ers and we'll implement this standard
as it is introduced to the industry.
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Digital Transition One Step at a Time
Pathfire's digital store -and -forward platform improves distribution efficiency, brings
immediate benefits to news professionals and enables stations to set their own pace
for digital transition

When broadcast stations are
connected by a nationwide distri-
bution network and content man-
agement platform, benefits are real-
ized by the content distributors,
station satellite receive operators,
chief engineers and station news
professionals.

Pathfire's Digital Media
Gateway (DMG) platform is con-
necting networks, studios and other
content providers to broadcasters
throughout the country such that
news and syndicated content can
be received and integrated into the
station workflow in an efficient
and standardized manner.

Pathfire's DMG has already
been adopted by many news organ-
izations and syndicators. Pathfire
content customers include ABC,
NBC, CNN, and Warner Bros.,
as well as numerous short form
content providers including; DWJ
Television, Image Bank Film,
National Geographic Film Library,
MultiVu (a PR Newswire company),
News Broadcast Network (NBN),
UMTV (an initiative of United
Methodist Communications), and
West Glen Communications.

Pathfire's Digital Media
Gateway network is growing daily
with servers now installed at more
than 75% of broadcast stations
across the country. By the end of
2002 most stations will have DMG
servers installed and will be able to
access a variety of content from a
growing number of content
providers - all through a single
platform.

Before stations began using
Pathfire's DMG, video content

arrived in a variety of ways. News
directors were besieged with faxes,
phone calls, express package deliv-
eries and stacks of videotapes.
Every broadcast station had to
have someone to monitor satellite
feeds and point the station's receive
dish to the right
satellite at just
the right time to
receive content
or the content
was lost.
Deadlines were
pushed and time
and money were
wasted on satel-
lite re -feeds or
rushed backup
tape shipments.
Now, with the
Pathfire DMG
installed at
broadcast
stations across
the country,
multiple types
of content are
being delivered across the same
platform used to access network
news feeds and news directors can
search and browse through video
clips on their desktops, as easily as
they read e-mail.

Navigation among the numerous
content providers and access to the
video they supply is convenient
and easy with the Pathfire's DMG
desktop application. The Content
Provider Panel appears on the left
side of the DMG application
enabling users to simply select video
clips organized and categorized by
specific content providers.

"With DMG installed,

people at broadcast

stations are spending

more time editorially and

less time in the logistics

of collecting the content,"

said John Wilson, GM,

Broadcast for Pathfire.

"Now they can focus on

the quality of the content

and editorial decisions."

Many stations are migrating to
digital gradually. The basic Pathfire
DMG platform brings these stations
immediate efficiency by automating
content aggregation and eliminating
the need to monitor satellite feeds.
Content arrives automatically on

Pathfire servers
and the DMG
desktop applica-
tion allows mul-
tiple users to
preview, browse
and select content
at the same time
- no more
searching for lost
tape or scrolling
to find clips.
For tape -based

stations, the
DMG application
allows drag and
drop simplicity
to dub to tape,
routers or other
recording devices
and for the more

digitally advanced stations, Pathfire
has introduced a variety of periph-
erals to enhance digital efficiency.

Expanding Digital Efficiency
throughout the Station

Pathfire has been working
closely with numerous stations to
ensure the Digital Media Gateway
(DMG) system fits into a variety
of station's workflow schemes. In
response to station input, Pathfire
has developed several peripherals
and interfaces for the DMG to
integrate into a variety of station
environments.

For a tour of the Digital Media Gateway visit http://dmg.pathfire.com
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Pathfire's DMG enables news producers to quickly and easily access and manage digitized
news content from a variety of providers. Through the desktop DMG application users can
preview video, create playlists and dub to tape, routers anc oiler recording devices.

Additional workflow improve-
ment software and equipment that
complement the basic Pathfire
Digital Media Gateway have been
introduced.

For example, although news
directors and pro-
ducers like the
easy desktop
access to content,
many want the
ability to con-
stantly monitor
the news feeds
as they come in.
Pathfire intro-
duced the DMG
AutovieW
system, which
allows stations to
have news stories
automatically
decoded and
played to their
in-house video
system as they
arrive and providing the
continual visual prompt of the
individual stories with their
slug ID.

"Now, broadcasters can

transfer files seamlessly

and integrate with their

play -to -air and newsroom

editing systems without

experiencing the delays

associated with real-time

analog file transfer - with

even better quality than

before," said Wilson

Many tape -based stations are
enthusiastic about the increasing
variety of content that will be deliv-
ered through the DMG and they'd
like to be able to dub more content
faster. Pathfire has introduced addi-

tional dubbing
stations that can
enable simulta-
neous dubbing
at multiple loca-
tions within the
station.

Although
Pathfire and the
content providers
have many
backup systems
in place, high
volume stations
have been inter-
ested in local
backup and
more storage
capability

Pathfire sells
additional servers to DMG stations
which provide a backup for redun-
dancy in the unlikely event of an
equipment failure on the Pathfire
provided primary server.

w
, man, 0.,11011.

Once content arrives at the
station, interoperability is key for
maximum digital efficiency. With
the addition of the DMG News
Connect Module, broadcasters can
now select a single clip or a media
list and add it to the play -to -air
server or the newsroom editing
system with a digital file transfer
directly from their DMG desktop
client interface.

The basic DMG Platform
brings immediate digital efficiency
to broadcast stations and provides
significant workflow improvements
and advantages for news production.
Pathfire optional enhancements
enable stations to set their own
pace in the digital transition.
The technology is also well suited
for long form content distribution.
Later this year, Pathfire will also
begin delivery of syndicated
programs to television stations.

PATHFIREr.
Enabling Digital Media'

www.pathfire.com
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ktla50 KT LA
Los Angeles, CA

With an aging base of tape
machines, and a market that is
about as competitive as it can get
when it comes to news, it's little
surprise that KTLA Los Angeles
would make the jump to a serv-
er -based newsroom sooner
rather than later.

Camera control supports four DVW-
500 studio cameras.

Sooner meant a little over a
year ago, with the addition of a
Sony NewsBase system with 64
hours of storage. And it's been a
successful move-so much so
that the station is expanding
storage to 120 hours by the end
of the year and adding in Sony's
ClipEdit system, bringing desk-
top editing to the station's writ-
ers and producers.

"Server technology certainly
brings us to the point where we
can do some great new things
and turn video around quickly as
opposed to the old-fashioned
way," says Dave Cox, KTLA
news operations technical man-
ager. "We also had very old lin-
ear edit systems that had a lot of
maintenance issues, so the com-
bination of needing new edit sys-
tems really drove our decision to

proceed with a server -based,
nonlinear solution."

The station's news department
has 120 employees that produce
4.5 hours of news a day as well
as breaking news like the occa-
sional car chase and celebrity
murder trial verdict. Sony's
Betacam SX is used in the field,
with 80% of the material
microwaved directly onto the
NewsBase system. That bypasses
the ingest part of the nonlinear
editing process, speeding editing
and getting final product on the
air faster. Seven Sony edit bays
are tied into the system, with
nearly all outfitted with DNE-
2000 editing systems.

It's when the system ties in
with AP's ENPS newsroom pro-
duction system that the true ben-
efits of nonlinear are realized.

"The newsroom system talks
through the MOS protocol to the
NewsBase and it really gives the
producers in the booth the ulti-
mate flexibility to move stories
around," said Cox.

Gene Savoie
Sony Electronics

Broadcast and

Professional Products
General Manager, News
and Network Operations

What are some recent developments
in news technology from Sony?
We now offer a variety of ENG formats
designed for the economics and quality
that each job requires within ENG. For
instance, a customer may look at
DVCAM for news and ENG, and our
SX product line provides a couple of
options within the MPEG world that
can easily address the legacy of
Betacam SP. And for higher -quality
assignments (such as long form maga-
zines or prime time) our IMX line of
MPEG recorders and camcorders offer
the sophistication for that kind of job.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
Certainly, flexibility is a requirement.
That often means putting the right tech-
nology solution within the right eco-
nomic perspective. For example, a
broadcaster might choose the SP format
in some markets, DV in other markets,
and for stations in top 20 markets, SX.
Even within that group, they may move
to IMX for news magazine shows. And
HD production is beginning to appear
on some radar screens as well.

The Digital Betacam control room supports feeds
from other stages on the lot.

What recent develop-
ments in the DV format
will help improve news -
gathering?
Broadcasters are finding
new efficiencies. Around
the country, the PD 150
DV camcorder is becoming
a standard piece of equip-
ment in DV -based digital
newsrooms. The economies
are driving downward,
while the quality of the
equipment is moving
upward.
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CaN CNN
Atlanta, GA

With bureaus around the world
and six to seven CNN entities
hungry for content the attitude
taken by Gordon Castle, CNN
technology senior vice president,
is a simple one: feed it, edit it.

Working with editing systems
and servers from Pinnacle
Systems, CNN is tackling the
challenge of long GOP com-
pressed video editing. The reason
for long GOP?

"For about one-third the data
rate of what everyone else is
talking about using we can get
very acceptable video quality for
our needs," says Castle. It
requires between 5 and 15 Mbps
to send video around the system
and get it in front of viewers.

The Vortex networked news
solution has an interface to the
iNews desktop newsroom sys-
tem that is used throughout
CNN's plant. Pinnacle's Liquid
Blue is used for higher -end work,
particularly projects that require
color correction or effects.
Typically that means promos or
bumpers. But it also includes
long -form projects for Connie
Chung, Aaron Brown or Lou
Dobbs.

"We ingest using Vortex net-
work server and within a few
seconds we can begin using a
high -quality editor," he says.
"For just cuts the Vortex editor
is fine. But for promos or effects
the higher -end editor is more
useful."

Videotape is still playing a big
role in CNN's operations. But
the move to a more tapeless

facility is well underway. The
Pinnacle server system being
installed in Atlanta has 48 ingest
ports where it records all the
incoming feeds.

"Atlanta is like our large
clearing house, where about
1,700 hours of material is stored
online," says Castle. "It's direct-
ly accessible by the editing client.
Once editing is done it will be
moved to the Leitch playback
system as an MXF file." The use
of MXF allows for the inclusion
of metadata information.

CNN uses Pinnacles Vortex and
Liquid Blue systems.

The key, however, is the ingest
server. Using tapes makes creat-
ing b -roll and sound bites more
difficult. But working digitally
allows for the port on the server
to make material available to all
editing clients.

Castle's advice to those con-
templating a digital newsroom is
to never underestimate the
power and importance of well
thought out workflow changes.

"Put good base systems in,
integrate them and couple them
with workflow changes," he
says. "That is the key point."

Bob Wilson
Pinnacle Systems, Inc.

President

Broadcast Solutions Division

What are some recent developments
in news technology from Pinnacle
Systems?
There are essentially two places where
Pinnacle Systems connects to our cus-
tomers. The first is the Vortex
Networked News System that can sup-
port several hundred users on the same
architecture for local, regional and
national news. Vortex 200 gives jour-
nalists control over what a story looks
like - not just the content. The second is
our Deko CG, which is much more than
a CG. Using a template, DEKOCast
allows a station to keep its on -air look
fresh by incorporating live data
streams.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
They're looking for a networked solu-
tion as well as improved efficiencies.

What is driving improvements in
graphics technologies?
We believe graphics are much further
along than many of the other functions
in news, in terms of embracing multiple
formats and compatibility. For exam-
ple, we've created a bridge between our
PC tools and our Mac tools so produc-
ers can now export Mac content using
QuickTime. There is no longer a barri-
er between the traditional desktop
graphics world (driven by Macs) and a
live, mission critical world.

What is Pinnacle Systems doing to
address it's customer interoperability
needs?
We embrace the MOS protocol, which
is the key to connecting many vendors'
products. MXF is important, too, as the
realization of the merging of video and
data in the same stream. MXF is just as
profound as SDI was in the 80s.



NEWS. Sony has it down
The future of the newsroom is digital, nonlinear and server based. This revolution in
workflow enables you to produce more while spending less. And it is appearing
nightly at the many stations that .lave stepped up to Sony's NewsBaseTm system. No
newsroom system offers better hooks to acquisition and ingest. No system better
anticipates the nonlinear and high definition future. And certainly none is more
comprehensive than what you see here: Sony's NewsBase system.

CONTENT INGEST AND FILING
MPEG IMX" ACQUISITION. Perfect for long form ENG, EFP and
news magazines, the new MSW-900 MPEG IMX camcorder actually
costs less than the BVW-D600 it replaces. Yet it delivers
breathtaking 4:2:2 picture quality and a rich 50 Mbps, widescreen
picture that's more than ready for DTV!

BETACAM Sr ACQUISITION. Sony's family of Betacam SX
camcorders are ideally suited to news. They offer 4:2:2 digital
quality at a cost-effective 18 Mbps in MPEG compression.

DVCAM° ACQUISITION. For investigative reporting, Sony handheld
DVCAM camcorders deliver broadcast -quality images from
camcorders small enough to fit in the palm of your hand.

BETACAM SP* ACQUISITION. If you're currently shooting on
Betacam SP camcorders, you'll be happy to know that both
Betacam SX and MPEG IMX studio VTRs will play your analog
footage. So you can migrate to digital at your own pace.

AUTOMATED INGEST. For maximum workflow efficiency, the
NewsBase system uses the same Media Object Server IMOS)
protocol as today's newsroom computer and production automation
systems. For super -efficient recording of network feeds, every
Sony NewsBase newsroom system can work directly with the
Pathfire Digital Media Gateway'" platform. Sony's NewsBlast
software enables remote crews to file stories without human
intervention at the station.

rfiNTFNT PRorrc41Nr,
INTEROPERATES WITH NEWSROOM COMPUTER SYSTEIMS MRCS).
If you have an NRCS or you're considering one, you'll be glad to know
that Sony's NewsBase system works beautifully with third party
systems. You get all the control of your NRCS together with all the
production efficiency of Sony's NewsBase system.

MAV-2000 NEWSROOM SERVER. Sony's NewsBase system
streamlines news production, helping you get on air first, with the
best -looking packages. The Sony MAV-2000 newsroom server
enables multiple, simultaneous and instantaneous access to the
day's news footage

SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS AND WORKFLOW IMPROVEMENT. Thanks
to the MAV-2000 server, one person can cut a story for the 5 o'clock
news while another cuts the story for the 11 o'clock while a third cuts
the tease. There's no contention for tapes, no need to make copies.

CLIPEDIT' JOURNALIST SOFTWARE. Sony software enables
journalists to sit at their own PCs, viewing and even cutting the story's
footage on the same screen they use for wire service feeds and
scriptwriting!

DNE-2000 NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM. After the rough cut, finish
your package with the very fast, very powerful DNE-2000. You can edit
from local tapes, central servers - or any combination of both. Material
and EDL are easily transferred between the DNE-2000 and ClipEdit
Systems.

SHARED RESOURCES. The NewsBase system enables you to share
assets and storage capacity among several locations - a decided
cost savings for networks and station groups.

NEWSBASE SYSTEM AND PLAY -TO -AIR WORKFLOW. Thanks to
the MOS interface, stories completed on the NewsBase system can
appear immediately on your director's rundown. There's no need to
rush with tapes from the edit bay to the on -air system.

OFFLOADING THE NEWSBASE SERVER FOR NEARLIIIE ACCESS.
You can offload the MAV-2000 newsroom server onto a Sony digital
content management system, which stores your content on data
tapes. Or choose Sony's affordable Tape Library Management. It
lets producers browse your videotape library from the comfort of
their own PCs!

SONY'S PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ORGANIZATION. For everything
from initial consulting to the industry's leading system integration to
award -winning after -sale service, you can depend on the experts at
Sony's Professional Services Organization.

For more information on Sony's Newsroom Solutions,
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Avid.
NEWSROOM SPOTLIGHT

KLAS
KLAS Las Vegas, CA

las rens

For years, Natalie Pitcher, pro-
ducer of the 6 p.m. newscast at
CBS affiliate KLAS-TV Las
Vegas, had been using a news-
room computer system that did-
n't offer the functions she want-
ed most. "It was becoming diffi-
cult to do the kind of news text

Avid's iNews has sped up the news
production process at KLAS.

editing we wanted to do unless
we went to Avid iNEWS," says
Pitcher. "The old editor was not
going to take us as far as we
could go."

As part of its overall growth
plan, KLAS recently made the
transition to Avid iNEWS, and
what a difference that has made,
explains Pitcher. "Switching to
Avid iNEWS was a dramatic
change. As far as I can tell, every-
one is happy with it."

But they can be happier. KLAS
will be adding Avid's desktop

editing component of the iNEWS
system. At that point, the
changeover will be complete.

News is about change, says
Pitcher, and Avid iNEWS reflects
that. In the past, a producer
would dread having to make even
the slightest change. Now, with
Avid iNEWS, it is easy and intu-
itive. "The system is very flexible,
and that is important," says
Pitcher, who found out just how
essential flexibility is not long
ago when a major story broke in
Las Vegas. There was a huge fire.
Every few minutes, Pitcher was
being fed new and updated infor-
mation. "I was able to update the
information into the prompters
for the anchors. I wrote it, typed
it in, and it was in."

From the archive to the run-
down filler to the system manag-
er, everything is now much easier
to use and faster, says Pitcher. "It
is incredibly fast. That is what I
love about it," she says. Her
other favorite feature is the
archive system. "It's really easy
to find stories in Avid iNEWS
when you know the date because
everything is still in a rundown
format."

For Pitcher, Avid iNEWS' abil-
ity to auto -save has been its sav-
ing grace. "Instead of having to
remember to file, you get out of
a script, and it automatically
saves it for you."

In the past, says Pitcher, it
would often turn out that it had-
n't been filed, that it wasn't quite
done, and it had been erased
before someone had a chance to
file it. "I don't have to worry
anymore."

Jim Frantzreb
Avid Broadcasting
Sr. Product

Marketing Manager

What are some recent developments
in news technology from Avid?
We have several new developments,
including large-scale, full -resolution
nonlinear news production system and
browser -based media asset manage-
ment systems. Others include high-
speed media transfer over standard net-
works, low-cost nonlinear news pro-
duction systems, laptop -based news
editing, news editing and newsroom
computer system integration, and auto-
mated video linkage and script conver-
sion to web content.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
The market has shifted from an early
adopter phase to a more pragmatic
phase. Broadcasters are less interested
in experimenting with new technology,
and more interested in systems that
work, and which have the potential to
improve the top and/or bottom line.

How has the move to video servers
and digital storage impacted the
newsroom?
Servers and (shared) storage help
improve workflow and productivity.
The opportunities include the ability to
complete more new programming, cre-
ate better looking programming, work
more efficiently, and serve multiple
media outlets simultaneously.

What is Avid doing to address its cus-
tomers' interoperability needs?
Several things, such as standardizing on
AAF and MXF, development of 16 APIs
and plug-in programs, and bringing
interoperability within Avid products to
a new level.

How popular is laptop editing?
It's still a new concept, but it 's catching
on rapidly, especially as the journalist -
editor becomes more common.
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time to change

Let's face it, there's more to your graphics than just a pretty picture.
It's about creation, content management, display and graphics automation.

vizrt delivers graphics solutions

brDadcast graphics
> Graphics created by newsroom personnel
> Simplify branding of multiple broadcast entities
> Unmatched animation capabilities in the display of dynamic content
> Fast and simple access to pictures, clips, maps and animated objects

ticker
> Complete user interface and display solution
> Add or edit content without disrupting on -air display
> Use 3D transitions, sponsor animations and data feeds

virtual studio and imnersive graphics
> Use one studio for multiple shows
> Offer production value not attainable in traditional sets
> 'Enhance your traditional set by adding 3D virtual objects

... reduce cost, increase productivity and operating efficiencies

real-time display
> Merge content with graphics in real-time
> Completely dynamic graphical content
> Utilize off -the -shelf computer platforms and hardware
> Create graphical content for SD, HD, MPEG4, etc...

template -based content entry
> Use simple templates to create all types of graphics
> Templates integrate into iNEWS, ENPS, and other newsroom systems
> Create simple or complex graphics by filling in templates

central content management
> All content data centrally located
> Simultaneous access to all data and graphically created content
> Built on industry standard database architecture

555 8th Avenue 10th Floor New York NY 10018 212 560 0708 usa_info@vizrt.com www.vizrt.com

Offices around the world.

All trademarks mentioned are property of their respective owners.
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News is a complex and dynamic
environment. It is a business driven
above all else by urgency. There's no time
to wait on duplicating tapes, file transfers or
digitizing unnecessary footage. The news
production process has been honed over the
years based primarily on videotape
operations. Current technologies provide
the potential of increased productivity

through dramatic
changes to workflow
patterns. And a new
paradigm, VRNet'", is
redefining the word
performance-and
signaling the end of
tape in the newsroom.

VRNet brings news operations a
video engine unprecedented in its
power and versatility. VRNet will
shoulder video operations, while existing
newsroom computer systems continue to
service text -
and -control
tasks
including
rundowns,
newswire,
scripting,

I/

assignments, prompters and close
captioning. Integrate VRNet and available
newsroom computer systems for the
complete digital
newsroom
solution.

VRNet's
enabling
technology,
Fibre
Channel, has permanently raised
the bar for performance. The core
network of Leitch's award -winning shared
storage architecture, Fibre Channel
provides the bandwidth required to move
media up to 2 gigabits per second-faster
than real time! It allows simultaneous multi-
user editing while media is being ingested
and played out. And it provides access by
all authorized users just seconds after ingest
has commenced. This speed and
performance sets Leitch apart from the
crowd. And it provides you with greater
collaboration, fastest time to air and high
ratings.

Leitch has used Fibre Channel and true
shared storage since the inception of video
servers, and we now have more than eight
years of development experience in



designing systems and meeting customer
expectations.

Powerful and easy -to -use newsroom
systems can be built with a combination
of Fibre Channel and additional network
topologies. Leitch Gateways provide LAN
and WAN connectivity, allowing media to be
shared between multiple facilities and across
platforms. Stories edited in the field can be

sent back to the
station to take
advantage of the
Leitch difference.
Integrate the
complete system
with
VRMediaNer

media management for effective utilization
of your assets and optimized workflow.

Integrated applications such as media
management, browsing, editing and
archiving take full advantage of the
performance of the network-but your
choice is not limited. Leitch has been a
member of the MPEG-2 Forum from the

very start, and
interoperability
is one of the
strengths of our
platform. Simply
mix and match
third -party
applications with the
your business.

Leitch platform to suit

VRNewsNet'" is the complete Leitch
digital newsroom solution, containing
applications to address the entire news
production process. From scheduled
recording and browse, to editing and
rundown, VRNewsNet provides broadcasters
tremendous flexibility for maximum
collaboration in the production of news.

Leitch infrastructure lays the
foundation for increased productivity and
profitability-and puts you well on the way
to outperforming your competition.

eLEITCH.
www.leitch.com

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004 Europe +44 (0) 1344 446000 France +33 01 42 87 09 09

Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045 Hong Kong +852 2776 0628 Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631

02002 Leitch Technology Corporation
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CNRlI CNN
INTERNATIONAL

When CNN International's Bob
Hesskamp, senior vice president
of technical operations for the
CNN Newsgroup was taking a
look at how to get high -end
looking graphics without requir-
ing the high -end budget (and
high -end staff) it found one solu-
tion: VizRT. VizRT's graphics
lineup is based on the Viz engine,
a product that allows for the ren-
dering of 2D and 3D graphics on
Windows, Linux and Irix-based
operating systems. In CNN
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CNN International uses VizRT tot
graphics creation.

International's case it runs on the
SGI Onyx workstation.

Hesskamp, while working at
CNN Plus in Madrid and as an
advisor for CNN Turkey in
Istanbul, was found another
challenge: because a large part of
the audience speaks English as a
second language (if at all) graph-
ics are an important part of the
international story.

"Graphics are a great way to
help tell a story, increase the
quality, and speed up getting
information to air," says
Hesskamp.

But getting graphics complet-
ed at the operations was not an
easy task. Producers had to fill

out graphics request forms, a
time-consuming process.

"If the producers could put
that information into a template
in a VizRT information system
those graphics could be played
out to air in a third of the time,"
says Hesskamp. "The VizRT sys-
tem helps us achieve all those
goals."

VizRT caught on at CNN
International, and with each succes-
sive installation the requirements
grew. Regional feeds and simultane-
ous newscasts throughout Europe
and Asia upped the ante.

"We wanted high -end looking
graphics with animations and we
wanted to do it without creating
a giant graphics department," he
says. "Any producer could do
them at their desktop and then
have them rendered in the con-
trol room from the playlist."

The VizRT system was also
integrated into the iNews news-
room system via MOS and
ActiveX.

"When a graphic is made it's
associated with a script so a
playlist is generated automatical-
ly," says Hesskamp.

That's helpful as CNN
International is always changing
run orders and updating break-
ing news.

"If the order changes we sim-
ply change the rundown and the
graphic playlist reflects those
changes," he adds. "That same
change in the rundown is also
reflected in the video playback
information, the teleprompter
and the font integration. All
these systems work together off
our news rundown."

ki Isaac Hersly
VizRT Americas

President

What are some recent developments
in news technology from VizRT?
The VizlContent Pilot management sys-
tem with Active X component provides
for direct integration to MOS-capable
electronic newsroom systems.
Journalists can now quickly create
graphical assets as they prepare their
content. In the control room, the graph-
ics play list is built by the electronic
newsroom system and any changes to
the story lineup are immediately reflect-
ed in the play list.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
They not only want cost efficiency but
also workflow efficiency. They want
graphics that will hold the audience's
attention. Most importantly, they're
looking to repurpose news. For exam-
ple, our system will let you create a
graphic of the top gainers on the NYSE.
It will also let you easily give the same
graphics content for the 6 and 11 show
totally different looks.

What is driving improvements in
graphics technologies?
We're finding that many graphical
applications work with Windows 2000.
Those applications give increased per-
formance at ever -lower prices and many
are portable from platform to platform,
allowing easy upgrades.

What is VizRT doing to address its
customers' interoperability needs?
Our product can be used with many
newsroom products available today.
The Active X component complies with
the MOS protocol, helping us work
with other manufacturers. We believe
open protocols give our customers
more choices because systems from dif-
ferent manufacturers can be easily inte-
grated.
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Automating the
News Control Room
Stations in small to large markets are finding
that automating the control room delivers
significant gains in terms of efficiency and
refinement of the overall process of bringing a
newscast to air.

ParkerVision, the leader in production
automation technologies for news control
rooms, has assembled a list of considerations
for station management to contemplate prior
to undertaking the steps required to
implement a control room automation solution
such as PVTV NEWSTM

Topic 1 - Is My Station a Good Candidate
for Automating the Control Room?

The fact is, technically, any station's control
room could benefit from automation. Aside
from the obvious benefit of consolidating
production tasks to a single operator console,
an automated production environment
eliminates multiple conduits for error and
provides for a very deep level of operational
efficiency when combined with newsroom
computer systems. In spite of these
enormous and far-reaching advantages,
stations that have trouble with organizational
change will have a harder time implementing
this beneficial, though temporarily disruptive
technology. A caveat for these stations:
Ultimately, once any station in a given market
undertakes control room automation, it will be
very difficult for competitors to match its on -
air capabilities and financial results.

Topic 2 - What is the Relationship
Between Control Room Automation and
Newsroom Computer Systems?

Control room automation is the next logical
extension of newsroom computer device
control. Most newsroom computers deliver
tangible efficiencies controlling servers, cg's,
and other devices that could be linked to a
story slug in the producer rundown. PVTV
NEWS takes the state of the art to the next
level by controlling events that cut across
stories at a much finer level of granularity -
specifically audio, video and digital effects
switching.

ParkerVision, Inc.
800-532-8034
www.PVTV.com

Topic 3 - With Respect to Legacy
Equipment, will I Need to Replace Multiple
Devices as Part of the Move to an
Automated Control Room?

Not all legacy devices will lend themselves to the
level of automation necessary to implement
control room automation. The devices requiring
replacement will be defined by the results of
ParkerVision's "needs analysis", which is a
consultative service that is part of the initial
evaluation process. For example, PVTV NEWS
can automate playback of most videotape
machines. An additional person will be required,
however, to load the tapes. By moving to a
server, through which playback is completely
automated, the additional equipment cost is
more than offset by the operational savings. Be
advised that a PVTV NEWS system replaces your
existing video and audio boards, as well as your
existing DVE and Chroma keyer, and
teleprompting system. PVTV NEWS is an
integrated solution to the challenges of directing
a newscast to air, no matter the length.

Topic 4 - What is the ROI Impact of
Automating the Control Room?

Traditionally, the purchase of broadcast
production control room equipment was intended
to improve the on -air look, or to simply replace
ageing devices. Return on investment did not
factor heavily into the equation. Today, ROI is
perhaps the most critical basis for equipment
purchases, and we believe that no other
purchase brings a level of return comparable to
PVTV NEWS. Add to this the ability to improve
the on -air look and consistency, and it becomes
apparent that control room automation is an
investment that simply cannot be overlooked.
Protection of investment (POI) is another
important factor. ParkerVision has taken a
leadership position in developing PVTV NEWS for
today's requirements, and looks to the future
needs of the control room as well.





Careful.
Other stations might get jealous.

As more and more stations realize how a true, ingest-to-playout nonlinear

workflow can increase productivity, enhance creativity, and control costs,

Avid is emerging as the broadcaster's choice for affordable, best -in -class

systems and solutions designed specifically to help you stay ahead of the

technology curve - and the competition.

The flexibility and scalability of a broadcast solution based on Avid Unity"
for News and LANshare for News shared media networks enable large and

small stations alike to streamline operations while intelligently building
for the future. Avid's commitment to providing the industry's most open,
standards -based media environment - with complete support for the
industry's leading news production systems - makes it possible for stations

to plan and design an all -digital newsroom with confidence, knowing that

their Avid solution will keep them competitive in a fast -changing, fast-
moving business.

From direct ingest to mirrored playout, only Avid® broadcast solutions
can ensure:

> System security and reliability with multi -level access control and
UnityRAID" media protection.

> Centralized control of the Avid Unity network and Avid 'NEWS' NRCS to
simplify system administration, media management, and newsroom coordination.

> Web -based media asset management tools for widespread teams to find
and share material quickly and easily via MediaManager.

> Fast, intuitive NewsCutter® editing systems to allow journalists and editors
to turn stories around with unmatched speed and ease, while giving them
plenty of power - and time - to do what they do best: tell the story.

Other stations might get jealous, but that's the price of success. Today, with

cost-effective Avid systems, the price of success has never been more afford-

able. Be the envy of your competition with a broadcast solution from Avid.

For more information, visit www.avid.com/broadcast
or call 800.949.AVID (2843).
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Li WRAL-TV
Eiti Raleigh, N C

As if being a HDTV pioneer isn't
enough, WRAL-TV Raleigh -
Durham seems to like showing
off, with graphics capability well
beyond the norm.

"We're arranged like a tradi-
tional news outlet, except when
it comes to video and graphics,"
says William S. Reeves, design
director at WRAL-TV. "We pro-
duce our news product in native
1080i whenever we can."

Reeves manages the execution
and creation of the aesthetic
needs for WRAL-TV, WRAL

WRAL-TV Raleigh completes HD -resolution graphics
with Chyron gear.

NewsChannel, WRAL.com,
WRAL-DT, WRAL-FM and
Capitol Broadcasting Company.

In place at each of the WRAL
stations are a Chyron Aprisa 100
still store and an Aprisa 200 clip
server tied together to combine
still imagery over animated back-
grounds. Controlled by the news
directors, the combined graphics
system is responsible for animat-
ed over -the -shoulder shots, 2x3
boxes, full -screen images, chro-
ma key backgrounds, news
bumps and more.

"Since the systems are digital,
and use a 32 -bit system to handle
color, the alpha channels are per-
fect every time," says Reeves.

The alpha channel can also be
animated along with the fill,
which is ideal."

Reeves says the station chose
Chyron for two primary reasons.
First, it made sense to have a
fully integrated system that took
the station from creation to exe-
cution on air. Reeves says the
equipment offers speed and ease
of communication between the
hardware, and information is
transferred seamlessly. Second,
the art staff was already familiar
with the flexibility and power of

Liberty Paint.
"We have enjoyed

a history of relia-
bility with our
Infinit platform, so
we knew that
Chyron would stand
behind their equip-
ment," says Reeves.
"Even if it meant
that we would
push it way beyond

its operating parameters, even in
the HD world."

He adds that the main advan-
tage of the system is speed, as the
station can concentrate on
improving the "look" and
responding to the needs of the
news department.

Aside from traditional "moni-
toring" of equipment outputs
Reeves says he can go in and
view graphics at the source and
make changes if needed.

What does WRAL like best
about the Chyron graphics sys-
tems? "What you can do with
them and how fast you can do
it," explains Reeves. "The flexi-
bility is fabulous."

Bill liendler
Chyron
Vice President of

Key Accounts

What are some recent developments
in news technology from Chyron?
Lyric now runs on a range of hardware,
from board level to higher -end systems.
We have taken some of our graphics
applications and made them available
as plug -ins to popular news editing sys-
tems from Avid and Thomson Grass
Valley.

We are also taking advantage of newer
newsroom architectures such as MOS.
And Camio is a software suite that lets
Chyron systems manage network
graphics, asset management and net-
work distribution.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
Broadcasters are not looking so much
for black box solutions as much as inte-
grated solutions, those that help them
attain a more efficient and more eco-
nomic workflow. They are also looking
for a much more collaborative relation-
ship with vendors.

What is driving the improvements in
news graphics?
The primary factor is the availability of
more off -the -shelf components from the
computer industry and economies of
scale. Graphics require less proprietary
hardware than in the past.
Development is becoming increasingly
focused on graphics software, with
hardware development evolving to
more niche systems particular to video.
Proprietary hardware is the biggest cost
driver in this market.

How important is interoperability?
Chyron is working to stay standards -
based relative to graphics and video file
formats and to provide a broad range of
tools for converting between file for-
mats.
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komo

news
KOMO-TV
Seattle, WA.

0
Quantel

As a digital broadcast trailblazer,
KOMO Seattle was the first tele-
vision station west of the
Mississippi to transmit HDTV
signals. In February 2000, it
became the first station in the

Korno has benefitted from ()banters
inspiration.

United States to shoot, edit and
broadcast local news in digital
widescreen format. Later that
same year, KOMO launched its
new all -digital facility with the
Quantel/OmniBus Inspiration.

Many months prior to launch,
KOMO began planning a move
to its new facility at Fisher Plaza.

"The fact that we were build-
ing an all new digital, 16:9 facil-
ity really freed us in a lot of
ways, says Mark Simonson,
director of engineering for
KOMO 4 Television. "It allowed
us to create the best possible
technology solution for our
viewers starting from the ground
up. Many broadcasters don't
have the opportunity to do that."

KOMO found the search for
the right technology solution to
be a challenge. "We spent a lot of
time looking at disparate prod-

ucts to see how well they would
fit together," explains Simonson.
"What was always missing was a
fully integrated product."

The Quantel/OmniBus
Inspiration met KOMO's

requirements. "We were
looking for a fully integrat-
ed solution that would take
our content from gathering
it to editing, to distributing
it," says Simonson. "The
combined solution of
OmniBus control, Quantel
Clipbox Power server and
storage (and editing and
graphics), combined with
AP's ENPS made it a
tremendously powerful
tool."

Journalists can browse
incoming material and make pre-
liminary edit decisions or story
selections, which are then acces-
sible to any one of the 12 edit
seats for craft editing. Clipnet
helps speed clips across all
servers, even at times of heavy
use. Rundowns are created on
ENPS and downloaded to the
OmniBus automation system for
playout and can be changed right
up to air time. Once edited and
ready for transmission, a clip will
be dubbed to the Cachebox in
time for playout. A clip can also
be played to air from any server.

"One of the benefits of the
Inspiration was the increased
horsepower of the storage and
editing platforms," notes
Simonson. "Now we have the
power of a full post production
suite at our fingertips. It gives our
people the tools to deliver a supe-

Trevor Francis
Quantel

Business Manager, News

What are some recent developments
in news technology from Quantel?
That would be Generation Q, which
includes completely new hardware and
software systems. We've been known
for hardware, but now we're offering
software. And the software is all PC -
based, which is a major departure for
Quantel. And what that means is a
range of editing and graphics products,
which scale for capabilities, speed and
power.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
Their number one concern is scalability,
and the ability to address all markets
with the same technology. They're also
looking for standard platforms, inter -
connectivity, and standard file formats
such as AAF, MXF and MOS. Another
recurring theme is archiving-intercon-
nectivity and compatibility between
video, archiving and live productions
systems are all very important.

How has the move to video servers
and digital storage impacted the
newsroom?
It has streamlined operations and
reduced headcount. In terms of editing,
the skill base to perform most of the
editing for news broadcasting is now
very accessible to most broadcast pro-
fessionals, whether they're producers,
journalists or even managers. All of
these factors lead to dramatic cost
reductions. Servers have also made
news more immediate. News, by defini-
tion, is only relevant when it's new.

What is Quantel doing to address its
customers' interoperability needs?
Like most manufacturers, we support
standards such as MXF, because of
overwhelming demand by our cus-
tomers.
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THE CNN NEWSOURCE USER'S GUIDE TO FITNESS

Figure 1 Figure 2



EXERCISE #1 - THE SQUAT

Figure 3

This simple diagram illustrates an

important technique in preventing

the inevitable side -effects of using

PathfireTM to access your CNN

Newsource material.

Soon, you won't have to hurry off

to make dubs or run to check the

feed tape. Because PathfireTM will

make it possible to preview and

dub better organized Newsource

material automatically-without

ever leaving your desk.

Making it easy to

produce news they can't ignore.

NEWSOURCE
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FOX 30
WAWS

WAWS-TV,
WTEV-TV
Jacksonville, FL.

PVTV
By ParkerVision

Two is better than one for Clear
Channel, as two of its stations,
WAWS-TV and WTEV-TV
Jacksonville, Fla. recently added a
ParkerVision Dual PVTV NEWS
24 Plus! production automation
system to expand and streamline
operations.

"Our overall objective at

news production has expanded
from 22 hours per week to 32
hours between the two stations.

PVTV NEWS system allowed
the stations to automate the
playout-to-air and control of all
MC room devices used in tradi-
tional news broadcasts. The sys-
tem completes a digital rollout

Andy Quinn, Director at WAWS and WTEV, prepares a newscast using PVTI
NEWS 24 Plus!.

Clear Channel Television
Jacksonville was to expand our
news operations to include more
local news within a faster -paced
environment," says Susan
Adams -Loyd, vice president and
general manager, WTEV-TV and
WAWS-TV.

The stations' conventional
setup was limited by legacy
equipment, staff size and operat-
ing budgets. Adams -Loyd says
the most logical choice was to
automate the control room to
enhance the quality and quantity
of the news, while simultaneous-
ly reducing operational costs.
With PVTV NEWS in place,

that began several years ago with
the installation of a Philips
automation system for master
control, DVCPRO tape
machines, and a digital router.

"Our newly branded news-
cast, is a much faster -paced
newscast with a higher story
count and improved content,
says Adams -Loyd. The reallo-
cation of production person-
nel to an emphasis on content
creation has had a tremendous
effect on this news hour.

"PVTV NEWS has infinite
possibilities, and we want to uti-
lize as much of those capabilities
as we can," she says.

Thomas F. McGowan
ParkerVision

Vice President of
Sales & Marketing

Video Business Unit

What are some recent developments
in news technology from
ParkerVision?
Recent developments include enhanced
audio under full automation control
with the ability to take manual control
at any time and a rundown converter,
which allows automated conversion of
the rundown into PVTV NEWS. Other
developments include enhanced late
breaking news ability and scalable sys-
tems from 8 to 56 inputs, with multiple
layers of keys in the double digits.

What do broadcasters expect from
newsroom technology today?
Broadcasters expect more from their
control room technology in terms of
measurable ROI. Their desire to pro-
mote or brand their station, while
ensuring the quality of the content
delivered to the viewer, is paramount.
Additionally, they expect to be able to
add newscasts to their schedule without
increasing costs.

How has the move to video servers
and digital storage impacted the
newsroom?
Servers allow the broadcaster to access
content reliably, and, in most cases,
increase the story count. Spooling tapes
add complexity and unreliability to that
process. Digital storage offers tremen-
dous benefits in terms of access.

What is ParkerVision doing to
address its customers' interoperabili-
ty needs?
Interoperability is the key to success for
any vendor. ParkerVision has and will
continue to foster relationships with
other equipment manufacturers that
supply equipment to our customers and
prospects, some of who blend the line
between the end -to -end workflow of
the newsroom.
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Quante Thinking

www.quantel.com

Before you sign the check,
check the list.
No other broadcast system can match the capabilities of generationQ

Totally scalable
Integrated digital broadcast production, from a local studio to an international production
center. The technology expands as your business develops, with no limits on ports, storage
or workstations.

Open system
Media exchange via SDI/SDTI and native MPEG/DVC Pro file formats, fully -configurable
SQL database, Windows -based apps, with Gigabit Ethernet connectivity and proven AAF

project interchange.

Frame -aware database management
A broadcast server which treats inedia as a stream of frames, not a continuous file.
100% utilization of disk storage; simple and error -free media management; no de -fragmenting

or consolidation required.

Bandwidth management
Intelligent system design minimizes movement and duplication of media. Edits compiled
using EDL pointers to master frames, plus rendered effects and new audio files.

Scalable editing applications
A suite of applications built on a common user interface, scalable from software -only on
a desktop PC to hardware -assisted workstations.

Combined broadcast and browse
A single server architecture with dual hardware codecs for both broadcast and browse media.
Frame -accurate editing from either format, with a common user interface.

IT compatible
Transparent connectivity to IT -based communications and system components. High-speed
migration of native file formats between the production environment and archives, Wide Area
Networks and other platforms.

Fully integrated solutions
A complete range of products for all tasks based on a common workstation philosophy:
editing, graphics, effects, and compositing.

Industry -wide partnerships
Strategic relationships with broadcast manufacturers across the industry: newsrooms,
automation, asset management, acquisition, archiving, system integration.

Broadcast experience
More installed systems than anyone else, operating 24/7 around the world. Total involvement
throughout the project: from consultation, to planning, installation, training and implementation.

generationa.> the future of news, live production, editing and graphics

0
Quantel
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Tektronix
MTM400 MPEG
transport stream monitor
BY MARK BARNES

Avs the number of ser-
ices being distributed
round the world in-

creases, the need to monitor the
MPEG transport streams being trans-
mitted becomes ever more important.

The current trend in digital broadcast
network architecture is toward a highly
centralized model, with content sched-
uled and played out from one or more
main hubs and distributed over contri-
bution network feeds to regional or local
stations. These sites are typically manned
by a skeleton staff who very often do not
have the time or the expertise necessary
to monitor and diagnose faults in the
transmission chain. In addition, trans-
mitter sites are often completely un-
manned. A centralized, Web -based moni-
toring solution enables the playout cen-
ter or hub to monitor the
entire transmission network
from content generation and
encoding to final modula-
tion and transmission.
Monitoring instruments

are needed that can detect
impairments before they
impact quality. The
Tektronix MTM400 is a real-
time MPEG transport stream
monitor designed for use in cen-
tralized digital transmission networks.
One rack unit high, it provides key mea-
surements to ensure transport streams
are error free, provides high data rate,
and provides full TR101 290 monitor-
ing of a single stream at up to 155Mb/s.

As a confidence monitor, the MTM
provides the key MPEG tests. Diag-
nostic monitoring software options
provide more in-depth analysis of the
MPEG transport stream including re-
cording capability; PSI, SI, PSIP and
ARIB analysis and graphing; in-depth

PCR timing analysis and graphing; bit
rate testing; service logging; and ser-
vice plan or template tests. Deployed
at key network nodes, the system
equipped as a diagnostic monitor can
pinpoint the cause of faults and solve
them from the central hub.

Together with WebMSM MPEG mea-
surement manager remote control and
monitoring software, the MTM400
provides a complete solution for trans -

build up geographical maps showing
the location and status of his monitor-
ing network, as well as mimic diagrams
of the transmission network. When a
fault occurs, the corresponding moni-
toring point is highlighted in red, en-
abling the network manager to drill
down to the individual monitor and
determine the nature of the fault. The
management software can be used to
manage a mixed network of confidence

The MTM400 ensures right content at the right

place at the right time.

mission monitoring of MPEG trans-
port streams. The WebMSM monitor-
ing manager is an installable Java ap-
plication that enables complete visibil-

ity of the error sta-
tus of a transmis-

Mot Spa ver. Elarrrongnarn

Wt.,. Eat.

Tektronix WebMSM monitoring soft-
ware shows a geographical overview
of potential problem spots, as well as
providing the ability to drill down to
the details of the problem.

sion network from a standard Web
browser. A network manager is able to

and diagnostic monitors.
However, simply monitoring the syn-

tax of an MPEG transport stream ac-
cording to test standards is not enough
to guarantee that the correct informa-
tion is being delivered to the viewer's
receiver. Ensuring that the contents of
the transport stream are correct requires
the monitoring equipment to have prior
knowledge of what the broadcaster plans
to transmit. A method of achieving this
is to enable the broadcaster to identify a
small number of key parameters that can

be used to verify the
contents of the trans-
port stream. These pa-
rameters form a service
plan template. The
monitoring equipment
extracts the actual val-
ues from the transport

stream and compares them against this
template, indicating when a discrepancy
occurs. This user -defined checking op-
tion enables verification that the correct
content is being transmitted.
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Mark Barnes is an MPEG product manager
at Tektronix.
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Television
on demand from
Sun Microsystems
BY ROB GLIDDEN

TV, as we know it, is rapidly
evolving in countries world-
wide and in your very own

neighborhood. Indeed, there is a glo-
bal transformation of television under-
way toward an on -demand, interactive
services model. This model comprises
several elements:

Interactive TV: Already, tens of mil-
lions of households worldwide are re-
ceiving interactive TV services, and
interactive services have become a
near -universal component in new
television network infrastructures
around the world.

Video on demand: Rapidly moving
from a multi -year trial period, video -
on -demand services have progressed
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realizing the potential of TV services:
 a foundation that addresses the core

on -demand value proposition with
the dynamics of volume computing

 an infrastructure based on an

on -demand opportunity, the philoso-
phy and practice of open systems pro-
vides the infrastructure. (See Figure 1.)

An open systems environment en-
compasses layers of standards, each

VOD services are finally seeing their day.

open systems environment of multi -
vendor standards

 an ecosystem leveraging a services -
on -demand architecture

The on -demand value
proposition

Price -per -stream economics is the
underlying deployment driver of the
on -demand model.

Today, people are thinking in terms of
a few hundred movies; soon, they will
be thinking of more varied subscription
VOD and content offerings and "net-
work PVRs" - network -based services

that record TV
once on the

subscribers on
Modulat backend for all

the network,
rather than re-
quiring each to
separately record
locally.

for the dynamics of

DVB-ASI, L

GigE

Figure 1.To implement a services architecture that will en-
able deployment of an on -demand infrastructure, it is es-
sential to examine how the basic system functionalities will
best interconnect as components.

to a deployment phase in the United
States and elsewhere. Driven by
price -per -stream economics and
internetwork competition between
cable, satellite and even broadband
IP networks, VOD services are finally
seeing their day.

Video networking: Video itself is
becoming a service, with the ability to
build, transform and splice the digital
video signal in the network itself.

Three fundamentals point the way to

Core drivers
price -per -stream economics are vol-
ume network interfaces like Gigabit
Ethernet, which is rapidly becoming
the input interface for a new genera-
tion of GigE QAMs for on -demand
video delivery.

Building the open systems
environment
Just as the dynamics of volume

computing provide the foundation for

addressing different functional as-
pects of the distribution and business
process value chains. A few of the
standards -related activities of par-
ticular relevance to building out
open, multi -vendor on -demand op-
portunities include:

 DVB-MHP and Java technology -
based ITV

 Interactive Services Architecture
(ISA)

 Java Specification Request 158
Finally, upon a volume foundation

and an open -systems infrastructure,
an ecosystem can emerge of service
providers, content providers, equip-
ment vendors and operators. It will
likely have elements of
appliantization, i.e., productized so-
lutions with open interfaces that are
ready to deploy and minimize sys-
tems integration and deployment
risk, and services on demand, like
the Web services enabled by the Sun
ONE architecture. BE

Rob Glidden is market development
manager of broadband and digital media
for Sun Microsystems.

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for Broadcast Engineering's

exciting, new online newsletter

BEYOND THE HEADLINES
at www.broadcastengineering.com
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"We are exhibiting at IBC2002 for the iirst time and are surprised amid pleased at the riaigh lev of traffic. We

are getting high leads - it seems to be datinon makers who visit the _oath and they

e coming to buy. We will defini .comin bt, President, AJA Vide

"As a new company at IBC2002, our decision to come has been more than justffied. We are making all the right contacts

and the high f the visitors is invaluable in helping us formulate our plans for the future." Gavin

Hunter, Chief Executive, AVS Graphics & Media, USA. e see IBC2002 as being the best forum to show mtse

our Rich Media Solutions. Being at the show allows us to meat with our ex slug international customer and to make

contacts, both on and off the aooth. IBC is delnizely a 'must-co show for HP." Joel

Jouanin, Rich Media Marketing & Business Development Director Europe, H "We are very pleased with th

and number of visitors, particularly because IBC is an important launch platform for us. We have seen

a good cross-section of focused visitors from around the globe and are encouraged by the potential business to be

generated.' 1-ajime Yamasaki, Deputy MD, JVC Professional Products JK Lt

have been pleas t

espts nitial scep:icism, w

evel and quailty -Dr visitors BC has given us the chance o spend quality

time discussing real projects and opportunities with real customers' Nigel Booth, Market Development Director,

Leitch Europ 'We consider IB to be the event to reach our nia t it consistent pro es us with

visitors who in turn provide quality leads." Christer Mellstrand, Marketing Manager, The

Electronic Farm, Sweden.
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CONTENT...

40,000+ attendees from over 130 countries
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IBC Aldwych House II Aldwych

London WC2B 4EL United Kingdom

Tel: +44 20 7611 7500 Fax: +44 20 7611 7530

Email: show@ibc.org

... quality speaks for itself

1BC2003
RAI Amsterdam
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Exhibits 12 - 16
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FOX Sports
covers NASCAR with Chyron

W BY CLARK PIERCE
CC

he broadcast production re-
quirements for NASCAR
coverage are almost as gruel-

(/' ing as what the drivers themselves have
- to go through. Remote crews cover and

produce nearly 80 races and shows over
the first half of the season, hop from
venue to venue, and provide viewers

O with on -air graphics that match the fast
CC pace and excitement of the actual races.
Q. In preparation for the 2001 season,

research showed that fans identify with
the car number and paint scheme of
their favorite driver. With this in mind,
FOX Sports set out to brand each driver
and crew member with the colors and
car number of their team, resulting in
the on -air look that viewers now see. The
need to brand these teams created a lot
of graphic challenges, since the iNFiNiT!
used for character generation is limited

z

ties for NASCAR coverage with the ad-
dition of two Duet graphics and anima-
tion systems from Chyron, each loaded
with Lyric software. The systems were
installed in a FOX remote truck used to
cover the NASCAR circuit.

Overall, about 90 percent of FOX's
NASCAR remote programming is
done on a Duet. The one exception is
on the few weekends throughout the
year when Winston and Busch races are

animations - with an internal clip
player using a dynamic timeline -con-
trolled mixer.

Another benefit of the system is that
it provides much simpler asset man-
agement because it's a Windows -based
machine. The images being used to
build pages are assets of a database, not
images from a font load. Graphics can
now be organized in a logical folder
system, which is virtually unlimited,

The images being used to build pages are assets
of a database, not images from a font load.

held at separate tracks. In those cases,
the iNFiNiT! will be used for Busch
races, so the new animation systems are
available for the bigger TV draw.

The network has already begun to
realize benefits
since the sys-
tems' installation
in February.
Moving to the
Duet has stream-
lined workflow
from concept
and design to air.
With the new
system, opera-
tors are able to
animate pages
back-to-back
while working
on other pages,
go from one net-
work look to an-
other, attach au-
dio files to clips,
and seamlessly

interface with pages from outside data
sources. The system combines the power
of Lyric - which gives the operator
more flexibility in building, manipu-
lating, and updating text and object

a II
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NORTH CAROLINA SPEEDWAY
ROCKINGHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

FOX Sports has moved to Chyron's Duet with Lyric software
to create animations like the one shown above for about 90
percent of its NASCAR coverage.

in key caps and font memory. With
nearly 100 races to cover, a reliable, fast
and flexible system was needed.

That's why FOX Sports recently up-
graded its character generation capabili-

unlike the limiting font load/key cap
system traditionally used.

Operators have found that, during a
broadcast, the operation of the new sys-
tem is very similar to the iNFiNiT!,
making the transition an easy one. In
pre -production the new animation sys-
tem has given the operator many more
tools to work with to quickly satisfy a
lot of production needs onsite. The sys-
tem saves time, and has saved the net-
work a significant amount of money
usually spent on media. In addition, we
have utilized a Ti network between our
studios and the remote site each week-
end, transferring Lyric messages and
driver/team assets to the remote on an
as -needed basis, even when on the air.

Looking down the road, we will keep
giving the system more responsibili-
ties, and take the asset and database
functions to the next level by automat-
ing more graphics and replacing a data
download with a database living
within Lyric. We are also excited about
the recent addition of Lyric plug -ins
and have plans to utilize this architec-
ture in the near future. BE

Clark Pierce is director of remote graphic
production at FOX SportsGraphics.
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Instant worldwide broadcast distribution

Intelsat's reliability, flexibility and global coverage make us the industry
leader in video transmission. We bring the world to your viewers.

Every day, our satellites deliver cable, broadcast and direct -to -home
programming to TV markets everywhere. Whether it's news, sports or
entertainment, with Intelsat's global satellite fleet, programmers can
uplink or downlink from virtually anywhere on earth.

Where the earth meets the sky, Intelsat inspires connections.
To connect, contact us at: broadcast.services@intelsat.com Intelsat.
www.intelsat.com/broadcast inspiring connections
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WALA-TV
gets creative with
digital microwave
BY JOHNNY REECE

WALA -TV, located in
Mobile, AL, has been
in the midst of a

digital upgrade, as well as managing
the logistics of moving the studio to a
new location.

RF link
The upgrade presented a unique

set of challenges. WALA had exist-
ing STL antennas, but had to make
adjustments for the new location.
This required a complete path study
on the new location. All the path
profile and system reliability calcu-
lations were done by the Microwave
Radio Communications systems en-
gineering group.

Today, WALA's STL/TSL includes
hot standby and space diversity fea-
tures. The single STL now uses a dual
waveguide switch arrangement
through the addition of a second
STL transmit antenna and two hot
standby transmitters
each going into a dif-
ferent antenna. The
primary STL an-
tenna is connected
to the
TwinStream trans-
mitter, and the sec-
ond STL transmit
antenna is con-
nected to the "B", or
backup TwinStream
transmitter. The A
transmitter remains
online during nor-
mal operation with
the B transmitter
feeding a dummy
load. In the event of
an alarm on trans-
mitter A, the A

The righthand rack was custom-
ized by Microwave Radio Com-
munications to provide WALA's
STL/TSL with hot standby and
space diversity features.

transmitter will switch to a dummy
load and the B transmitter will be-
come active through the secondary
STL antenna.
MRC recommended a space diver-

sity receive system at WALA's tall
tower STL receive site. This system

MIL

As an added benefit, MRC's
TwinStream incorporates T1 onto
the microwave. WALA is using part
of the T1 capacity for eight channels
of four -wire telemetry to and from
the transmitter. This provides for
off -premises telephone service and

Making adjustments to WALA's existing STL
antennas required a complete path study

on the new location.

provides both antenna and trans-
mission line redundancy. The space
diversity configuration also provides
"five 9s" (99.999%) of digital system
reliability.

System components
The STL consists of a dual RF car-

rier system with the NTSC analog
and ATSC digital
signals fed to
their respective
transmitters, but
using the same
25MHz channel.
The digital signal
is a direct SMPTE
310M connection
from the receiver
to the digital 8-
VSB exciter. Two
backhaul micro-
waves on separate
frequencies are
used to bring
ENG feeds back to
the studio and to
monitor the sig-
nal from the
transmitters.

Internet connectivity through a
LAN/WAN Ethernet connection.
The transmitter site can become a
hub for monitoring other equip-
ment over the LAN.

ENG backhaul and inter -city
relay

WALA uses MRC 13GHz equip-
ment for ENG feeds. One IRC cam-
era feeds a short -haul microwave
mounted atop the mast of the USS
Alabama battleship, 196 feet above
the water. The other camera is on the
roof of a hotel, along an ENG
pickup. The ENG system can
backhaul to the studio using two
channels at 13GHz. This enables us
to bring back video from the cam-
eras and the ENG feed on the MRC
13GHz radios. BE

Johnny Reece is chief engineer at WAL4-11/.

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for Broadcast Engineering's

exciting, new online newsletter

BEYOND THE HEADLINES
at wvvw broadcastengineeting Com
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Plays Well
With Others

HP75BNC Series:
impedance

» 50 mi gold plated center pins

» Nickel -plated, machined brass shells

AAA Series

Front Access
Audio Patchbay

Video Patchbay

AAA Series:
to assemtle, saves assembly time

» Quickest assembly time in the industry

» Optional die-cast handle mprores durability

» Available in 3-7 pins, black and gold finishes

Front Access Audio Patchbay:
» Easy slide -out tray for fast terrr mations

from the FRONT of the rack

» Available in both long -frame or bantam configurations

» All jacks are nickel -plated, steel frame,

with gold-plated crossbar contacts

» Part of a complete he of audio

patchbays, call for details

Video Patchbays:
MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 3.0Ghz

» VPP standard High Definition version [-cited at 2.4Ghz

» VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1.5Ghz

» Available in 1RU, 2RU's, 24, 26 or `c-2 jacks, terminated,

non -terminated, or non-normalled

w w w switchcraf t corn
5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, I_ 60630

Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129
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Embedded
audio interfaces
BY JOHN LUFF

Most consumers don't
think of television as
separate pictures and

sound. Until the advent of home record-
ing, few had any experience with either
audio or video cabling. When hooking
up a new TV set, all they had to do was
use simple RF connections. If only
things were that simple today, either at
home or in the professional domain.

Today, consumers are fortunate
enough to have an interface for home
camcorders (at least when using DV
devices) that is shared with profes-
sionals. But there are a number of
methodologies involved in intercon-
necting other devices, like VHS re-
corders and DTV receivers.

Fortunately, in the professional arena
we have a small universe of general -
use interconnection standards. We
have good old analog composite video
on coax and with it analog audio on

Embedded audio products ranging from a basic, modular
analog audio multiplexer/embedder to a sophisticated, stand-
alone digital processing synchronizer can be seen in this photo
of the demo master control room at Leitch's European office
in Bracknell, England.

twisted pair. In the digital domain we
usually see SMPTE 259M-1997 (most
commonly 270Mb/s), and AES3 (coax
and twisted -pair bearers). Though
SMPTE 259M was extended many years
ago to allow the addition of audio and

data carriage along with the picture,
for many years the equipment was
simply too expensive and the savings
too elusive for embedded audio to
catch on in general use.

The standard for embedded audio is
contained in SMPTE 272M-1994. The
standard supports sampling rates from
32kHz to 48kHz (and the NTSC vari-
ants at 0.1 percent lower sampling rates).
Multiple pairs can be embedded. For

H -ANC data, and outputting the
composited signal takes more time than
a process without modification to the
stream. If one were to strip audio, pro-
cess it and try to replace it, the delay in
the de-embed/re-embed process would
make the audio data no longer syn-
chronous with the original picture.

If you add any additional delay to the
audio signal, the problem accumulates.
For instance, if the audio demuxed is

For many years the equipment was simply too
expensive and the savings too elusive for

embedded audio to catch on in general use.

component video, the standard allows
data rates up to 270Mb/s. Thus, a single
component -video connection can carry
up to eight channel pairs, or 16 audio
signals. The standard can embed the en-

tire AES stream,
allowing for the
use of data over
AES. An ex-
ample is com-
pressed audio
like Dolby AC3
and Dolby E.
Using Dolby E,
one could con-
struct a single
service with up
to 64 channels
of audio. This
has practical,
real -world ap-
plications in in-
ternational

work, where multiple languages might
be required on one program.

But, anything elegant comes with some
degree of difficulty. The process of mul-
tiplexing the audio, presenting it to the
SMPTE 259M encoder, formatting it as

Dolby E, you must add the delay of the
decompression, and presumably re-
compression, before adding the audio
back into the completed video/audio
signal. The picture will also be early, and
will need to be delayed by a matching
amount. If the delay was less than a line
it might not be much of an issue, but it
can easily accumulate to a field, mak-
ing synchronization a major issue. If
the extracted AES is Dolby E, the pro-
cess adds at least a frame for each cycle.

Generally, muxing and demuxing au-
dio requires AES audio infrastructure.
If the facility contains analog signals as
well, supporting embedded audio may
offer little economic advantage since all
three types of audio (analog, AES and
embedded) might be required. Fortu-
nately, some manufacturers recognize
the serious nature of the problem and
design embedding and disembedding
equipment with analog -audio (and, of
course, digital -video) interfaces.

So why use embedded audio at all if
the costs and technical complications are
so significant? Some types of facilities
lend themselves to simultaneous au-
dio and video routing decisions. One
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DESCRIPTIVE VIDEO

the Birth of the new SAP/StereoNideo Receiver

from Modulation Sciences

6114,01:
13 pounds

One Rack Unit high

4 XLR' s: SAP, Left stereo,

Monaural
Righ-c stereo, and

4 BNCs: Video, Wideband
aural

composite,
main and diversity,

antennas

Modulation Sciences' SAP Generator is

proud to announce the birth of a son, the

msi 1 89 SAP/Stereo/Video Receiver.

All outputs are available simultaneously
and all are balanced line level.

This is an exciting time for the Modulation
Sciences SAP family of products as they will

be called to duty when the FCC implements
Descriptive Video for the sight impaired in

early 2002.

Are you SAP ready?

Please contact Modulation Sciences for more
information on their SAP family of products.

modulation
47. sciences

I inc.

12A Worlds Fair Drive

Somerset, NJ 08873

Toll Free: (800) 826-2603

Voice: (732) 302-3090

Fax: (732) 302-0206

E-mail: sales@modsci.com

www.modsci.com
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PatchAmp offers

Pre -Wired Distribution Systems
that are the same price as buying
separate components but reduce

labor and installation time to...

ZERO!
No labor required to wire jacks to DA's!

No installation and fabrication of all those cables!

It's the Smarter Better Way to Integrate!
 Universal application (From Uplink Centers,

to Master Control, to Mobile Units)
 High Quality Low Cost Products

 Superior Design With Regards to
Form Following Function

 Made in the USA

PATCHU LY4 I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PATCHING & DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY

Call us for a side -by -side
comparison of leading
manufacturers vs. PatchAmp

201-457-1504
20 East Kennedy Street,
Hackensack, NJ 07601
www.patchamp.com
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Digital Logo Inserter

Digital Noise Reducer

HD Conversion

HD TSG

ASI Modules

And More!

9 HD video, SD video, and audio modules can all be used
in the same frame.

9 Avenue's Control System has multiple control points,
is easy to use and provides control over all parameters.

s Avenue offers a complete line of standard and unique
modules. All field upgradable.

For information on the full range of AV', modules, call us today.

ENSEMBLE on Ptrw Ofra

DESIGNS Grass Valley CA 95945 I
Phone: 530-478-1830 FAX: 530-478-1832
info@endes.com www.ensembledesigns.com

example is a distribution facility where most of the processes
handle audio and video at the same time. An example might
be an MPEG encoder used to backhaul programming over
long distances. In a case like this, having a single interface
ensures that all program elements are delivered at the desti-
nation without having to switch on multiple levels. In such a

Why use embedded audio at all if the
costs and technical complications are

so significant?

facility, the digital -video router can handle most, if not all,
distribution without an audio level at all. This reduces the
cost of a modest facility by at least five figures, and perhaps as
much as six figures. At the same time, it reduces the complex-
ity of the facility.

In such a case, a modest number of mux and demux
channels might be interconnected in a small AES matrix
with the minimum number of processing devices. A path-
finding system would allow simple operator -interface de-
sign, with virtual matrices appearing to be discrete levels
of routing. The operator may not even know that there is
only one primary level of routing, even when making de-
cisions about rerouting channels (pair swaps, and left/
right swaps within a pair). The key to making this work
effectively is to map out the potential delays required to
keep video and audio synchronous, and then set up the
routing tables to put appropriate delay in when each po-
tential path is selected.

A facility that is primarily a production plant, especially
one where the audio is highly likely to be processed sepa-
rately from picture, seems an unlikely candidate for em-
bedded audio. A satellite record area within a station may
be quite the opposite, with most digital VTRs designed to
accept digital audio at the input. In an HDTV facility, em-
bedding all three AES tracks necessary to produce in 5.1
surround sound will ensure that differential delay between
tracks does not accumulate when signals are routed be-
tween functional parts of the facility.

The case for embedded audio is complex. A decision to
implement must be carefully researched and engineered.
There are significant operational advantages in some cases,
and disadvantages in others, that must be vetted and under-
stood. Once you have decided which road to take, be thor-
ough in evaluating all manufacturers' hardware. The number
of options has grown significantly in the last five years, and a
full spectrum of choices is now available. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of business development at
AZCAR. To reach him, visit vvvvw.azcar.com.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

john luft@pfimediahusiness.com
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Charter
At Charter ABS, we are expanding our
inventory to include the top -of -the -line
gear you want. Our manufacturer -
certified technicians are available to
assist you 24 hours a day.

Call us to discuss your next project.
1.800.655.9115

www.charterabs.com

S

Routers

DVE

Still Stores

VDAs

Vectorscopes

Frame Syncs

Scan Converters

Time Code Slates

Microphones

Fishpoles

Mixers

Speakers

Amplifiers

Headsets

Wireless Intercom

Cameras

Lenses

CHARTER
ADVANCED BROADCAST SERVICES

Atlanta  Chicago  Dallas  Orlando
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HD-D5 VTR
Panasonic AJ-HD3700A: can record 10 -bit
uncompressed 625/525i standard -definition video;
provides full bandwidth, 10 -bit component recording at
74.25MHz and 37.125 sampling; offers metadata record-
ing, plus eight audio channels providing support for 5.1
channel surround sound in HD format.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast

MONITORING
DOWNCONVERTER AND DV
ENCODER
Miranda DVC-800: operates with Sony's HDCAM and
Panasonic's AJ-HDC27A; mounts between the camera
and its battery; outputs include HD -SDI, SDI, composite
and DV/IEEE 1394; camera can be plugged directly into
laptop/DV editing system or a DV portable drive;
timecode burn in, graticule markers and on -screen
display of metadata information allows everyone on set
to see complete picture at all times.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

SCAN CONVERTER
Analog Way HD Scan: computer -to -HDTV scan converter
allows users to convert their workstations, PCs, MACs and
graphic images (up to 1600x1200) into HDTV; conversion is
ensured in real time, with sized aspect ratio and linear zoom
up to 200 percent; the HDTV comes with dual HD -SDI output
and optional Tri-Levels sync HD components.

212-269-1902; www.analogway.com

DIGITAL WIRELESS CAMERA
SYSTEM
Thomson multimedia Digital Wireless Camera
System: able to dock to the LDK100 and LDK200 camera
heads; enables users to capture close-up images and
unique POV shots at live sporting and entertainment
events as well as in the studio, without triax cable or
antenna receiver assistant.

818-729-7700; www.thomson-multimedia.com

MIPS-BASED RISC
MICROPROCESSOR
Toshiba TMPR4926XB-200: 64 -bit MIPS-based RISC
microprocessor IMPU); brings high-level security to data
transmissions in high-performance packet processing
applications; supports the data encryption standard (DES)
algorithm; based on a TX49/H2 core operating at 200MHz.

949-455-2000; www.toshiba.com

DAL CHANNEL MANAGER
Encoda Systems A6500: includes device control, media
management and ingest; is scalable within a standard
playout environment; tracks multiple outgoing feeds from
a single station; provides visibility across all channels;
changes can be made to an event while it is playing.

303-237-4000; www.encodasystems.com

DIGITAL
DIRECT
ACCESS
CONSOLE
Stagetec Aurus: works
immediately like an analog
console; can have up to 96
channel strips and as
many as 300 audio chan-
nels; able to use two independent consoles in
parallel on one single AURUS system; features similar
functions for multichannel processing and monitoring;
bridge comprises high resolution TFT color displays that
can be toggled between different metering types; signal
processing performed by a 40 -bit floating-point arith-
metic; integrated with the digital router NEXUS STAR.

818-368-5153; www.stagetec.com

control

IP SECURITY SYSTEM
Irdeto CypherCast V.2: multiple encryption units can
now be controlled from one single encryption manager;
AES Rijndael encryption algorithm has been implemented
to enhance the security of the CA system; secures both
unicast and multicast IP data that travels over any
broadband network.

858-668-4800; www.irdetoaccess.com

LINUX-BASED BACKGROUND
RENDERING SOFTWARE
Discreet burn: rendering is completed offline in a Linux-
based render farm; frees up Discreet online effects
workstations; initiate background rendering tasks from
within the Batch module of inferno 5, flame 8 or flint 8.

800-869-3504; www.discreet.com
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HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION

Made to Measure maw....

CHOOSE THE MULTI -FUNCTION LCD SCOPE 400 WVA FOR ALL YOUR

WAVEFORM, VECTOR AND AUDIO SIGNAL MONITORING NEEDS.

 New 10 bit processing
 Full waveform and vector monitoring feature set
 Composite, YC
 Component YCrCb/RGB
 Analog stereo audio bar graphs
 SDI with embedded audio*
 Digital audio to analog output included

 Gamut indicator and alarm
 Hands Free Timing
 Display on quality LCD
 No CRT problems
 Built in Battery for portable use
 Carry case*
 Single and Dual rack mount kits*

The LCD Scope is CRT replacement technology that slots into all 3U, 1/2 rack enclosures

if CHOOSE THE ADEPT FOR YOUR ON SCREEN MONITORING NEEDS.

 Composite
 YC
 Component YCrCb/RGB
 Analog stereo audio bar graphs
 SDI with embedded and AES audio*
 DV with embedded audio*

 Digital audio to analog output included
 Gamut display, indicator and alarm
 Picture Scaler, built in test patterns
 Display on analog composite, YC, component,

SDI* and SVGA* monitor
 Single and Dual rack mount kits

* Optional

New Superior Test and Measurement Products at Sensible Prices

West Coast Representation
TECADS. INC

Foothill Ranch, CA
Tel: 949-597-1053
Fax: 949-597-1094

Email: perry@tecads.com

East Coast Representation
ADVANCED MEDIA, INC

Kissimmee, Florida
Tel: 321-939-0457
Fax: 321-939-0458

Email: advancedms@msn.com

Corporate Head Office
Hamlet Video International Ltd

Chesham Bucks England
Tel: +44 1494 793 763
Fax: +44 1494 791 283

Email: sales©hamlet.us.com
Web site www.hamlet.us.com



The digital
landscape is
changing. MIR

Stay informed.

Get the information you need to

make informed decisions.
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read publication of digital

television. Visit our Web site

today for a free subscription.

www.broadcastengineering.com
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MULTIVIEWER
MONITORING
SERIES
Evertz 7765MVM: increases signal
integrity monitoring capacity by
simultaneously accepting up to
eight, 12 or 16 asynchronous SDI
video input signals with embedded
or external AES/EBU audio; displays
a multiplexed signal with audio level
and phase bar graphs; fault condi-
tion alert messages based on
programmable performance param-
eters are displayed on -screen.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

ON-AIR
AUTOMATION
BACKUP
DNF Controls 3040P: download
feature enables playlist download
from a traffic or automation system
to the 3040P Playlist Playout System;
following the download, operators
may play out playlists directly from
the 3040P or use the 3040P to
provide backup for the on -air
automation system.

818-898-3380; www.dnfcontrols.com

DUAL CHANNEL
SERVER SYSTEM
DVS HDXWay: for uncompressed
real-time HD record and playout;
incorporates two independent HD
channels on a shared high-speed HD
videodisk array; designed for TV
stations transmitting in various time
zones and users involved with
stereovision solutions.

818-241-8680; www.dvsus.com

END-TO-END
SOLUTION
Scopus, BetaResearch betacube:
integrated system uses Scopus'
CODICO and BetaResearch's
betacrypt2 CAS and "betanexxt"
customer care and billing system;
local encoding is supported by
Scopus' E-lxxx encoder family, and a
network management system for
system and element monitoring,
control, and management;
Scopus: 858-618-1600; www.scopus.net

BetaResearch: +49 88 99 56 7000

www.betaresearch.de/english/

adressen frm.html

TELESTRATOR
E-mediavision.com
Point: telestrator
system for live produc-
tions; touchscreen
allows users to draw

freehand, place animated arrows and
recall saved graphics and animations;
allows users to set up their own
menus if needed; features 10 -bit
internal picture processing and
conforms to the CCIR601 standard;
available in SDI and analog versions;
in remote productions, a remote link
kit allows the main computer to
remain in the truck and the
touchscreen to be located at the
presenters' position.

+44 1732 740216

www.e-mediavision.com
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DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Ancept Media
Server:
provides
centralized
repository for
high-res video;
allows TV
editors to
search, browse,
and instantly

view and edit video frame -accurately from a Web -based
interface; allows exchange of content between reposi-
tory and NLE, playout and automation systems; is
integrated with encoding, transcoding and indexing tools
such as Telestream and Virage; is integrated with
storage and file system technology to handle extremely
high volume and simultaneous access to content from
multiple systems.

612-677-1385; www.Ancept.com

PREVENTATIVE MONITORING
SOLUTION
Pixelmetrix DV -Station Pod -Remote: smaller version of
the flagship DVStation; consists of from one to four book -
sized Pod modules and a single 1U rack -mounted remote
controller; operated through a LAN or dial -up telephone.

954-472-5445; www.pixelmetrix.com

MODULATOR
TANDBERG Television integrated L -Band output: is
offered within the TANDBERG Voyager E5740 DSNG unit;
allows integration of commurications within the main
satellite link; saves rack space; uses low-cost block
upconverters; simplifies control; Voyager E5740 DSNG
includes a Dow symbol rate option.

407-380-7055; www.tandbergtv.com

Cables Bite.

Carry -Coder Field Proven!

In Las Vegas, the Carry -Coder
saved the day for a national cable
news network when their analog
equipmen-. came up short!

When a Los Angeles Morning Show needed a live
wireless shot, they called on tie BMS Carry -Coder...
Who can you call on?

More POWER means more CCVERAGE and more
ROBUST performance! That's the Carry -Coder
advantage.

We invite you to see for yourself
what the Industry Leader can do!
Call us at 800-669-9667 or visi-.
our website, www.bms-inc.com,
for more information.

Broadcast
Microwave

LMMM4MM Services, Inc.

12367 Crosthwaite Circle #10 - Poway, CA 32064
Phone: 800-669-9667 or +1-858-391-3050
Web: www.bms-inc.com
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MASTER
CONTROL
PANEL
Quartz FS panel:
buttons display
dynamic text and
graphics

information; high -resolution shaft encoders allow for
adjustment of all analog parameters and a leer -arm
permits true manual operation for live events; panel may
be combined with the existing modular range of panels
and can mix dedicated and delegated panels to be used
in multichannel systems; allows QMC to scale from
single -channel analog replacement situations, all the
way up to complex multichannel digital networks.

888-638-8745; wvvw.quartus.com

BACKUP SWITCHER
Axon PBS02: two -channel backup switcher prevents
transmission interruption by sending out a warning signal and
automatically switching over to the backup channel; has two
digital serial component inputs and two SDI outputs; monitors
passively; card includes different switch options.

888-919-9379; www.axon.tv

INTEGRATED NEWS
PRODUCTION SYSTEM
Panasonic, Dalet network DV: system integrates
Panasonic DV camcorders with Dalet's newsroom and
asset management system; video is stored centrally and
shared across a Gigabit Ethernet network for simulta-
neous recording, editing and playback without disrup-
tion; a central server gives access to all video material
from any workstation; browse, make shot selections and
edit footage from any computer.

Panasonic: 800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Oak 212-825-3322; vvww.dalet.com

ENHANCED MULTIPLEXER
Harmonic MN20: MN20 can now multiplex MPEG-2
content and data for transport/distribution across an IP
network; the new Ethernet Output Module encapsulates the
MPEG-2 stream into IP packets, which are then transmitted
via IP unicast or IP multicast; supports a wide range of input
and output network interfaces, allowing integration with
transports such as ASI, ATM and IP/Ethernet.

972-348-5100; www.harmonic.com

Fresnel Kits

Arri Lighting...In Any Case.

Arri Lighting Kits combine superb performance
and durability with a full range of accessories for
great ready -to -shoot lighting packages. Choose
from 22 different kits and find the one that's right
for your production needs.

Film, tape or digital. The lighting possibilities are
endless... in any case.

For more information, call 845-353-1400,
or email lighting@arri.com.

ARM'
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Broadcast Engineering
US/Canadian Edition

P.O. Box 2100
Skokie, IL 60076-7800

To apply, please complete this entire form. fold, tape and mail. For faster service,
FAX it to: 847-647-7536. or apply on-line at pbsubs.com/beusnn2025.htm. APPLY TODAY!

1

3

4

Do you wish to receive/continue to receive the US/Cana lien
Edition of Broadcast Engineering FREE? _1 YES! 1 J0

Signature Required

Date

Phone(

Fax(

*E -Mail
"four e-mail address is used to send order confirmation and to communicate to you about BD2011
your subscription. Please check here if you DO NOT wish to receive:

 Announcements regarding other Primedia Business products or services via e-mail.
 E-mail messages with special offers from carefully selected, relevant businesses & organizations.

For a full statement cf our Subscriber Privacy Policy visit our website at primediabusiness.com.

Which type of facility or operation best describes your pr majy
business classification? (Check only ONE box.)
20  TV Station (including Networks & Low -Power TV)
26  Combination TV & Radio Station
39  Cable (including Networks)
45  Telecoms
29 0 Recording Studio
30 0 Teleproduction Facility/Independent Program Producer
40 0 Post -Production Facility
50 0 Streaming Media - Network Provider/ISP/IDC/Telco. nternet

Content Provider/Web Publisher, Services, Software P-ovider
31 0 Microwave, Relay Station or Satellite Company for TV

and Cable
33 E TV Consultant (Engineering or Management)
46 1:1 Systems Integrator
34 0 TV Dealer or Distributor
35  Other (please specify):

Which of the following best describes your title? (Check only
ONE box.)

A. Company Management:
01 ,__, Chairman of the Board
02 [1 President
03  Owner
04  Partner
05 E Director
06 0 Vice President
07 E General Manager (other than in charge of Engineering

or Station Operations)
08 0 Other Corporate/Financial Official

B. Technical Management & Engineering:
09 0 Technical Director/Manager
10 0 Chief Engineer
11 E Other Engineering or Technical Title

C. Operations & Station Management/Production & Programming:
12  Vice President Operations
13 0 Operations Manager/Director
14 0 Station Manager
15 0 Production Manager
16 0 Program Manager
17 0 News Director
18 0 Other Operations Title

0. Other (please specify):

5

Which statement best describes your role in the purchase cf
equipment, components and accessories? (Check only ONE box.)
A E Make final decision to buy specific makes, models, services 6

or programs
B E Specify or make recommendations on makes, models,

services or programs
C  Have no part in specifying or buying

Incomplete forms cannot be processed or acknowledged. The publisher reserves the right to serve only
those individuals who meet the publication qualifications. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for proces.

subscription offer!
October 2002

173rint Name

Title

Company

Address

City

AFFIX LABEL HERE

State/Province

Zip/Postal Code Country __

Which of the following types of equipment will you be evaluating for
purchase in the next 12 months? (Check ALL that apply.)
1. Audio Products 4. Miscellaneous Products

1 A 0 Audio consoles/mixers
1B 0 Digital audio workstations
1C 0 Distribution amplifiers
1D 0 Headphones, headsets,

intercoms
0 Telephone interface

systems
Magnetic tape, audio
Microphones
Monitors (speakers)
Recorders, players
Switchers, routing
Audio Processing

2. Products
Camera heads, tripods,
pedestals, booms, dollies
Cameras; lenses
Graphics, titling, effects
Nonlinear editing systems
Editing controllers, systems
Frame synchronizers,
time base correctors
Lighting systems
Magnetic tape, video
Monitors (picture,
studio quality)
Recorders, players
Robotic camera controls
Signal processing
Signal routing, distribution
Standards, format & scan
converters
Still store systems
Switchers, production/
master control
Storage/video servers
HDTV Equipment
Virtual Sets
MPEG compression/
encoding systems
Projection systems
DVD systems

1E

1F 0
1G 0
1L 
1J 0
1K 0
1N 0
Video
2A CI

2B 0
2C 0
2D 0
2F 0
2G 0

2H 0
2T 0
2J 0

2K 0
2L 
2M 0
2N 0
2W 0

2P 0
20 0

2R 0
2S 0
2V 0
2X 0

2Y 0
2Z 0

3. Test & Measurement Products
3A 0 Analyzers, audio, video. RI
3B Cl Audio, video signal

generators
3C 0 Waveform, vectorscope

monitors
3D 0 Digital signal testing

4A
4B

4C
4D

5. RF
5B
5C
5E
5F
5G

5H

Battery packs, chargers
 Cabinets, racks, consoles
0 Cables, connectors
0 Carts, cases (equipment,

shipping), tools
Products
0 Exciters
17 Fiber optics
0 Power amplifiers, cavities
0 Receivers
0 Remote production

vehicles, program relays
 Satellite T/R components,

electronics
5P O STUENG components,

electronics
5J  Switches, RF coaxial
5K  Transmitters
5 L 7 Antenna systems, towers
5 M 0 Transmitter, remote

controls
5N 0 Tubes
5Q 0 Weather, radar RF products
5R 7 Cable/set top/CA systems

6. Automation & Computer Products
6A J Accessories/peripherals
6E 0 Automation systems
6H 7 Business automation
6T 0 Commercial insertion

systems
6K 0 Machine control
6 L 0 Newsroom automation
6P 0 Record/playback

automation
6Q 0 Software, engineering
6 R 0 Software, production,

planning
6X 0 Video interface cards
6Y 0 Networking products
6Z 0 Digital asset management

7. New Media/Internet
7A 0 Encoding products
7B  Internet service providers
7C  ecommerce Technology
7D GI Content creation systems

8.7 System integration/
engineering services

9. None of the Above

What is the budget for equipment and services you are evaluating
for purchase in the next 12 months? (Check only ONE box.)
1 J Less than $24,999
3  $25,000 - $99,999
5 El $100,000 - $299,999
6 El $300,000 - $499,999

7 E $500,000 - $999,999
8 0 $1,000,000 - $1,999,999
9  $2,000,000 and up

broadcastengineering.comBD2011 0 Printed on Recycled Paper.
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WIRELESS MICROPHONE
SYSTEM
Lectrosonics Digital Hybrid Wireless: combines digital
audio with an analog -type radio link; includes full
bandwidth audio frequency responses up to 20kHz with
the absence of a compandor and its artifacts; speciaI
analog type of modulation is used for the RF link to lower
the spectral noise and improve compatibility when
multiple systems are operated simultaneously.

505-892-4501; www.Iectrosonics.com

DIGITAL WAVEFORM MONITOR
OmniTek OmniView: operates in the RGB or YUV domain;

has a built-in test generator for comparison of output image
data with internally generated reference images; pixel data
can be analyzed against a reference signal and/or dis-
played in graphical or tabular format; enables checking of
input color gamut and the display of illegal value areas;
provides CRC, TRS and EDH error checking; supports
multichannel embedded audio level and status display.

+44 1256 881 110; www.omnitek.tv

ZOOM LENS
Canon Digi Super
100xs: incorporates
Canon's Image
Stabilizer technology;
includes a speed of F/
1.7, weighs 50.18 lbs.;
provides viewers with
shake -free images; zoom range is from wide angle to
telephoto; focal length is 9.3.-930mm.

516-328-5000; www.canonbroadcast.com

MONITOR AND MEASUREMENT
TOOL FOR WINDOWS
Hamlet VidScope: provides a mean to waveform monitor
and vectorscope, but displayed on the PC's monitor
screen; looks and behaves like a conventional CRT scope;
displays from one line to full frame in real-time; runs on
desktop or laptop; has a preview monitor window.

+44 (0)1202 653 016: www.hamletco.uk

#1 Choice of Professionals Worldwide
IDX Lithium Ion ENDURA Battery Systems

ID

There are more lox Lithium Ion batteries
in use worldwide than any other brand.

Award Winning Tect-nology

Unprecedented Power to Weight Ratio

Absolute Power Solutions!

82Wh/164Wh

Main Office:
1602 Lockness Place, Torrance, CA 90501
Phone: (310) 891-2800 Fax: (310) 891-3600

Email: idx.usa@idx.tv

82Wh 48W-1/96Wh 48Wh

Sales Development Office:
19 Spear Road, Suite 203, Ramsey, NJ 07446
Phone: (201) 236-2103 Fax: (201) 236-2131

Website: www.idx.tv
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SDI Audio A den
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Need Small?

Need it all?
Hotronic offers a full line Digital and

Analog Video/Audio products.TBC/Frame
Synchronizers range from the PC Plug-in

Card evel to standalone units accommodating a huge
variety of applications such as VCR, camera, satellite

feed or multi -media input for video duplication,
editing and satellite feed receiving.

From Digital and Analog format conversion...
to preventing profanity on a live broadcast...

to a teleconferencing meeting...
to the distant classroom environment...

the applications are endless and Hotronic has it all.

H
HOTRONIC, INC.
1875 S. Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, CA 95008 USA
Tel: (408) 378-3883 Fax: (408) 378-3888
www.hotronics.com sales@ hotron ics.com
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View an

online

product

demo

whenever

you see

this logo,

www,broadcastengimeer mgicom

Sure, we could build a sunroof
Into our SCT-50, but do you

really need one?

The Simple Way to Add
Titles/Captions & Time/Date to

Video - SCT-50 - S329
4 Stand alone or RS232 controlled "Industrial

CG" adds up to 9 lines of 20 characters
each of text/symbols. Change size,

gcontrast, background, position, etc.
Time display can include tenths of seconds.

fiIndividual or group control of up to 99 units
using a single RS232 port.
Includes easy to use DOS "pop-up" screen
editor that maintains 100 separate screens.

gBattery backed -up internal clock -calendar.

Unconditionally Guaranteed

HOUMA'
Stuff You Can Use-

erforrnance uality eliability implicity

Contact your local video dealer or
call (949)489-0240 www.horita com

HORITA1 TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframe-
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

i\LITOMATCD NV1S F16,kpLINES

Apo TULL ISION

 Automated Headlines through Interface to
AP'S STREAMING HEADLINE NEWS TICKERS

 Continuous Crawl or Hot -Change Format
 Manuai Entry and Display with Graphics
 All Jpdates are in Real -Time while On -Air
 Choose from Categories such as U.S. and Irter-

national, Business, Sports, Technology & Health
 9 Categories available in English & 4 in Spanish

CGS INFOGRAPHICS .AUTOMATION

Got a problem? We Build Solutions...
Since 1982, Henry Engineering's 'blue boxes'
have been solving your problems!
 Audio Interface
 Audio Mixing
 Audio Distribution
 Telephone Information
 Digital Audio Storage
 Control Interface

J
HENRY

www.henryeng.::om
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077 ueboxes.

Over 60,000
units in use
worldwide.
How can we
help you?
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www.broadcastengineering.com

Don't leave your Signal Sniffing
To the Dogs...

Use evertz VistaLINK''' Monitoring
& Display Products Instead!

Lea. of Video

MONITOR MORE FOR 1E55 Video Format
Error

7760AVM
7761 AVM -DC

POOvoo Black

Video Fr'..'n
lOotonlv1)

Los.. Audio

AM Error

Rlnv

,04_, _0,0
MONITOR -MORE FOR LESS

910

7765MVM

AAJdlo Level
Nqb

Audio Level
Lov

Cowden..
MAeng

WC Error

I Le., of V-GIVP

MONITO ORE FOR LESS

d'ri

000

Edi Error
7765A1 14

Tally AcOvo

See Us At Gov't Video Expo - Booth #1123
Ph: 905-335-3700 / Fx: 905-335-3573 / www.evertz.com

Advertising rates in Broadcast
Engineering are $15200 per column
inch, per insertion, with frequency
discounts available. There is a one
inch minimum.

Ads may also be purchased By -
The -Word for $2.35 per word, per
insertion. Initials and abbreviations
count as full words. Minimum
charge is $5000 per insertion. Fre-
quency discounts and reader ser-
vice numbers not available for by -
the -word classified space.

To reserve your classified ad
space, call Jennifer Shafer at

1-800-896-9939
or 913-967-1732

Fax: 913-967-1735
e-mail:

jshafer pri media busi ness.com

(

BroadcastEngineering
Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager

Classifieds
Professional Services

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

Phone (309) 673-7511  FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com

MemberAFCCE

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD 81

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

NETCOM
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO
ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
CABLE FABRICATION  PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS  EQUIPMENT SALES

(201) 968-0684
FAX: 12011 960-0688

20 EAST KENNEDY ST. IIACKENSACK, NJ 07601

The NLE Buyers Guide

A buyers guide to nonlinear video
editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable

database of over 200 roducts
http://NLEguide.com

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT 2207 RINGSMITH DR

ATLANTA. GA 30345
TEL 17701414-9952
FAX 17701493-7421
EMAIL logiVnereatinel corn

Why not run your
business card here?
Only $172 per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.

Call 800-896-9939
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without spending a fortune!

BUY

SELL

TRADE

Clet4400
NEW

USED

SONY.
DSR45 DVCAM
Compact half -rack
Digital VTR

Eke4m15
818.840.1351

email for quotes Paulgstudio-e)change.com
816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 MX 818.840.1354

Telephone Control - PC Control
13Yeel.e, $795 turns any telephone into

a remote control for serial devices
Aruba $395 create a custom PC router

control panel without writing code.
Works with Routers, Servers, VTR's, etc.

Calypso -Designs Inc'.
(715) 381-9646 www.calypsodesign.tv

Pre -Owned Equipment
Broadcast Production - Satellite

Digital - Analog
(210) 363-7800

SONY

Authorized

Professional

Reseller

AcousticsFirst
TNolr: 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: htlp://www.acousticsfirst.com

PH: 423-585-5827
FAX: 423-585-5831

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES
E-MAIL: whisperalcs.com

Vocal Booths WEB SITE:

Broadcast Booths www.whisperroom.com

etc 116 S. Sugar Hollow Road
Morristown, Tennessee 37813

Services
VN,

720-
482-6850

sales @btsi.tv

Broadcast Technical
Services, Inc.

DTV, Studios
Centralcasting

Cost Effective Installation
www.btsi.tv

BroadcastEngineering
Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Service & calibration of broadcast test
& measurement equipment, analog &
digital. For information call our toll
free number:1-877-438-2880

Business
Wanted

BUSINESS WANTED
Private investor seeking to purchase
broadcast manufacturing firms, distribu-
torships, divisions or product lines from
established companies. No dealerships,
please. Contact mark @ towerpower.com
or fax to 845-246-0165.
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E m I Want d www.broadcastengineering.com

Have you
thought about

selling your
tower?

Let Richland's acquisition team help you to:
 eliminate the headaches associated with tower

maintenance and ownership, and
 turn your assets into cash.

Richland Towers, a premium provider of broadcast and
telecommunications tower space in the U.S., is
currently seeking to acquire towers nationwide.

Please contact David Denton, Vice President
Sales and Marketing, at 1 (800) 827-4349 extension
6872 or via email at info@rtowers.com.
See our website at www.richlandtowers.com

....11111111L Abc,ve, All TechnolOgy-

RICHLAND

PRIMEDIA
PRODUCTIONS"

Quality Production for all your Video Needs!

Broadcast -quality television shows. infomercials,

commercials, and educational/corporate videos.

Our state-of-the-art studios in Los Angeles and Dallas offer:

 10 Studios with lighting and control rooms

Field and Live Event Production

 On-Line/Non-Linear Editing

 Graphics and 3-D Animation

Satellite Transmission and Distribution

 Tape Duplication and Distribution

For further information, please contact our Production
Services team at (972) 309-4333 or

inquiries@Drimediaproductions.com.
Visit us at www.primediaproductions.com

Help Wanted
SEARCH & PLACEMENT

ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL
ALL LEVELS

Professional - Confidenti
Serving All USA States IIZ11
Employer Paid Fees
Over 20 Years Experience

KeystoneAmerica
Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

Phone (570) 655.7143  Fax (570) 654-5765
e-mail: mail@KeystoneAmerica.com

website: KeystoneAmerica.com
We respond to all

Employee & Employer Inquiries
ALAN KORNISH / MARK KELLY 09,0,

EQUIPMENT RENTAL HOUSE in Atlanta
has immediate opening for the position
of Engineer. Applicants must have an en-
gineering degree or equivalent experience
and a minimum of five years broadcast en-
gineering experience. A solid engineering
and broadcast perspective is required with
knowledge in system distribution and com-
ponent level trouble shooting. Please fax re-
sumes to Rose Smith at 409-351-9315 or
email us at info@charterabs.com.

Regional Engineer
Waitt Radio, an equal opportunity em-

ployer, seeks talented Engineer based in
Kansas. Ensure integrity of broadcast
signal and technical equipment and build
and maintain technical systems to meet
long-term objectives. 3 years broadcast
engineering experience, FCC General
Radiotelephone &/or SBE certification
preferred, previous electronics training,
ability to travel throughout region, un-
derstanding of computer network opera-
tions. Competitive salary and excellent
benefits. For more details or to apply, see
www.waittmedia.com. Online response
preferred. Waitt Media, Mike Hendrickson,
1125 South 103rd St., Ste 200, Omaha,
NE 68124. Fax 402-330-2445

f
BroadcastEngineering

Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager

Equipment
Wanted
ARE YOU RETIRING YOUR REMOTE PRODUCTION

VEHICLE? The Broadcast Media Department at San Juan

Basin Technical School needs your help! We currently
operate a low power TV station and are looking to ex-
pand our curriculum to offer multi -camera live remote
production. We've got the equipment, but not the ve-
hicle. If you are interested in donating one, please con-
tact Chris Bartch at cbartch@sjbts.cortez.co.us

ENG Van/Truck needed
Small, family owned company seeks to

buy used ENG van or smaller production
truck (<20 ft). Prefer vehicle equipment
with a mast and genset, no electronics

wanted. All vehicles and conditions
considered. (847) 530-8238.

JOBS  SERVICES  EQUIPMENT

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ONLINE

Contact: Jennifer Shafer
Classified Ad Sales
913-967-1732 or 800-896-9939
jshafer@primediabusiness.com
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Ad Ind x
Broadcast Engineering is not responsible
for errors in the Advertisers Index. Sal ffic

Page Advertiser Web site
Hotline Address

ADC Communications
AJA Video
Anton Bauer
Arri
Avalon
Avid Technology

61

44

71

134

81

25

800-227-6143
530-274-2048

203-929-1100

845-353-1400

303-293-9331

800 -949 -AVID

Axon Digital 69 888-919-9379

Azden 51 516-328-7500

Bogen Photo Corp 63 201-818-9500

Broadcast Microwave Services 133 800-669-9667

Calrec Audio Ltd. 13 +441422842159

Canon USA Broadcast 31 800 -321 -HDTV

CGS Inforgraphics Automation 141 859-737-4548
Charter/ABS 129 800-655-9115
Clear -Corn Intercom Sys. 65 510-496-6666

Dielectric 20-21 866 -dielectric
Dolby Labs Inc. 41 415-558-0200

Ensemble Designs 128 530-478-1830
Euphonix 29 650-855-0400

Evertz Microsystems Ltd. 142 905-335-3700

Florical Systems Inc 45 352-372-8326

For.A.Corp. 67 352-371-1505

Grass Valley/Thomson 39

Hamlet Video 131 +44 1494 793-763

Harris Corp./Broadcast Div. 3 800-4HARRIS

Henry Engineering. 141 626-355-3656

Horita 141 949-489-0240

Hotronic 140 408-378-3883
IBC International 121 +44 20 7611 7500

IDX Technologies 139 310-891-2800
Inscriber Technology 35 800-363-3400

Intelsat 123

Leitch BC,14-15 800-231-9673
Maxell Corp 9 800-533-2836
Miranda Tech 11 514-333-1772

Modulation Science 47,127 732-302-3090

Myat 55 201-767-5380

Network Electronics 53 631-928-4433
NVision 36

Odetics 4-5 714-774-2200

Panasonic Broadcast & Digital 7 800-528-8601

Patchamp 128 201-457-1504
PESA Switching 43 631-845-5020
Prime Image 33 408-867-6519

Production Hub 26 877-629-4122

Richland Towers 144 800-827-4349

Rohde & Schwarz 19 410-910-7800

Ross Video Ltd 37 613-652-4886

Sachtler Corp. 27 516-867-4900

SeaChange 17 978-897-0100
Sony Business Systems & Solutions Co.. 49 800-883-6817

Spectrasite 73 972-550-9500

Studio Exchange 143 818-840-1351

Switchcraft 125 773-799-2700

Systems Wireless 77 800-542-3332
Telecast Fiber Systems Inc. 38 508-754-4858
Telex 23 800-392-3497
Toshiba 57 949-461-4986

Trenton Tech. 42 800-875-6031

Videoframe 141 530-477-2000

VideoTek, Inc. IBC 800-800-5719
Wheatstone Corporation IFC 252-638-7000

360 Systems 79 818-991-0360

OCTOBER 2002

adc.com/broadcast
aja.com
antonbauer.com

ava.com
avid. corn

axon.tv
azdencorp.com
bogenphoto.com
bms-inc.com
calrec.com
canonbroadcast.com
cgsautomation.com
charterabs.com
clearcom.co
dielectric.com
dolby.corn
ensembledesigns.corn
euphonix.coin
evertz.com
florical.com
for-a.corn
grassva I ley.com/ad.
hamlet.us.com
ha rris.corn
henryeng.com
horita.com
hotronics.com
ibc.org
idx.tv
inscriber.com
intelsat.com/broadcast
leitch.com
maxellpromedia.corn
miranda.com
modsci.com
myat.com
network -electronics. corn
NVision1.com
odetics-broadcast.com
panasonic.com/broadcast
patchamp.com
pesa.com
primeimage.com
productionhub.com
rich landtowers.com
rohde-schwarz.com
rossvideo.com
sachlter.com
seachangeinternational.com
sony.com/professional
spectrasite.com
www.studio-exchange.com
switch craft. corn
drakeus.com
telecast-fiber.com
telex.com
camerastoshiba.com
trentonProcessors.com
vide oframesystems.com
videotek.com
wheatstone.com
360systems.com

US/CANADA
WEST
Chuck Bolkcom
(775) 852-1290; Fax: (775) 852-1291
chuckbolk@aol.com

Rick Ayer
(949) 366-9089, Fax: (949) 366-9289
ayercomm@earthlink.net.

EAST
Josh Gordon
(718) 802-0488; Fax: (718) 522-4751
jgo -don5 @ bell atla ntic.net

EAST/MIDWEST
Joanne Melton
(212) 462-3344; Fax: (212) 206-3618
joanne_melton @primediabusiness.com

INTERNATIONAL
EUROPE
Richard Woolley
+44-1295-278-407
Fax: +44-1295-278-408
richardwoolley@compuserve.com

EUROPE
Tony Chapman
+44-1635-578-874
Fax: +44-1635-578-874
ARCintecl@aol.com

ISRAEL
Asa Talbot-
Talbar Media
+972-3-5629565; Fax: +972-3-5629567
talbar@inter.net.il

JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
+81-3-3235-5961; Fax: +81-3-3235-5852
mashy@fa2.so-net.ne.jp

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISINGOVERLAND PARK, KS
Jennifer Shafer
(800) 896-9939; (913) 967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
jshafer@primediabusiness.com

REPRINTS
Wright's Reprints
(877) 652-5295;
International inquiries, (281) 419-5725
eramsey cwrightsreprints.corn

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
Marie Brtganti, Statlistics
(203) 7788700 x146; (203) 778-4839
primedia@statlistics.com

Customer Service:
913-967-1707 or 800-441-0294

BROADCAST ENGINEERING (ISSN 0007-1994) is
published monthly and mailed free to qualified
persons by Primedia Business, 9800 Metcalf, Over-
land Park, KS 66212-2216. Periodicals postage paid
at Shawnee Mission, KS, and additional mailing
offices. Canada Post International Publications
Mail (Canadian Distribution) Sales Agreement
No. 0956295. POSTMASTER: Send address chang-
es to Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 2100, Skokie,
IL 80076-7800 USA. CORRESPONDENCE: Editorial
and Advertising: 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS
66212-2216 Phone: 913-341-1300; Edit. fax: 913-967-
1905. Advert. fax: 913-967-1904. © 2000 by Primedia
Business. All rights reserved.
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The flashing
cookies
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Corporate messages are an
important way of devel-
oping a brand. A consistent

story makes the company believable and
gives potential customers a positive feel-
ing for the survival strengths of the com-
pany they are about to hand money over
to. I once worked for a company that
had a 24 -hour phone support system.
Many a time we got calls about prob-
lems on other people's equipment sim-
ply because we were providing one of
the only telephone numbers where a
near -desperate operator could talk to a
broadcast engineer. None of our cus-
tomers doubted our survivability.

Maybe you don't think you have a 24 -
hour service support operation, but I
would bet you do. It's called your Web
site. It does more to tell a customer about
your company than most of the collat-
eral material you provide, and it does so
quietly - and with no opportunity for
an employee to correct any mistaken im-
pressions that a customer might make.

I recently spent a few quiet hours vis-
iting the Web sites of many of the equip-
ment manufacturers in the broadcast
business and, quite frankly, it is not that
pretty of a picture. The Internet is a
marvelous medium for getting informa-
tion out, and many companies provide
that information in impressive ways. But
the Web should be no different from any
other medium used by a company: It
should be there to sell product. Selling
is a very emotional process and it is
people who buy things, not companies.
You, therefore, provoke a customer at
your peril, and if you provide enough
emotional negatives, your salespeople
don't stand a chance at converting an
inquiry into a purchase order.

People understand that on a personal
sales level, but those people are not the
ones who put the company's Web site

NNE&

load on a DSL connection, I am gener-
ally out of there. If it takes more than 45
seconds to load - and we have them in
the industry - the site is out of control.

Well over a third of the companies
in our space are using Flash on the
front page of their sites. Apart from
being garish, it says that the company
has an ego that it wants to bare to the
world to show how wonderful tech-
nology is; it also means that the cus-
tomer has to "Enter" the site beyond
the annoying opener. What the cus-
tomer wants is to get product infor-
mation as quickly as possible. If you
want me to register to get to the meat
then you better have software clever
enough to determine that I didn't sign
in as "Mickey@Mouse.com" again.

You also need your Web people to un-
derstand the nature of the customer
that the company deals with. Most en-
gineers are pretty careful about their
personal information and we are
mostly lurkers, unless we are talking to
other engineers. If a survey were taken,
I would expect to find that the major-
ity of us have cookies disabled on our
browsers - but about half of the sites I
went to wanted to set at least one
cookie, with some wanting to set more.
The winner was a major company that

together. Too often the people who do
are after glitz and technology just for
the sake of technology. The Web is a
wonderfully flat playing field, unless
you make mistakes.

The simplest and most important
starting point is loading time. If a site
takes more than a couple of seconds to

asked me twenty-three times to accept
cookies before allowing me to browse
its product portfolio. Why?

I found a company with a non -opera-
tional navigation bar, another that had
an invalid URL in a product advertise-
ment, one that capitali7Pd a URL lead-
ing to a "page not found" message, and

The Web is a wonderfully flat playing field, unless

you make mistakes.

one that had a front page of 253K! If
you like being greeted with credit card
logos, there is one of those, too - or
maybe you would prefer the rather ob-
vious message, "You have found us."

Finally, many denizens of cyberspace
do use Internet Explorer as their
browser, but I have found that engineers
as a class prefer Netscape, often simply
because it's not produced by Bill. So what
do you think of a major Japanese sup-
plier whose front page loads empty in
Netscape? The real gem is a test and
measurement company that doesn't
bring up the usual blank page when a
site is incompatible with Netscape, but
instead (on DSL, yet) takes over two
painful minutes to load a page occupied
by broken graphics.

I know what kind of corporate brand/
message that leaves me with. How
about you? E-mail and point me toward
the broadcast industry sites you
love...or love to hate. Either I'll give the
good ones equal time, or there may be
a Part II "under construction?' BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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Eyes and Ears 24/7

Signal Quality Manager TM: The complete solution for, around the clock, centralized viieo and and o monitoring.

gyInpoTEK Signal Quality Monoger

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearer.'"

Whether you are managing two or two thousand sources... ana og, digital or
MPEG formats... Engineering, Operations, -echnik;a1 Services or Facilities...the

Videotek Signal Quality Manager m (SQM) is avai able with a variety of

modules to fill your specific needs.

With the SQM you can be assured that signal quality issues arE recognized
quickly and precisely, minimizing off -air time and preventing unnecessary

revenue losses.

You can count on the SQM every day, every hour, every minute ..every time:

 Remote control and real time, unattended monitoring
 Monitor MPEG, audio and video in anElog and digital formats
 Distributed Processing provides real -t me alarm reporting

 Unequaled alarm package
 Log all alarms by source, time and date Me
 Data storage supports management reporting and trending
 Easily integrates into existing systems with built-in SNMP agent or utilize

the SQM-MS monitoring software
 Customize system view screens with soft. are draw package
 Basic or Advanced modules available
 Dedicated Macroblocking detection rr oduie

Let the Signal Quality Manager be your Eres and Ears 24/7.

Call Videotek today!

=VIDEOTEK
A Zero Defects Company

Toll Free: 8(0-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direct: 610-327-2292



VRnet Server
Technology

STORAGE & ARCHIVING

True shared storage

...where it all comes together.
Planning for DTV? Look to Leitch for the latest storage and networking technology. VRnet`"

provides global connectivity, tracking and sharing of media and unparalleled integration of applications.
Ingest, transmission, browsing, editing and archiving-the breadth and depth of Leitch server systems
continues to grow.

Leitch offers

Reliability through hardware and software redundancy and distributed file
allocation tables for failsafe operation.

Scalability dramatically enhanced by introduction of 2 Gb/s Fibre Channel,
181 GB drives and new media management.

Interoperability through inclusion of all professional compression standards,
DV and MPEG-2, industry -standard interfaces, SDI, SDTI, Ethernet, SCSI, ATM,

and 0C3.

Please visit our web site at www.leitch.com/newbrochures/server.pdf or call us for the
VRnet Server Technology brochure.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045

LEITCH.
www.leitch.com

©2002 Leitch Technology Corporation


